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Street scrambler         survives blaze and divorce

CB500 VS CB750
H O N D A’ S  F O U R S

Can less really give more?



THE LAND OF JOY
NEW DUCATI SCRAMBLER

*Your regular monthly repayments are low because it is the nature of a PCP product that a significant proportion of the total amount payable is payable at the end of the contract by one large final repayment.
Finance is subject to status and is only available to UK applicants aged 18 or over. TriOptions PCP is only available through Ducati Finance which is a trading style of Black Horse Ltd, St. William House, Tresillian
Terrace, Cardiff CF10 5BH. Figures are correct as of 13th January 2015. Finance offer ends 30th April 2015.

Now in-store with affordable* monthly repayments

Representative Example: Based on Scrambler Icon in Yellow with a contracted annual mileage of 6,000.

35 Monthly Repayments £95.00

Initial Repayment £175.00

Final Repayment £3,426.00

Total Amount Payable £8,353.00 

Interest Rate (Fixed) 6.91%

Representative APR 9.1% APR

Cash Price £7,130.00

Deposit £1,427.00

Total Amount of Credit £5,703.00

Credit Facility Fees§ £230.00

Purchase Fee§§ £10.00

Duration of Agreement 37 Months

§ Included in Monthly Repayments.      §§ Included in Final Repayment.

Image taken on closed road.
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Finance is subject to status and is only available to UK applicants aged 18 and over. TriStar Personal Contract Purchase is only available through Triumph Motorcycle Finance which is a trading style 

of Black Horse Ltd, St William House, Tresillian Terrace, Cardiff  CF10 5BH. Finance fi gures correct as of 05.01.15 and are subject to change. Finance off er ends 30.06.15.

FOR THE ULTIMATE STATEMENT.

FOR THE CHOSEN FEW.

FOR THE RIDE.

REPRESENTATIVE EXAMPLE

£8,549.00  £1,278.30  £7,270.70   37 Months £105.00  £5,332.00  £10,390.30 9.44%  9.9% APR

On the

Road Price

Deposit/Part 

Exchange 

Total Amount

of Credit 
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Duration

36 Monthly

Repayments

Final 

Repayment

Total Amount

Payable

Interest Rate

(Fixed)

Representative 

APR

Based on: Street Triple Rx

@ 5,000 miles per annum

#fortherideFor more information or to book your test ride, visit triumphmotorcycles.co.uk

The new Special Edition Street Triple Rx fuses the handling, performance and attitude of the naked 

class defi ning R model with inspiration and styling cues taken directly from its superports sibling, 

the Daytona 675R. Finished in Diablo Red and Matt Aluminium Silver paint work, striking red wheels 

and fi tted with a quickshifter to deliver a ride that lives up to the looks. 

The results represent the pinnacle of Street Triple development - truly special on road and on track.
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...to the sound of:
Stewart’s new TR1 

engine... what’s that loud 

knocking noise..? 

while drinking:
Spiced tea in Sam 

Lovegrove’s atmospheric 

super-shed

while watching:
John Hobbs on the Hobbit 

doing 8.60 at the Pod, see 

http://tinyurl.com/lntwx49

 THIS ISSUE OF CLASSIC BIKE WAS BROUGHT TO YOU...                            

Welcome

Gary Pinchin, editor 
classic.bike@bauermedia.co.uk

Write to Classic Bike, Media House,
Lynch Wood, Peterborough, PE2 6EA

ENJOY CLASSIC BIKE 
ON THE IPAD

Classic Bike is available as a digital 
edition that you can download onto your 
computer, tablet or smart phone 
anywhere in the world on the same day 
the magazine goes 
on sale. You can 
also browse back 
issues easily, zoom 
pictures and blow 
up text for easier 
reading...

Available now from 
all good digital 

Winter in Classic Bike land has meant 
looking at weather forecasts, trying to 
judge when the sun might stay out just 
long enough to give a bit of dry road that 
will present a) decent conditions to get 
some kind of meaningful feedback for a 
road tester and b) pictures that do justice 
to the motorcycle.

The biking gods must have been smiling 
when Rupert Paul swung his leg over Jim 
Hodges’ superb Triton (see page 56). 
Almost perfect conditions meant he could 
experience the joys of a classic motorcycle 
that has been given modifications that 
have taken it beyond a traditional café 
racer and into the modern era – without 
any trade-off in classic style.

The sun also shone obligingly on our 
CB750 vs CB500 test, too, allowing John 
Naish to weigh up whether less can be 
more – or if size really is everything.

But spring is just around the corner. 
How do we know this? When it’s time to 
fill in the diary and plan your riding 
season. That’s what we’ve been doing this 
month – selecting shedloads of great 
events, big and small, for our annual 
Events Guide feature. Planning a classic 
summer is the first step to shaking off the 
winter blues. Have fun.

93 RICK’S FIXES
Cruise control throttles, fitting Triumph 
rocker boxes and other wisdom from the 
Rick’s redoubtable workshop

97 ENGINE STRIP
A Bridgestone Hurricane two-stroke twin 
taken down to its bare cases

104 COMMANDO SPECIALIST
Beyond the counter at Andover Norton – 
where all the Commando bits live

108 TOOLBOX
A bit of insight into bits you put in drills

110 OUR CLASSICS
Stewart’s recently purchased TR1 café 
racer plus updates from Rick on his 
Martinsyde and Mark on his Guzzi T3

118 FREE READER ADS

128 WAY WE WERE
Why you start the mag from the back

W O R K S H O P

94

97

100

128
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Find Classic Bike on Facebook. 
Search ‘Classic Bike magazine’ 
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A rip-roaring ride through this  
month’s matters of importance

WORLD 

WORDS:  GARY  P INCHIN. PHOTOGRAPHY:  B AUER  ARCHIVE 

UK drag racing hit the big time in the mid-
’70s. Crazy bikes with double (and even 
triple) engines, colourful characters and an 
avalanche of new records attracted 
thousands of fans. Santa Pod Raceway, at 
Podington, Northamptonshire played host 
to stunning confrontations like this one in 
July 1975, between British hero John 
Hobbs (foreground) on his supercharged, 
twin-engined 1700cc Weslake ‘Hobbit’ 
and American Danny Johnson, aboard the 
3.5-litre double-Harley-powered ‘Goliath’.

The two protagonists were billed to face 
each other in a series of three exhibition 
match races during the weekend. Weirdly, 
the sport’s governing body, the ACU, 
decreed that Hobbs would get a 1/10sec 
start due to the overwhelming capacity 
advantage of Johnson’s Harley.

In a weekend of racing that saw no less 
than six 8sec runs, Johnson made the 
fastest run ever seen in Europe of 8.84sec 
at 167.56mph to win the second match 
races. Hobbs ran 8.86sec/158.48mph for 
the first side-by-side 8sec runs in Europe – 
and become the fastest Brit drag racer at 
the time. Sadly, the Hobbit broke a rocker 
shaft in that second run, which put him 
out the final encounter.

Hobbs shot to prominence in the late 
’60s with his supercharged, single-engined 
Triumph, Olympus. Switching to the 
Weslake-powered Hobbit in 1975 saw him 
set many records until his retirement from 
active competition in 1979. 

And the best news is that John continues 
to campaign both Olympus and the 
Hobbit in demonstration races at British 
drag race events like Dragstalgia!

O�BIG PICTURE

LORDS OF 
THE STRIPS
When The Hobbit took on Goliath at 
Santa Pod forty years ago, it was 
one of the most memorable battles 
of the golden era of drag racing 
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JULY 6, 1975

SANTA POD,, 
NORTHANTS
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WORLD 

Q The bike is one 
of only 50 Series A 
thought to remain

PHOTOGRAPHY:  T IM  KEATON

ULTRA-RARE 
VINCENT UNDER 

THE HAMMER

O�AUCTION SPECIAL

Last of the Series A V-twins is up for sale at the Stafford Show in April
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This 1939 Vincent-HRD is thought to be one of the last 998cc 
Series A Rapides to be made. With an estimated value of between 
£220,000 and £260,000, it will go under the hammer at the 
Bonhams Spring Stafford Sale of pioneer, vintage and collectors 
motorcycles at the Stafford County Showground on April 26.

Production of Vincent motorcycles was brought to a halt in July 
1939 by the onset of World War II, at which time the Series A had 

only been in production for 30 months and, while 
there are no formal records of exactly how many 
were produced, experts agree that the figure is only 
in the ‘high seventies.’ When Vincent motorcycle 

production resumed in 1946, it was with the all-new Series B model.
This Series A was first registered in October 1939, and is 

believed to be one of the last dispatched from the factory. The 
engine and frame numbers do not appear in factory records but 
follow on from the last entry to be completed.

This will be the third time Bonhams has sold this particular 
machine, and the firm’s department director of collectors’ 
motorcycles Ben Walker said: “This will be only the fourth time 
we’ve offered a Series A in a public auction – but we’ve sold this 
one twice before. When Brian Verrall passed away in September 
2008, we sold it as part of his collection for £198,000. Four years 
later, in April 2012, we sold it for £225,000.

“Condition-wise it is spectacular, the best example we’ve had. 
It’s a superior machine with a fantastic history. Not only is it the 
last Series A to leave the factory, it was in single family ownership 
from 1959 – and at one point it was almost emptied into a skip. 
While the owner was a in a pub, a friend went past his lock-up 
and saw someone going into it to take the bike, apparently because 
the owner had not paid rent. But it turned out there had been an 
administration error. The money had been paid and the owner 
was able to stop the debt collectors taking the bike.”

Glyn Johnson of the Vincent Workshop undertook a seven-year 
restoration of the machine to concours standard, completed in 
2013, but the machine still has to be commissioned for the road. 

The prototype Series A was first shown at the 1936 Olympia 
Motorcycle Show, but only a few were sold in 1937 amidst 
scepticism that the machine would not live up to the performance 
Vincent claimed for it. In 1938, any such fears were dispelled 
when Series A works rider Ginger Wood set a new lap record at 
Donington Park, and turned an 11.7sec quarter at the Gatwick 
Sprint. The road bike clocked 110mph to outstrip the rival JAP 
V-twin-powered SS100 Brough.

A total of only 50 Series A Vincents are thought to survive 
worldwide, underlining the rarity and importance of this machine 
coming to auction at Stafford in April.

‘IT’S SPECTACULAR. 
A SUPERIOR MACHINE 

WITH A FANTASTIC 
HISTORY’
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While the Series A Vincent might be the talk of the forthcoming Bonhams Spring Sale at Stafford, 
either of these two highly-valued Brough Superiors could steal the attention. Brough motorcycles 
have always been regarded as the legendary superbike of motorcycling’s golden age between the two 
world wars – but the two machines up for sale at Stafford could not be more different. 

The 1937 1096cc Brough Superior 11-50 (estimated value between £30,000-40,000) is fully 
restored to the original ‘show finish’ condition in which it was displayed on the Brough stand at the 
1937 Earls Court Motorcycle Show.

Launched in 1933, the 11-50 was the largest Brough Superior to enter production, powered by a 
side-valve JAP V-twin engine – and conceived as a long-legged touring machine that could exceed 
90mph in solo form but was also capable of pulling a loaded sidecar at 75mph.

The second Brough is a 1930 overhead-valve 680 Black Alpine (with an estimated value between 
£70,000-100,000). Its history is fully documented and it was at one time owned by a carpenter, 
Chris Arthurs, who made the number plates and added wooden wheel discs, while the seat base 
and upholstery came from seats in the Palace Theatre, Reading. 

Bonhams’ Ben Walker said: “The first impression of the 11-50 Brough might be that this bike has 
had too much done to it. It was restored seven years ago, but it’s how it would have left the factory 
for the Earls Court show. All the polished finishes are correct. It’s stunning. 

“The 680 Brough, on the other hand, is quirky. It’s got wooden number plates, wooden wheel 
discs – but if you or I had the same skills we’d do similar things to a bike like this. I think it’s a 
brilliant contrast to the shiny 11-50 Brough.”

The Series A Vincent and these two Broughs are among 200 or so other machines expected to be 
offered in the sale at Stafford. For further details go to: www.bonhams.com

CHALK AND CHEESE
Two Brough Superiors with very different characters will also be competing for attention at the Stafford Sale

Q 1937 11-50 has been 
restored to super-shiny 
show condition

Q Quirky 1930 680 Black Alpine 
has home-made wooden wheel discs
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WORLD 

Q Original example of a very rare 
1913 Minneapolis twin 

Q EJ Cole: cashing in 
a collection started 
50 years ago 

Probably the most incredible trove of American motorcycles ever 
offered at once goes on sale in the USA this month when 89-year-
old collector EJ Cole offers his entire cache of 220 machines at a 
Mecum Auctions event in Las Vegas on March 20-21.

The collection ranges from a 1903 American Tandem single-
cylinder machine to an unridden 1991 Harley-Davidson Sturgis.

“We anticipate that the collection will bring between $15-20 
million (£9.37-13.25m),” said Ron Christenson, president of 
Mecum’s MidAmerica motorcycle division. “Prices realised should 
range from $10,000 (£6625) to $750,000 (£497,000). It’s an 
amazing group of motorcycles and its proportion is truly epic.”

Mr Cole began collecting motorcycles nearly 50 years ago when 
his nephew uncovered a group of early American bikes in the 
north-west United States. “I didn’t really have a preference among 
makes,” he said. “As long as it was a motorcycle and American-
made and I didn’t have one, I went after it. I tried to buy one of 
everything there was. If my age hadn’t gotten ahead of me, why I’d 
still be out trying to add to it. But I’m 89, so I feel it’s time to quit.” 

Rarities include models from the likes of Arnac, Geer, Racycle 
and Wagner, as well as better known classics such as Ace, Crocker, 
Henderson and Pierce. There are 65 Harley-Davidsons 25 Indians, 
and around 14 four-cylinder bikes in the 
collection. The decade 1911-20 is the one most 
represented, with 83 examples. 

THE 10 MILLION 
DOLLAR MAN

O�MECUM AUCTION

WORDS:  MIKE  N ICKS . PHOTOGRAPHY:  MECUM

That’s how much EJ Cole’s collection of 220 American classics is expected to fetch at its upcoming auction 

Q 1942 Crocker V-twin

Q 1942 Indian Four: first off the line  
in the final year of Four production
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‘I’M 89, SO I FEEL  
IT’S TIME TO QUIT’

Q Original and 
unrestored 1907 
Harley-Davidson 
strap-tank

Q 1910 Flying Merkel
V-twin racer

Q 1920 Ace four-cylinder: Only four 
known examples exist of the first 
year of Ace four production

Q Restored, ex-Steve McQueen 
1915 Cyclone board track racer 
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1970 ITALJET GRIFON
Owned by Roger Chapman
I collect rare bikes and this is probably the 
most obscure one I own. I was in Bologna 
three years ago and saw it at the roadside.  
I made some enquiries and bought it from an 
old guy who had restored it. The engine was 
rebuilt by a former Ferrari mechanic.

I also own a 1965 T120C Triumph and the 
engine is pretty similar in spec to the Italjet’s, 
though this bike has different gearing, so it 
accelerates really well and cruises along back 
lanes quite nicely at around 60mph, but lacks 
top end compared to the standard Triumph. 

The four-leading-shoe Grimeca front brake 
is amazing compared to the single leading shoe 
of the Triumph and its handling is fantastic. It’s 
such a pleasure to ride and so beautiful. I’m not 
sure whether the high-level pipes are original. 

Since discovering my bike I’ve looked around 
at other Italjet Triumphs and all the ones I’ve 
seen have low-level exhausts. The bike is really 
well made, but the one bugbear is having to 
unbolt the seat to check the oil level. The oil 
tank looks very similar to an old Castrol tin!

I’d never even heard of the Italjet Triumph 
until I saw this one, but I now know that its 
designer, Leopoldo Tartarini, worked at Ducati 
to help develop the new V-twin in 1970s. He 
was also involved with the styling of the 750 
Sport – I have one of those, too. I’m an Italian 
bike enthusiast and also have a Baines Imola.

Production of Italjet Triumphs started in ’67; 
around 1000 were produced for Italy, the USA 
and Australia. From what I’m told, none were 
sold into the UK. Engines were bought from 
Triumph at £120 each but apparently Triumph 
never bothered to assess one!

SOUTHERN 
CLASSICS

Rare Greeves scramblers and an immaculate Italjet Triumph were  

among the surprises at the Royal Bath & West Showground

WORDS:  GARY  P INCHIN. PHOTOGRAPHY:  MYKEL  N ICOLAOU

O�35th CAROLE NASH BRISTOL CLASSIC MOTORCYCLE SHOW, FEBRUARY 7-8



1971 500CC GREEVES 
Colin Sparrow (Greeves Owners Club) 
This prototype scrambler is the only 500 Greeves built and is 
now owned by Dave Harper, one of the original technicians 
who helped develop the bike in secret from the end of 1969 
through 1970. He’s restored it after spending years tracking 
down components. The unit-construction engine was 
developed by Greeves, with input from Queen’s University in 
Belfast. With a 91mm bore and 71mm stroke, it developed 
around 50bhp and has straight-cut primary gears without any 
idler gear so the engine runs backwards. The frame is bespoke.  
Dick Clayton raced it twice in 1971, finishing second to Dave 
Nicol on a factory BSA in the second outing, but the project 
was shelved. Dave runs the bike in Pre-65 scrambles now.

1958 NSU GREEVES
Colin Sparrow (Greeves Owners Club) 
This is the experimental NSU Greeves that Brian Stonebridge 
built in 1958 and is now owned by Barry Keymer. Stonebridge 
had been racing a 197cc 9E Villiers, but needed a full 250cc 
engine to remain competitive in the all-new 250cc European 
MX Championship. There was no Villiers option available, 
but Bert Greeves didn’t like four-strokes so Stonebridge built 
this in secret, shoe-horning a 17bhp overhead-cam Sportsmax 
engine into a Hawkstone frame. The NSU proved competitive, 
so for 1959 Stonebridge built and raced a second bike, with 
Bert Greeves’ knowledge. But by 1960, Greeves had developed 
the square-barrel 250 two-stroke and Stonebridge had died. 

This 1958 bike re-emerged as a box of bits, which Barry 
bought and restored. But what you are looking at is not a show 
bike; Barry’s has race-prepped this bike for the forthcoming 
Pre-65 MX season. He plans to restore the bike to fully 
original condition once he’s finished racing it. 
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1958 TRIUMPH OUTFIT
Owned by Henry Body 
Jack Difazio road raced this bike in 1958 – 
the first outfit with hub-centre steering 
and the forerunner of modern racing 
outfits. In 1960 he suggested I grasstrack 
the outfit in the British Championship 
meeting at South Cerney. I was leading in 
the final when the track rod broke!

I rebuilt it and rode it all through 1961. 
The outfit was brilliant (in Jack’s hands) 
for road racing and I went well on the 
bigger grass circuits. It was so easy to ride. 

But it was a real handful on the smaller 
tracks. It simply ran out of lock when you 
had a big powerslide going. I tipped it over 
a couple of times and then put it to one 
side until I used it as a road outfit later on. 
For grasstrack racing we had a BSA A10 

Super Rocket engine, on methanol, which 
went really well, but it’s got a 650cc 
Triumph motor in it now. I rebuilt it 
recently and brought it to the show 
because it’s an outfit with real history.

'I REALLY LOVE THIS 
OLD ENFIELD... AND  

IT FOUND ME' 

1926 ROYAL ENFIELD 201A
Owned by Susie Colson 
This is a 1926 225cc two-speed, two-
stroke 201A Ladies Model. It was 
originally owned by two sisters, Florrie 
and Lucy, who were nurses and used the 
bike for work. When Florrie got married, 
she became the landlady of a pub in 
Nottingham called The Old Spot and in 
1936 had a son, John. 

In the 1940s, John rode the bike around 
the garden but second gear was damaged. 
After he finished with it, the bike went to 
the back of a shed where it remained until 
2012 when John asked my husband if he 
could get a price valuation on it.

We found out as much information on 
the machine as we could and John said to 
me: “You love this bike, don’t you?’ When 
I admitted I did, he sold it to us – but if 
ever I reach a time when I no longer want 
it, it will go back to John.

We’ve since ‘preserved’ it by just doing 
enough to make it roadworthy: new chain 
and sprocket, friction-plate clutch rather 
than cork, new petrol cap. We also had a 
new second gear cut and my husband 
Finbar bought it a new magneto.

I made the leather straps to carry the 
fuel tin, which I need to pre-mix the fuel. 
If I pour the petrol and oil straight into the 
tank, I can’t get it to mix properly. It takes 
one gallon of petrol to a pint of oil – and 
yes, it smokes terribly! The only real cheat 
is the fuel tank transfers – which are brand 
new but were ‘aged’ by paint sprayer Steve 
Slight (who trades as Joeby’s Airbrush Art).

I’ve recently got an old Trident plus a 
modern Speed Triple and 650 Cagiva 
Raptor, but I really love this old Enfield. 
It’s so beautiful but the important thing is 
its history... and it found me.
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1970 TRIUMPH SPECIAL
Owned by Robin Ludwell
It all started with a £100 front wheel  
I bought at an autojumble. That set the 
ball rolling for this Triumph twin project.  
I bought an engine from Ace Classics, 
which was in really lovely nick. I added a 
TR6 frame, then a fuel tank – and it’s gone 
from there. It took a year to build. The 
engine was once a TR7RV, but I got a 
Bonnie head with the engine; my mate Ian 
Williets rebuilt the engine for me.

I wanted something a bit different – not 
outrageously so, but with enough tweaks 

that even a Triumph enthusiast will need a 
second take. The Trident tank is exactly as 
I bought it from Kempton – metal flake 
red paint, flush-fit filler cap. I fitted a 
Wassell electronic ignition and we 
relocated the coils between the tool box 
and oil tank. It’s also got Commando 
pipes – and Suzuki Bandit switchgear.

We’ve literally just finished it. The rear 
light and grab rail went on last night. 
Finding a grab rail was almost impossible 
– and I ended up with a pattern part, 
which we had to fettle to get it to fit, and 
then re-powdercoat.

1952 HURTU VM52
Owned by Will Rich
My cousin worked for Holidays On Ice 
and toured all over Europe. He found 
some cars and bikes in a barn in northern 
France; they belonged to a chap who had 
passed on and his wife was selling the 
collection. I bought this complete Hurtu 
and one in bits, plus a complete 1936 
Monet Goyon. 

The Hurtu is so rare in the UK that even 
the VMCC have been hard pressed to 
unearth any information on the bike. The 
engine is a Sachs, but we’re not sure of the 
actually capacity – possibly 98cc. The 
Monet Goyon I have is 98cc, twin-port, 
girder forks and is around the same sort of 
size engine; both bikes share a lot of parts, 
like mudguards, lights, handlebars, though 
they have very different chassis.

I’m not sure about what to do in terms 
of restoration. I’m thinking I’ll leave this 
complete Hurtu exactly as it is – and 
restore the one I have in bits. I’ll probably 
leave it until my children are old enough to 
join in the project. They’re three years old 
and six months now, so there’s a few years 
yet, but I’ve got several other bikes to keep 
me occupied in the meantime.”

‘I THINK I’LL LEAVE IT 
EXACTLY AS IT IS’ 

M O R E  S H OW  N U G G E T S

Dave Joyce’s 1914 Sparkbrook Roadster 
won ‘Best in Show’. The 770cc two-
speed, belt-driven V-twin has been 
‘extensively’ restored over five years.

Doug Ellis’ 1934 246cc New Imperial is 
a former winning bike at Brooklands. 
Frank Pearce won on it in the first-ever 
bike meet on the Campbell circuit. 

CRK showed this neat Triumph triple café 
racer. They offer a complete kit or kit 
modules to transformation any 1991-96 
750/900 Hinckley triple. 
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Somerset and Wales
.LVYNL�*VOLU�
+44 (0) 1460 526 46  
NLVYNL�JVOLU'IVUOHTZ�JVT

Lancashire, Yorkshire 
and Northern Counties  
4HYR�.HYZPKL
+44 (0) 1457 872 788 
THYR�NHYZPKL'IVUOHTZ�JVT

-VY�KL[HPSZ�VM�OV^�[V�[HRL�WHY[�WSLHZL�JVU[HJ[�
V\Y�3VUKVU�Vᄗ��JL��`V\Y�ULHYLZ[�YLWYLZLU[H[P]L�
VY�]PZP[�bonhams.com/motorcycles
[V�Z\ITP[�H�JVTWSPTLU[HY`�ZLSSLY�YLX\LZ[�

Closing date for entries Friday 13 March

7SLHZL�ZLL�Bonhams.com/22720�MVY�3V[�7YL]PL^

ENQUIRIES
Motorcycles (London)
+44 (0) 20 8963 2817
\RTV[VYJ`JSLZ'IVUOHTZ�JVT

CATALOGUE
+44 (0) 1666 502 200
Z\IZJYPW[PVUZ'IVUOHTZ�JVT

Herts, Beds, 
Bucks and Oxon 
4HY[PU�/LJRZJOLY
+44 (0) 1494 758 838
THY[PU�OLJRZJOLY'IVUOHTZ�JVT�

Northants and 
South Midlands
9VNLY�,[JLSS
+44 (0) 1327 856 024
YVNLY�L[JLSS'IVUOHTZ�JVT�

West Midlands
9VILY[�*VYKVU�*OHTW
+44 (0) 1543 411 154  
YVILY[�JVYKVUJOHTW'IVUOHTZ�JVT�

Lancashire
(SHU�>OP[LOLHK
+44 (0) 1204 844 884
HSHU�^OP[LOLHK'IVUOHTZ�JVT

Devon and Cornwall
1VUH[OHU�=PJRLYZ
+44 (0) 1872 250 170  
QVUH[OHU�]PJRLYZ'IVUOHTZ�JVT

1928 INDIAN FOUR MODEL 401 
£65,000 - 70,000

1930 BROUGH SUPERIOR OHV 680 BLACK ALPINE
£70,000 - 100,000

Louis Vuitton Classic Concours Winner
1938 ARIEL 997CC SQUARE FOUR
£15,000 - 18,000

1955 VINCENT 998CC BLACK SHADOW 
SERIES D, WITH PRINCE BODYWORK
£40,000 - 50,000



MC450

Sealey ToolsSealey Tools@SealeyTools

SCAN HERE,
To visit our website, view the catalogue,  

current promotions and find your local stockist.www.sealey.co.uk

EXCEEDING
EXPECTATIONS

....You don’t want just  
ANY Motorcycle Lift  

in your garage.
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O�ROADS? WHERE WE’RE GOING... 

...we don’t need roads. When new year 
dawned in 1998, with it came news that a bike 
racer from Blackburn had got an MBE. But the 
origins of the gong stretched back to 1993 
and Carl Fogarty’s first year as a factory rider 
for Ducati. He’d already taken a new lap record 
on a Yamaha at the TT the year before but that 
was before his factory ride, when a racer might 
be expected to routinely risk his neck on the 
roads to put food in his belly. Nor was it the 11 
victories he was about to take in WSB ’93 (still 
not enough to beat more consistent Scott 
Russell) that marked the measure of the man. 
It was his determination to race the North 
West 200, a race his new employers neither 
knew nor cared about, in only his second 
outing on his new works wheels. Foggy had a 
grudge against the superfast circuit, having led 
races there seven times but never won. Ducati 
indulged him, on the promise he would never 
suggest it again. He rewarded them with two 
flag-to-flag wins (the firm’s first in the event’s 
64 years) and with his new lap record, 
completed his personal set of street-circuit 
world records – Macau, TT and NW200.

The best of CB’s daily online updates 

BITESIZEBITESIZE

O�STOP BY THE PATTI WAGGIN

Something about an image captioned ‘Scholar 
by day, stripper by night, busy belle races hot 
motorcycles on weekends’ caught our eye. The 
subject was Patti Waggin (born Patricia Artae 
Hardwick in 1926), a thrice-married student of 
music and acting who went on to become one 
of the top burlesque dancers in late-’50s 
America. She started racing motorcycles at 14 
and later married well-known racer and bike 
dealer Bill Brownell. On stage Patti was 
variously billed as The Educated Torso, The 
Sex Oomph Girl, and the Fresh Faced Girl Next 
Door, and was reportedly one of the friendliest 
girls on the burlesque circuit. She later married 
baseball star Don Rudolph, and died in 1992.

O�JAPAN’S MOST INFAMOUS BIKE

Reports in 2012 of the rise of the new sport of 
‘Motopolo’ in Rwanda failed to point out the 
sport has roots stretching back nearly 100 
years. ‘Motor-football’ was a popular activity in 
the late 1910s for American bike clubs, who 
often used a match as the climax of a 
weekend of comradely motorcycling fun. Its 
popularity grew to such an extent by the ’30s 
that the game – played by teams of five riders 
on stripped-down Indians and Harleys – had 
official rules and its own championship. 
Popular Science featured the sport in its July 
1935 issue: ‘Scarcely a moment passes 
without an exciting spill or an interesting 
tangle’. ‘Motoball’ went on to become (and 
continues to be) popular in France, Germany, 
Lithuania, Holland and the Soviet Union, where 
crowds of 30,000 attended the biggest 
games, played using dedicated 34bhp Vostok 
250s with gearchanges for either foot.

A new bit of whimsy from the Bikeshed scene? 
Don’t you believe it. The Imme R100 of 1949 
was a cutting edge design – and in some 
respects would still be today. The fork was a 
single-sider, while the single-sided swingarm 
was also the exhaust for the short-stroke, 
99cc two-stroke engine, with cantilever 
monoshock suspension designed for 
absolutely constant chain tension. Is there 
anything as elegantly  
advanced today?

O�KAWASAKI’S SECRET STRIPS

Kawasaki’s Akashi works has been home to 
its motorcycle manufacturing since 1960, but 
it started in 1940 as an aircraft factory, plus 
runway. A bike test strip ran along its course 
from 1960 until it was overbuilt by the 
expanding factory. But Kawasaki loved having 
a howling motorcycle test strip in its midst, so 
in 1968 it built another. It was wider and faster 
than the original, but as the Z1 hove into view 
a third, parallel strip was required – at 800m 
nearly twice as long. Since 2005 Kawasaki’s 
testing has centred on its F1-spec Autopolis 
circuit, but the Akashi strip is still in use, with 
overalled Kawasaki staff riding bikes in various 
states of finish for the purpose of carrying out 
some check or other.

O�UNKNOWN BUT UNBOTHERED 
Bol d’Or, 1932-style. The rider is Louis Jeannin 
who (if his expression leaves you in any doubt) 
is just about to take a stunning victory. 
Stunning because it was aboard a 350 built by 
an as-yet-unknown brand new manufacturer: 
Jonghi. A few weeks later, the same pairing 
would triumph again in the 350 class of the 
European Grand Prix in Rome. Completing the 
race at an average of speed of 83.3mph, 
Jeanni crossed the line three minutes ahead 
of the second placed rider. 

Want a daily dose of Classic Bike? Visit www.facebook.

com/classicbikemagazine and click ‘Like’ on the page.

ROBERT KIMBERLEY

O�GIMME AN IMME

BY  GUY  PROCTER
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As the first shoots of spring appear, get out and get set for summer

DIARYDIARY

MARCH 7/8

CAROLE NASH/MCN 
SCOTTISH 
MOTORCYCLE SHOW
Scotland’s biggest and best bike show. 
Classic Bike are sponsoring the event and 
we’ll be lurking in our very own Classic 
Bike Pavilion, wandering through the 350 
machines on display and trying to pick the 
winner of the councours from 70 entries.
Why: Help MCN celebrate its 60th birthday
Where: Royal Highland Centre, Ingliston
Contact: scottishmotorcycleshow.com 

MARCH 7

VMCC AUTOJUMBLE
Always a belter and eagerly anticipated by 
discerning buyers and sellers, with 400 
trade and private pitches expected this 
year. There will be three indoor halls in 
which to shelter against inclement weather 
as well as acres of windswept car park for 
real men. Cheap at just £3 admission, too. 
Why: To spend more money you haven’t 
got, securing those ‘vital’ bits and bobs...
Where: Royal Bath and West 
Showground, Shepton Mallet, 
Contact: vmccsomerset.co.uk

MARCH 22 PIONEER RUN
The most prestigious event for Veteran (pre-1915) bikes and trikes anywhere combines a 
fascinating glimpse of the early years of motorcycling with a gloriously eccentric, charming 
day out. Many riders dress up and enter fully into the spirit of it – despite having to push 
start their steeds at every set of traffic lights from Tattenham Corner to Madeira Drive.   
Why: See history working before your eyes Where: Epsom to Brighton sea front 
Contact: 01293 771446 or sunbeam-mcc.co.uk

MARCH 21

KEMPTON BIKE JUMBLE
Always one of the best autojumbles on the 
circuit. With a good mix of trade stalls 
and guys clearing out the garage/shed, it’s 
usually a happy hunting ground. There’s 
also a dedicated motorcycle mart area for 
complete machines, so you might go home 
with more than you bargained for. 
Excuses at the ready...
Why: Because there’s always a good 
selection of jumble to choose from
Where: Kempton Park Racecourse  
Contact: egp-enterprises.co.uk

 AND THE REST...

March 28/29
Manchester Bike Show and 
Northern Classic Bike Show

Why: It’s the north’s very own bike show.
Where: Event City, Manchester
Contact: manchesterbikeshow.com 

March 29
South of England Real Classic 
Motorcycle Show and Bikejumble

Why: Spring in Sussex with classic bikes
Where: South of England Showground, 
Ardingly, West Sussex
Contact: elk-promotions.co.uk

March 29
Scottish Twinshock Club 
Championship round 1.

Why: Motocross like it used to be
Where: Tinto Moto Park, Rigside, South 
Lanarkshire
Contact: scottishtwinshock.com





or 0808 100 7211 Free delivery on all orders over £10

          

  

All prices include VAT
Prices valid until at least 2nd March 2015
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Q Hey, Hinckley, 
replicate this with 
a 1050 triple and 

you’ll have at 
least one sale

Your observations, opinions and oracles

LETTERSLETTERS

TRIDENT IS THE 
PERFECT BIKE

O�MISSIVE OF THE MONTH

I was just reading through my December 
issue again on January 19, looking at the 
T160 – and it is an astonishingly beautiful 
thing. The proportions are just right. 

I have a lot of respect for the Hinckley 
products, but when you look at the ‘retros’ 
they are not quite on the button. I 
understand that modern regulations mean 

COL’S CLASSIC COLLECTION
I was wondering if I could get a shout out 
to my father in law, Colin ‘Pommy’ 
Hayter. Colin is a big fan of your magazine 
and has tried to never miss a copy, as you 
can see above. He has been collecting 
Classic Bike since 1980, but really got 
serious from ’82 – he has nearly every copy 
(six are missing due to the newsagency not 
being able to get it for him). He is 
originally from England, but migrated to 
Australia when very young and now lives 
in Gladstone in Queensland, Australia. 
ROBYN HAYTER

WHAT MAKES A CLASSIC?
In your January issue, it was mentioned 
that the Honda CBX250 RSe is a rare 
bike, but not a classic. I wonder why this is 
and what makes a bike a classic? The little 
Honda seems an ideal classic. It’s based on 
the popular Honda CB250 RS and has a 
simple engine, albeit with a few trick parts 
– it has a radial four-valve double 
overhead camshaft, with the camshafts 
running on roller bearings and the 
camshafts being semi-gear-driven; for 
improved breathing it has twin carbs.

Although a basic air-cooled single from 
the ’80s, with 31bhp its performance is 
better than the current crop of 250cc bikes 
and its light weight also makes it fun to 
fling around. 
JOHN BATES, BELVEDERE, KENT

that certain things need to be there that 
were not required in the ’60s/’70s, but the 
guys who style them must have seen them 
before they go into production. 

So what I want is a 900/1050 Hinckley 
triple that looks exactly like a T160. How 
difficult could it be?   
BUZZ SMITH, ROMSEY, HANTS  
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CLASSIC BIKE IS MADE BY...

Editor Gary Pinchin,
gary.pinchin@bauermedia.
co.uk
Art editor Stewart Parkes, 
stewart.parkes@
bauermedia.co.uk 
Production editor Mark 
Holmes, mark.holmes@
bauermedia.co.uk
Technical editor Rick 
Parkington,
classicbike.workshop@
bauermedia.co.uk
Editorial assistant Sally 
Barker, sally.barker@ 
bauermedia.co.uk, 01733 
468099

READER CONTRIBUTIONS
We welcome correspondence from 
readers. Submission of pictures is 
taken as permission to publish 
them in the magazine or on the 
Classic Bike website. Sorry, we 
cannot give a personal response 
to every single item of 
correspondence received. Letters 
may be edited. Recent restoration 
pictures should be sent, in the 
form of a 300dpi jpeg file, to 
classic.bike@bauermedia.co.uk 
accompanied by a covering email. 
Old photos should be posted to 
the address at the bottom of the 
page. Mark the envelope The Way 
We Were. We can scan original 
prints and return them by recorded 
delivery. Or scan them (at 300dpi) 
and send the jpeg file to classic.
bike@bauermedia.co.uk with a 
covering email.

TO ADVERTISE IN  
CLASSIC BIKE
To sell your bike: email 
cbreaderads@bauermedia.co.uk, 
call 01733 366340 or use the 
coupon in the reader ad section.
To place a trade advert:  
Gareth Ashman 
01733 468118
Commercial Manager  
Gina Knighton  
01733 366311
Account Manager  
Dan Chapman  
01733 366312
Display and classified sales  
Charlotte Green 01733 366334
Reader classified queries  
Glen Gregory 01733 366340
 

TO BUY A COPY OF  
CLASSIC BIKE
Classic Bike is published on the last 
Wednesday of the month. If your 
newsagent doesn’t stock it, ask them 
to call our distribution company, 
Frontline, on 01733 555161. 
s�4O�SUBSCRIBE��CALL��������������
(Britain) 00 44 1858 438884 (rest 
of the world) or visit www.
greatmagazines.co.uk/cb
s�#LASSIC�"IKE��)33.��������8�IS�
published 12 times a year by Bauer 
Consumer Media Ltd. Airfreight and 
mailing in the USA by agent named Air 
Business Ltd, c/o Worldnet Shipping 
)NC�������������TH�!VENUE���ND�&LOOR��
*AMAICA��.9��������53!��0ERIODICALS�
POSTAGE�PAID�AT�*AMAICA�.9�������
US Postmaster: Send address changes 
to Classic Bike magazine, Air Business 
,TD��C�O�7ORLDNET�3HIPPING�)NC����������
���TH�!VENUE���ND�&LOOR��*AMAICA��.9�
11434, USA. Subscription records are 
maintained at Bauer Media 
3UBSCRIPTIONS��#$3�'LOBAL��4OWER�
House, Sovereign Park, Lathkill Street, 
Market Harborough, Leicester, LE16 
9EF, United Kingdom. Air Business Ltd is 
acting as our mailing agent.

TO REPORT A 
SUBSCRIPTION PROBLEM 
Call 08456 012672 or email 
bauer@subscription.co.uk; or write 
TO�4OWER�(OUSE��3OVEREIGN�0ARK��

Market Harborough, LE16 9EF 

TO FIND A BACK ISSUE
Call 08456 011356 or, from 
overseas: +44 (0)1858 438828. 
9OU�CAN�DOWNLOAD�A�CB index from 
classicbike.co.uk. Also try 
themagazineman.co.uk

TO COMPLAIN...
Bauer Consumer Media Limited is a 
member of the Independent Press 
Standards Organisation (www.ipso.
co.uk) and endeavours to respond to 
and resolve your concerns quickly. 
Our Editorial Complaints Policy 
(including full details of how to contact 
us about editorial complaints and 
IPSO’s contact details) can be found 
at www.bauermediacomplaints.co.uk. 
Our e mail address for editorial 
complaints covered by the Editorial 
Complaints Policy is complaints@
bauermedia.co.uk.

LEGAL NICETIES
Ú�"AUER������)33.�����������

Bauer Automotive Registered 
Office: 21 Holborn Viaduct, 
,ONDON�%#�!��$9

BIG CHEESES
Managing director motorcycling
Rob Aherne
Group managing director 
2OB�-UNRO(ALL

CEO 
Paul Keenan

Write to: Classic Bike, Media House, Lynch Wood, 
Peterborough, Cambridgeshire, PE2 6EA 
Telephone: 01733 468465 Fax: 01733 468092  
Email: classic.bike@bauermedia.co.uk Images for publication should be 
scanned at 300dpi

Q Graham Rowe’s dry-
built XLH street tracker 

.O�PART�OF�THE�MAGAZINE�MAY�BE�REPRODUCED�IN�ANY�FORM�IN�WHOLE�OR�IN�PART��WITHOUT�THE�PRIOR�
permission of Bauer. All material published remains the copyright of Bauer and we reserve the right 
TO�COPY�OR�EDIT��ANY�MATERIAL�SUBMITTED�TO�THE�MAGAZINE�WITHOUT�FURTHER�CONSENT��4HE�SUBMISSION�OF�
material (manuscripts or images etc) to Bauer Media whether unsolicited or requested, is taken as 
permission to publish that material in the magazine, on the associated website, any apps or social 
media pages affiliated to the magazine, and any editions of the magazine published by our 
licensees elsewhere in the world. By submitting any material to us you are confirming that the 
material is your own original work or that you have permission from the copyright owner to use the 
MATERIAL�AND�TO�AND�AUTHORISE�"AUER�TO�USE�IT�AS�DESCRIBED�IN�THIS�PARAGRAPH��9OU�ALSO�PROMISE�THAT�
you have permission from anyone featured or referred to in the submitted material to it being used 
by Bauer. If Bauer receives a claim from a copyright owner or a person featured in any material you 
have sent us, we will inform that person that you have granted us permission to use the relevant 
material and you will be responsible for paying any amounts due to the copyright owner or featured 
person and / or for reimbursing Bauer for any losses it has suffered as a result.

Please note, we accept no responsibility for unsolicited material which is lost or damaged in the 
post and we do not promise that we will be able to return any material to you. Finally, whilst every 
reasonable care is taken to ensure accuracy, Bauer is not responsible for any errors or omissions 
nor do we accept any liability for any loss or damage, howsoever caused, resulting from the use of 
the magazine.

REUNION RALLYING CRY
Were you a member of the old 
Reading Branch of the Triumph 
Owners Club in the 1960s/’70s?  
Or perhaps the Thameside 
Motorcycle Club that followed on? 
Were you with us on the 
‘Continental Tour’ 40 years ago? 
Well some of us are having a get-
together on May 8. 

If you are interested in a reunion, 
then get in touch for details (0118 
9412920 or email wjsutties@
hotmail.com).
BILL (WILLUM) SUTTON

CHARACTER BUILDING
After 45 years of biking, I’ve finally 
come to realise what character is in 
a bike. It’s not about forgivable 
faults or foibles, it’s about how it 
rides and delivers its power.

My new Honda CB500X is 
utterly dependable with sufficient 
power and is cheap to run. That 
enables me to just get up and go and 
enjoy the fun and freedom of a bike, 
but it just does it. Even my previous 
BMW F800ST, which many 
consider boring, had something 
about how it delivered its power. 
The Morini 3½ Sport I had was just 
heaven to ride and the little Honda 
VT250 made me smile all the time.

So what do I do about a classic as 
a second bike that will be under 
£1500 to buy and easy to run? Well, 
I’d love another V-twin, but even 
something as left-field as a Suzuki 
VX800 is more than I can afford. 
Any four-cylinder is going to have 
higher running costs.

Thinking back, previous parallel 
or vertical twins I’ve had, like a 

Honda Superdream and Kawasaki 
GPz305, were much the same as 
the CB500 but not as smooth. 
That gets me thinking about 
maybe something bigger that might 
have some oomph or something 
smaller such as a CB200 which 
may have a cheeky charm.

The final possibility would be 
something that I’d never consider 
as my only bike, like a cruiser or a 
big single. The problem in choosing 
a classic is finding the opportunity 
to try a particular type. I’d 
welcome any suggestions.
MIKE JOHNSON

What do you think gives a bike 
character and, referring back to the 
letter on the previous page, what 
makes a classic? And what 
classics would other readers 
recommend that Mike could buy 
for £1500? Mark H

A GOOD SPORTSTER
I read with interest Gary Pinchin’s 
article ‘Where To Start?’ (Our 
Classics, January issue). More to 
the point, it was Gary’s reference 
to his 1991 Evo Sportster and to 
XR750s that really grabbed my 
attention. I am currently 
embarking on a bolt-up restoration 
and conversion of my 1991 XLH 
to a 1970s street tracker (see the 
photo below of its current state). 

As you can see, the dry build of 
the bike looks pretty cool. Having 
had the engine vapour-blasted and 
the frame repainted, I’ll be starting 
the rebuild very soon – hopefully in 
time for early spring.
GRAHAM ROWE
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Call our friendly UK team for a quotation

01277 206 911 
www.rhclassicinsurance.co.uk

9�  Over 35 years’ experience

9�  No broker administration fees

9�  Choose a vehicle repairer you trust

9�  UK & European accident & breakdown 

recovery including home service

9�  Free and automatic salvage retention*

9�  Cover for riders from 21 years of age 

and no upper age limit*

9�  Agreed value*

S P E C I A L I S T  V E H I C L E  I N S U R A N C E
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Insured by us

Modern CarClassic Car Classic Bike Multi-vehicle Military

* Subject to our standing underwriting criteria. Please refer to the policy documentation on our website, or call, for further information.  
The vehicle needs to be registered prior to 1991 in order to be eligible for our classic insurance.

RH Specialist Insurance is a trading name of Willis Limited, a Lloyd’s Broker.  Registered office: 51 Lime Street, London, EC3M 7DQ.  
Registered number 181116 England and Wales.  Willis Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. The RH Specialist 
Insurance schemes are arranged and administered on behalf of Willis Limited by ERS Syndicate Services Limited, an appointed representative of ERS 
Syndicate Management Limited which is authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and the 
Prudential Regulation Authority: Number 204851
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I built this bike as a 50th birthday gift for 
my father. It’s a tribute to a bike built by 
him in the late ’70s which was featured in 
May 1978 issue of Bike magazine – a 
custom build which comprised a non-
complete/non-stamped production BSA 
B25SS. It was removed from the track, 
part complete, by Vale-Onslow following 
the dissolution and subsequent liquidation 
of BSA, circa 1974-75. 

My father came across the bike in a pile 
bits in Vale-Onslow’s shop and brought it 
home. He then bought one of the very first 
CCM550 engines produced by Alan 
Clews and, on completion of the build, 
this bike is believed to be the very first 
road-registered CCM. 

Fast-forward to 2005 and, fresh out of 
school, I had the genius idea to build this 
tribute to a bike he still holds very close to 
his heart. But I had massively 
underestimated the mammoth task to 
which I was committing. The original bike 
I bought was an oil-in-frame 1971/’72 
Triumph TR25W, with the same frame 
design as used for the BSA B25 and B50, 
and spent many months working on it in 
total secrecy, drawing on the knowledge 
of his closest friends to get somewhere 
near a complete bike for his 50th.
Ultimately, I decided to reveal the part-

‘IT’S A TRIBUTE BIKE’ 
Malcolm Holliday’s TriBSA special

Fixed

Fixed

I purchased my 1967 Wisp in August 
2012, in the sorry state you see on the left. 
I carried out a renovation, including the 
correct rear bag and decals. It sailed 
through its first MoT in February 2013; 
after that I took it to two classic bike/car 
shows in 2014 and the attention was 
overwhelming. For the second show, I was 
booked into a parade lap and the bike was 
applauded on every lap – it made the hairs 
on the back of my neck stand up. It 
attracts so much attention when I use it, 
and it rides beautifully. It’s  the rekindling 
of a love affair that goes back to the early 
’70s when me and my younger brother 
owned one we bought from a neighbour.

‘A REKINDLED AFFAIR’ 
Kenny Miller’s Raleigh Wisp

completed project to him, so we could 
share the experience – as well as the cost!

This picture above shows what we 
ended up with: a powder-coated frame; a 
1964 350cc BSA B40 round-barrel engine, 
completely rebuild with needle-roller main 
bearing conversion and revised final drive; 
rebuilt forks with replacement springs, 
stanchions and seals; new rear shocks and 

much more besides. The paintwork is a 
version of the BSA SS livery, but using 
Triumph-spec orange/red with black 
accents and gold pin striping.

We ultimately completed the build just 
before my dad’s 50th birthday – he shows 
no signs of slowing down, having recently 
fitted a CCM-spec DRV400 lump in a 
Suzuki Van Van.

Your restorations, reclamations and daily rides

CLASSICSCLASSICS
YOURYOUR

Just dragged  
home a sorry old 
wreck, finished a 

gleaming restoration 
or had the best ride of 

your life?
Then we’d like to hear from you. 
Email your stories and pictures  

to classic.bike@ 
bauermedia.co.uk 
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Fixed

‘IT STARTS FIRST KICK!’ 
Alan Pemberton’s Triumph T100SS

‘I’VE RACED IT IN BEARS’ 
Rich Hawksworth’s Bonneville T140V

I acquired this ’62 T100SS in a swap 
agreed when getting an MoT for my ’53 
AJS 500, which I was starting to find 
much too heavy to use off road. The 
Triumph was in a fairly rough state, 

I’ve had this bike for five years and have 
raced it occasionally in British Historic 
Racing for the last two seasons. In 2014 it 
won four races in the BEARS class up 
against Rob North Tridents and Rocket 3s, 
Commandos, BMWs and Guzzis. 

The track was extremely wet up at 
Three Sisters so the low-down torque and 
impeccable handling came into play. I won 
one race by a minute! I also crashed it in 
another, but won the next one. 

In June I put it back into road trim by 
putting the lights, chainguard and stands 
back on and did a 1000-mile trip to 
Normandy for the 70th anniversary of 
D-Day. It got more attention than all the 
Jeeps and trucks. It also did Beezumph.

A lot of the preparation work has been 
carried out by Alistair Hillaby – he has 
been featured in CB a few times over the 
years and it’s how I got in touch with him 

in the first place. It took him a day to turn 
her from a road-going café racer to an 
ACU-compliant racer. By the way, the bike 
is called ‘Mystery Song’ and was in your 
Star fixed section in July 2012 before 
being prepped for racing.

The project started in 1985, and the 
previous owner Stan Ralph gave it a full 
engine rebuild in ’92. This is this year’s 
incarnation of my quest to turn a scruffy 
T140V into a late ’60s-style cafe racer, 
with the latest work carried out last year. 

It is the fifth last right-hand change 
Bonnie made; it’s not mint and in the 

photo above it was back from its 
shakedown run for last year – a 172-mile 
thrash round the Dales including dropping 
in at Devil’s Bridge and then back home 
via Rivington Barn.  

It was on track at Beezumph last year 
and this year it will be out at the CB Burn 
Up, Beezumph and several times at Three 
Sisters near Wigan – looking forward to 
out-cornering a lot of modern bikes. 

It has been clocked at 120mph on the 
Autobahn and tucks away 130 miles most 
summer Sundays – I’m usually up at 
Ribblehead, having a bacon butty by 8.30.

having spent its early life as a proper 
scrambler before being road registered and 
put to use green laning. It was leaking oil 
from everywhere – not helped by the fact 
that the previous owner had connected the 
breather tube to a gearbox plug rather 
than the primary case! Fortuitously, this 
led me to do a full engine rebuild when I 

found the crank journals badly scored. 
The crank was re-metalled and ground, 
and a missing fin welded back onto the 
cylinder head before reassembly. I fitted a 
reed breather valve from an XS650 and it’s 
reasonably oil-tight now.

What initially intrigued me about the 
bike was the twin-plug head, although it 
was running on just the two outer plugs 
via the distributor. I fitted two twin-
output high-performance coils (fired by 
the original points) behind the left-hand 

‘WHAT INITIALLY 
INTRIGUED ME ABOUT 

THE BIKE WAS THE 
TWIN-PLUG HEAD’

side panel and fitted a JRC flatslide carb. 
The increase in pulling power is amazing – 
and it starts first kick! The front end has 
been fitted with Metal Profiles yokes – but 
if anyone out there recognises the forks, I 
would dearly like to find out from where 
they (and Japanese front hub) originate. 
They set the bike up a bit high at the front 
end, but this helps off road. The tank and 
side panels are just roughly aerosol-
sprayed, as I use the bike off road as 
intended and don’t fancy risking an 
expensive paint job.
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SUPERSTORES 
NATIONWIDE

WHERE QUALITY 
COSTS LESS

WORKBENCH WITH 
PEGBOARD

 •Sturdy lower 
shelf •Durable 
powder coated 
fi nish

ENGINEERS HEAVY DUTY 
STEEL WORKBENCHES

  Shown fi tted with 
optional 3 drawer unit ONLY 

£84.99 Ex.VAT £101.99 Inc.VAT
MODEL DIMS   
  WxDxH (mm) EXC.VAT INC.VAT
 CWB1000B 1000x650x880 £149.98 £179.98 
 CWB1500B 1500x650x880 £199.98 £239.98
 CWB2000B 2000x650x880 £259.98 £311.98

ALL SIZES/SPECIFICATIONS ARE APPROXIMATE

 CHESTS/
CABINETS 

 Combines premium quality with fi ercely 
competitive pricing & super smooth ball 
bearing roller drawers

EXTRA 
LARGE

BOTTOM 
DRAWERS

  MODEL DESCRIPTION DIMS  
   WxDxH(mm) EXC.VAT INC.VAT
 CLB600 6 Dr chest 660x305x365 £78.99 £94.79
 CLB900 9 Dr chest 660x305x475 £99.98 £119.98
 CLB200 2 Dr step up 672x310x195 £49.98 £59.98
 CLB1005 5 Dr cabinet 685x465x795 £169.98 £203.98
 CLB1007 7 Dr cabinet 685x465x955 £199.98 £239.98

2

3

4

5

1

1.5M TALL

SEE WEBSITE FOR 
PACKAGE DEALS 

WITH TOOLS

EXTRA 
LARGE  GAS STRUTS

Hold lid open

ALSO 
BLUE & YELLOW

 RUBBER GRIP SIDE HANDLES

 EXTRA 
DEEP 

DRAWERS

 GREAT LOOKING, 
BIG 5” INDUSTRIAL 
CHROME SPOKED 

WHEELS FOR EASY 
MOVEMENT*

 EXTRA LARGE 
DRAWER PULLS

 EXTRA LARGE SIDE 
HANDLE FOR EASY 

MOVEMENT
FITS EITHER SIDE

* Except on CBB231B & CBB230B

EXC.VAT
£59.98

INC.VAT

£49.983

EXC.VAT
£94.79

INC.VAT

£78.991

EXC.VAT
£203.98

INC.VAT

£169.984

EXC.VAT
£323.98

INC.VAT

£269.981

EXC.VAT
£550.80

INC.VAT

£459.002

EXC.VAT
£119.98

INC.VAT

£99.982

‡ was £215.98 inc.VAT 

  MODEL SIZE DESCRIPTION DIMS   
    WxDxH(mm) EXC.VAT INC.VAT
 CBB306BG‡ 36"  6 Dr Chest 910 x 305 x 47 £169.98 £203.98
 CBB229B 41" 21 Dr chest  1045x415x486 £249.98 £299.98 
 CBB315 36" 5 Dr Cabinet  927 x 416 x 985 £299.98 £359.98
 CBB228B 41" 8 Dr cabinet 1126x468x1000 £399.00 £478.80
  CBB224B 41" 14 Dr chest 1045x415x486 £269.98 £323.98
  CBB226B 41" 16 Dr cabinet 1126x468x1000 £459.00 £550.80
 CBB231B 56" 9 Dr chest 1460x615x490 £419.00 £502.80
 CBB230B 56" 13 Dr cabinet 1503x622x1011 £649.00 £778.80

1

2

 • Dimensions (WxDxH) - 
1150 x 560 x 1440 mm 

• Pegboard back wall 
with 30 hooks

supplied

Easy to assemble, 
providing valuable 
working space and 
plenty of additional 

storage capacity.

CWB-R1

  BOLTLESS
SHELVING
 • Simple, fast assembly in 
minutes using only a hammer

 � EXTRA STRENGTH
� SMOOTHER FINISH
� SLEEK LOOK

ROLLED EDGE 
UPRIGHTS GIVE:

33
PER SHELF

 (evenly 
distributed) 
Strong 12mm 
fi breboard 
shelves

PER SHELF

 (evenly 
distributed) 
Strong 9mm 
fi breboard 
shelves

 MODEL  SHELF DIMS   
 WxDxH(mm) EXC.VAT INC.VAT
150Kg 800x300x1500 £29.98 £35.98
350Kg 900x400x1800 £49.98 £59.98

CHOICE OF 5 COLOURS

RED, BLUE, BLACK, 
SILVER & GALVANISED 

STEEL

 These great looking top 
quality units are built 
for tough daily use in 
automotive and industrial 
workshops.

 GAS STRUTS
Hold lid open

3

 MECHANICS/PROFESSIONAL
TOOL CHESTS/CABINETS

PROTECTIVE 
TOP MAT

FULL EXTENSION ROLLER 
RUNNERS FOR SMOOTH 

OPENING ACTION

1

2

 • Superb quality & value 
for automotive workshops

 MODEL DESCRIPTION DIMS 
   WxDxH(mm) EXC.VAT INC.VAT
 MECHANICS RANGE
 CTC600B 6 Dr chest 600x260x340 £52.99 £63.59
 CTC900B 9 Dr chest 610x255x380 £64.99 £77.99
 CTC500B 5 Dr cabinet 675x335x770 £119.98 £143.98
 CTC800B 8 Dr chest/cab set 610x330x1070 £104.99 £125.99
 CTC700B‡ 7 Dr cabinet 610x330x875 £124.98 £149.99
 CTC1300B 13 Dr chest/cab 620x330x1320 £149.98 £179.98
  PROFESSIONAL RANGE
 CTC103 3 Dr step up chest 672x310x250 £49.98 £59.98
 CTC106 6 Dr drop front 662x305x365 £64.99 £77.99
 CTC109 9 Dr chest 662x305x421 £74.99 £89.99
 CTC105 5 Dr cabinet 685x465x790 £169.98 £203.98
 CTC107 7 Dr cabinet 685x465x950 £199.98 £239.98

1

2

3
4

5

  MODEL DESCRIPTION DIMS   
   WxDxH(mm) EXC.VAT INC.VAT
 CBB209BGB 9 Dr chest 710x315x420 £119.98 £143.98
 CBB217BGB‡ 7 Dr cabinet  758x468x975 £239.98 £287.98
 CBB224BGB 14 Dr chest 1045x415x486 £279.98 £335.98
 CBB226BGB 16 Dr cabinet  1126x468x1000 £479.00 £574.80

1

2

3

4

MECHANICS RANGE

 HEAVY DUTY PRO TOOL 
CHESTS/ CABINETS

 EXTRA LARGE SIDE 
HANDLE FOR EASY 

MOVEMENT
FITS EITHER SIDE

 GREAT LOOKING, 
BIG 5” INDUSTRIAL 
CHROME SPOKED 

WHEELS FOR EASY 
MOVEMENT

 EXTRA LARGE 
DRAWER PULLS

FULL DETAILS 
ONLINE OR IN-STORE

ASSEMBLE AS 
SHELVING, BENCH 
OR CORNER UNIT 

Contents not included 
(all items)

EXC.VAT
£77.99

INC.VAT

£64.99

EXC.VAT
£59.98

INC.VAT

£49.983

EXC.VAT
£203.98

INC.VAT

£169.985

HEAVY DUTY & 
PROFESSIONAL

 THE ULTIMATE IN 
TOOL STORAGE!

 • Extra heavy gauge double 
wall steel construction   

1

3

4

  MODEL DESCRIPTION DIMS   
     WxDxH(mm) EXC.VAT INC.VAT
  CBB206B 6 Dr Chest 710x328x365 £99.98 £119.98
  CBB209B 9 Dr Chest 710x315x420 £119.98 £143.98
 CBB210B 10 Dr Chest 710x315x475 £139.98 £167.98 
  CBB203B 3 Dr step up 710x315x250 £69.98 £83.98
  CBB215B 5 Dr Cabinet 758x468x815 £199.98 £239.98
  CBB212B 3 Dr Cabinet 755x470x810 £169.98 £203.98
  CBB217B 7 Dr Cabinet 758x468x975 £249.98 £299.98
  CBB213B 3 Dr Cabinet 758x481x975 £199.98 £239.98

1
2

3

4

5

MAX. WEIGHT 
LOADING 500KG
EVENLY DISTRIBUTED

 EXTRA LARGE SIDE 
HANDLE FOR EASY 

MOVEMENT
FITS EITHER SIDE

 GREAT LOOKING, BIG 5" INDUSTRIAL CHROME 
SPOKED WHEELS FOR EASY MOVEMENT

 EXTRA LARGE 
DRAWER PULLS

 BIG 5"
WHEELS

FULL DETAILS - 
SEE IN-STORE OR 

VISIT WEBSITE

BLUE

YELLOW

 RUBBER GRIP 
SIDE HANDLES

EXC.VAT
£143.98

INC.VAT

£119.982

EXC.VAT
£299.98

INC.VAT

£249.985

EXC.VAT
£574.80

INC.VAT

£479.004

EXC.VAT
£143.98

INC.VAT

£119.981

4

SAVE 
10%

WHEN YOU BUY 

ANY MIX OF 5 

FROM THIS RANGE

SAVE AT LEAST

£17.99 INC.VAT

‡ was £155.98 inc.VAT 

‡ was £299.98 inc.VAT 

EXC.VAT
£239.98

INC.VAT

£199.985

SEE NEXT PAGE FOR MORE!ALL SIZES/SPECIFICATIONS ARE APPROXIMATE

 INCLUDES 
SINGLE 

LOCKABLE 
DRAWER

Available in Red or 
Galvanised Finish

2
EXC.VAT

£287.98
INC.VAT

PRICE CUT

WAS £299.98 inc.VAT

£239.98

EXC.VAT
£179.98

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£149.98

EXC.VAT
£65.99

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£54.99

EX.VAT
£35.98

INC.VAT

FROM
£29.98



Minimum call charges from a BT landline are 5p/min to 0844. Calls from mobiles and other networks may vary.
For security reasons, calls may be monitored. All prices correct at time of going to press. We reserve the right to change products and prices at any time. All offers subject to availability, E&OE.
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NEWSTORE

SALFO
RD
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PEN

• IN-STORE
• ONLINE
• PHONE
0844 880 1265

GET
YOUR 
FREE COPY 

NOW!

15,000
PRODUCTS

SPECIALIST PRODUCTS

visit machinemart.co.uk
FOR 

OVER

INCLUDING
NEW

CLICK & 
COLLECT

PRICE CUTS & 
NEW PRODUCTS

1500
Over

500 
PAGE

CATALOGUE
NEW

V

 BARNSLEY Pontefract Rd, Barnsley, S71 1EZ 01226 732297
B’HAM GREAT BARR 4 Birmingham Rd. 0121 358 7977
B’HAM HAY MILLS 1152 Coventry Rd, Hay Mills  0121 7713433
BOLTON 1 Thynne St. BL3 6BD 01204 365799
BRADFORD 105-107 Manningham Lane. BD1 3BN 01274 390962
BRIGHTON 123 Lewes Rd, BN2 3QB 01273 915999
BRISTOL 1-3 Church Rd, Lawrence Hill. BS5 9JJ 0117 935 1060
BURTON UPON TRENT 12a Lichfi eld St. DE14 3QZ 01283 564 708
CAMBRIDGE 181-183 Histon Road, Cambridge. CB4 3HL 01223 322675
CARDIFF 44-46 City Rd. CF24 3DN 029 2046 5424
CARLISLE 85 London Rd. CA1 2LG 01228 591666
CHELTENHAM 84 Fairview Road. GL52 2EH 01242 514 402
CHESTER 43-45 St. James Street. CH1 3EY 01244 311258
COLCHESTER 4 North Station Rd. CO1 1RE 01206 762831
COVENTRY Bishop St. CV1 1HT 024 7622 4227
CROYDON 423-427 Brighton Rd, Sth Croydon 020 8763 0640
DARLINGTON 214 Northgate. DL1 1RB 01325 380 841
DEAL (KENT) 182-186 High St. CT14 6BQ 01304 373 434
DERBY Derwent St. DE1 2ED 01332 290 931
DONCASTER Wheatley Hall Road  01302 245 999
DUNDEE 24-26 Trades Lane. DD1 3ET 01382 225 140
EDINBURGH 163-171 Piersfi eld Terrace  0131 659 5919

EXETER 16 Trusham Rd. EX2 8QG 01392 256 744
GATESHEAD 50 Lobley Hill Rd. NE8 4YJ 0191 493 2520
GLASGOW 280 Gt Western Rd. G4 9EJ 0141 332 9231
GLOUCESTER 221A Barton St. GL1 4HY 01452 417 948
GRIMSBY ELLIS WAY, DN32 9BD 01472 354435
HULL 8-10 Holderness Rd. HU9 1EG 01482 223161
ILFORD 746-748 Eastern Ave. IG2 7HU 0208 518 4286
IPSWICH Unit 1 Ipswich Trade Centre, Commercial Road 01473 221253
LEEDS 227-229 Kirkstall Rd. LS4 2AS 0113 231 0400
LEICESTER 69 Melton Rd. LE4 6PN 0116 261 0688
LINCOLN Unit 5. The Pelham Centre. LN5 8HG 01522 543 036
LIVERPOOL 80-88 London Rd. L3 5NF 0151 709 4484
LONDON CATFORD 289/291 Southend Lane SE6 3RS 0208 695 5684   
LONDON 6 Kendal Parade, Edmonton N18 020 8803 0861
LONDON 503-507 Lea Bridge Rd. Leyton, E10 020 8558 8284
LONDON 100 The Highway, Docklands 020 7488 2129
LUTON Unit 1, 326 Dunstable Rd, Luton LU4 8JS 01582 728 063
MAIDSTONE 57 Upper Stone St. ME15 6HE 01622 769 572         
MANCHESTER ALTRINCHAM 71 Manchester Rd. Altrincham 0161 9412 666
MANCHESTER OPENSHAW Unit 5, Tower Mill, Ashton Old Rd 0161 223 8376   
MANCHESTER SALFORD* 209 Bury New Road M8 8DU 0161 241 1851   
MANSFIELD 169 Chesterfi eld Rd. South 01623 622160

MIDDLESBROUGH Mandale Triangle, Thornaby 01642 677881
NORWICH 282a Heigham St. NR2 4LZ 01603 766402
NOTTINGHAM 211 Lower Parliament St. 0115 956 1811
PETERBOROUGH 417 Lincoln Rd. Millfi eld 01733 311770
PLYMOUTH 58-64 Embankment Rd. PL4 9HY 01752 254050
POOLE 137-139 Bournemouth Rd. Parkstone 01202 717913
PORTSMOUTH 277-283 Copnor Rd. Copnor 023 9265 4777
PRESTON 53 Blackpool Rd. PR2 6BU 01772 703263
SHEFFIELD 453 London Rd. Heeley. S2 4HJ 0114 258 0831
SIDCUP 13 Blackfen Parade, Blackfen Rd  0208 3042069
SOUTHAMPTON 516-518 Portswood Rd. 023 8055 7788
SOUTHEND 1139-1141 London Rd. Leigh on Sea  01702 483 742
STOKE-ON-TRENT 382-396 Waterloo Rd. Hanley 01782 287321
SUNDERLAND 13-15 Ryhope Rd. Grangetown 0191 510 8773
SWANSEA 7 Samlet Rd. Llansamlet. SA7 9AG 01792 792969
SWINDON 21 Victoria Rd. SN1 3AW 01793 491717
TWICKENHAM 83-85 Heath Rd.TW1 4AW 020 8892 9117
WARRINGTON Unit 3, Hawley’s Trade Pk.  01925 630 937
WIGAN 2 Harrison Street, WN5 9AU 01942 323 785  
WOLVERHAMPTON Parkfi eld Rd. Bilston 01902 494186
WORCESTER 48a Upper Tything. WR1 1JZ 01905 723451

 VISIT YOUR LOCAL SUPERSTORE OPEN MON-FRI 8.30-6.00, 
SAT 8.30-5.30, SUN 10.00-4.00 *NEW STORE

3 EASY WAYS TO BUY...
IN-STORE
65 SUPERSTORES

ONLINE
www.machinemart.co.uk

MAIL ORDER
0115 956 5555

CLICK & 
COLLECT

 OPEN 7 DAYS

 BENCH GRINDERS 
& FLOOR STANDS

  WHEEL 
 MODEL DUTY DIA.  EX VAT INC VAT
CBG6RP DIY 150mm £27.99 £33.59
CBG6RZ PRO 150mm £37.99 £45.59
CBG6RSC HD 150mm £47.99 £57.59
CBG6SB# PRO 150mm £49.98 £59.98
CBG6RWC HD 150mm £54.99 £65.99
CBG8W (wet) HD 150/200mm £55.99 £67.19

 •  Stands come complete with bolt 
mountings and feet anchor holes
 STAND FROM ONLY £41.99 

EX.VAT £50.39 INC.VAT

 CBG8W features 8" 
whetstone & 
6"drystone.
 # With sanding belt

 6" & 8"
AVAILABLE
WITH LIGHT

EX.VAT
£33.59

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£27.99

 TAP & DIE SETS
• High 
quality 

tungsten
 steel 

• Supplied in 
metal storage case, 

except 16pce

 TYPE EX VAT INC VAT
CHT203 16pce Metric £14.99 £17.99
CHT302 24pce UNC/UNF/NPT £19.98 £23.98
CHT303 28pce# Metric £23.99 £28.79
CHT304 33pce# Metric/UNF/BSP £31.99 £38.39
CHT527 32pce Metric £41.99 £50.39
 #28pce Best Budget Buy, 33pce 

Recommended: 

EX.VAT
£17.99

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£14.99

 SPECIALIST MOTORCYCLE TOOLS – SEE CATALOGUE, ONLINE AND IN-STORE

 • Safety locking device  • Hinged ramp for easy 
loading  • Table size 2200 x 685mm  
• Fully mobile  • Max lift height 770mm  
 AIR ASSISTED VERSION ALSO AVAILABLE now only 
£399.00 EX VAT £478.80 INC VAT

CML3

 FOLDS FLAT 
FOR EASY 
STORAGE

 HYDRAULIC
 MOTORCYCLE LIFT

MECHANICS 
MOBILE SEAT

 Strong steel frame 
 4 strong rubber 

wheeled castors 
with easy swivel ball 
bearings.  Oil resistant 
padded 
vinyl seat. 
 Integral 

storage tray

EX.VAT
£418.80

INC.VAT

£349.00

 MOTORCYCLE 
RAMP

•  Lightweight aluminium 
folding motorcycle/loading 
ramp • Anti-slip wheel 
grips & individual steps
for extra strength • 200kg 
max load

MAR-200

EX.VAT
£83.98

INC.VAT

£69.98

 MEASURING 
EQUIPMENT

 MODEL DESCRIPTION  EX VAT INC VAT
CM100 150mm/6" Vernier Caliper £9.98 £11.98
CM180 0-25mm Micrometer £9.98 £11.98
CM145 150mm/6" Digital Vernier £16.99 £20.39
CM265 300mm/12" Digital Vernier £36.99 £44.39

EX.VAT
£

£
9.98

11.98
INC.VAT

FROM ONLY

 PARTS 
WASHERS

 PARTS WASHER FLUID 
AVAILABLE FROM £4.99 EX.VAT  

£5.99 INC .VAT
 MODEL TANK CAP. TYPE EX VAT INC VAT
CW2D 10Ltrs Bench £39.98 £47.98 
CW1D 45Ltrs Floor £99.98 £119.98
CWM20 22.5Ltrs Floor £139.98 £167.98 
CW40 75Ltrs Floor £159.98 £191.98

EX.VAT
£47.98

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£39.98

 POLISHING
KITS

 • Kit Inc: Tapered spindle, 
Coloured mop for initial 
cleaning, pure cotton mop 
for high polish fi nish &
polishing compound
4" £19.98 Ex VAT £23.98 Inc VAT 
6" £24.99 Ex VAT £29.99 Inc VAT 
8" £29.98 Ex VAT £35.98 Inc VAT

EX.VAT
£23.98

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£19.98

INSTANT SHEDS

EXC.VAT
£167.98

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£139.98

MODEL SIZE EX.VAT  INC.VAT
CIS88  2.4 x 2.4 x 2.4M  £139.98 £167.98
CIS612  1.8 x 3.7 x 2.4M  £169.98 £203.98
CIS1212 3.7 x 3.7 x 2.6M  £199.98 £239.98

• Ideal for 
motorbikes and 
general storage 
• UV treated & 
water proof cover 
for protection 
against all 
elements • Rugged 
ratchet tight tensioning • Heavy duty steel frame

CIS612

EX.VAT
£17.99

INC.VAT

£14.99 

CMS1

MCD1

MOTORCYCLE 
DOLLY

• For storing & moving motorcycles & scooters 
around the garage & turning in confi ned spaces
• Max load capacity 567kg

EXC.VAT
£83.98

INC.VAT

£69.98

 METAL LATHE
 • 300mm between centres • LH/RH thread 

screw cutting • Electronic variable speed • Gear 
change set • Self centering 3 jaw chuck & guard 

• Power feed

 CL300M
EXC.VAT

£538.80
INC.VAT

£449.00

 ATC12V

•  12v fully automatic
charger ideal for 
motorcycle batteries or 
for trickle charging
car/van batteries

TRICKLE 
CHARGER

.98
EX.VAT

£9
.98
INC.VAT

£11

CML5

EXC.VAT
£119.98

INC.VAT

£99.98   Easy to use foot pedal operated 
lifting mechanism 

 4 x wheels (2 
x with castors) 

for easy 
manoeuvrability 

across the 
workshop 

 680kg capacity 

  HYDRAULIC 
MOTORCYCLE AND 

ATV LIFT
 All models include: • Gas 
regulator • Earth clamp 
• Face mask • Welding 
torch •  Pro90
-151TE 
includes CO2 
gas bottle

 MODEL MIN-MAX AMPS EX VAT INC VAT
PRO90 24-90 £179.98 £215.98
110E 30-100 £214.99 £257.99
135TE Turbo 30-130 £239.98 £287.98
151TE Turbo 30-150 £269.98 £323.98
165TEM Turbo 30-155 £339.00 £406.80
175TECM Turbo 30-170 £409.00 £490.80
205TE Turbo 30-185 £449.98 £539.98

EX.VAT
£215.98

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£179.98

 MIG WELDERS

ANTI FATIGUE 
FOAM FLOORING

• 6 interlocking foam tiles protect fl ooring & 
provide comfort when standing or kneeling

Ideal for use in garages, workshops etc. • Each 
tile is 610
x610mm & 
includes 
detachable, 
yellow borders

EX.VAT
£23.98

INC.VAT

£19.98

FOR 6 TILES

NEW

MCD1

 ROTARY 
TOOL KIT

Kit 
includes: 
• Height adjustable 
stand with clamp 
• Rotary tool • 1m 
fl exible drive • 40x 
accessories/consumables

CRT40

EXC.VAT
£35.98

INC.VAT

£29.98

CORDLESS ROTARY 
TOOL WITH 262 PCE 

KIT ONLY 
£32.99 EX.VAT 
£59.59 INC.VAT

MINI AIR 
COMPRESSOR

 Quiet operation 
oil free diaphragm 
with aluminium body 
 Maintenance free 
 1.58cfm air 

displacement  2.8 bar 
maximum working pressure

EXC.VAT
£89.99

INC.VAT

£74.99

 BLAST CABINETS
 • Blast away paint, surface
rust, scale, burrs, carbon 
& dirt & revitalise 
aluminium Min. 
air fl ow 10cfm Bench 
& fl oor standing models

 ALUMINIUM OXIDE 
POWDER FROM ONLY  

£9.98 EX.VAT 
£11.98 INC.VAT CSB20B

 MODEL DESC. TYPE EXC.VAT INC.VAT
CSB20B Compact Cabinet Bench £109.98 £131.98
SB30 Large Cabinet Floor £299.00 £358.80

EX.VAT
£131.98

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£109.98

      INDUSTRIAL 
ELECTRIC 
FAN 
HEATERS

 HEAT  NOW
 MODEL OUTPUT EX VAT INC VAT
Devil 6002 0.7-2kW £37.99 £45.59
Devil 6003‡ 1.5-3kW £49.98 £59.98
Devil 6005 2.5-5kW £74.99 £89.99
Devil 6009 4.5-9kW £129.98 £155.98
Devil 6015 5-10-15kW £189.98 £227.98

DEVIL 6003

EXC.VAT
£45.59

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£37.99

• Rugged fan heaters 
for small to medium 
sized premises 
• Tough steel 
cabinets • Adjustable 
heat output with 
thermostat 

‡ was 
£71.98 
inc.VAT 

 SPRAY 
GUNS

 HUGE CHOICE 
IN-STORE/

ONLINE

PRO12C

 MODEL DESCRIPTION EX VAT INC VAT
PRO12C/    1.2mm,  £19.98 £23.98
14C/18C 1.4mm, 1.8mm
PGF14 Pro, Gravity £26.99 £32.39
SP14/18C 1.4mm/
   1.8mm  £27.99 £33.59
AP15 HVLP, 2.2mm £27.99 £33.59

EX.VAT
£23.98

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£19.98

HUGE RANGE 
OF RATCHETS, 

SPANNERS AND 
SOCKET SETS

Top quality chrome 
vanadium steel.
 18 Sockets 8-32mm 
 Reversible ratchet 
 Comfort grip handles 

SOCKET SETS

PRO155

LIFETIME 
GUARANTEE

HAND TOOLS

 1/2" TORQUE 
WRENCH - CHT141
 5" Extension bar  1/2" - 

3/8" adaptor  28-210 Nm 

only £19.98 EX VAT  
£23.98 INC VAT

 PRO234 
62 PIECE 
1/2"&1/4" 
SOCKET 
& BIT SET

 DRILL PRESSES
 Tables tilt 0-45° 

left & right 
 Depth gauge
 Chuck guards

 B=Bench mounted  
F=Floor standing

 MODEL WATTS/ EXC.VAT INC.VAT
 SPEEDS 
CDP5EB 350/5  £59.98 £71.98
CDP101B 245/5 £79.98 £95.98
CDP151B 300/5 £106.99 £128.39
CDP10B 370/12 £169.98 £203.98
CDP301B 510/12 £199.98 £239.98
CDP451F 510/16 £239.98 £287.98
CDP501F 980/12 £429.00 £514.80

EX.VAT
£71.98

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£59.99

ARC ACTIVATED 
HEADSHIELDS

CWH7

CWH6

• Activates 
instantly when 
Arc is struck 
• Protects to 
EN379 • Suitable 
for arc, MIG, TIG 
& gas welding EXC.VAT

£59.98
INC.VAT

PRICE CUT

WAS £65.99 inc.VAT

£49.98

EXC.VAT
£47.98

INC.VAT

£39.98

EXC.VAT
£53.99

INC.VAT

£44.99

GWH5

 Supplied 
as a kit with 
two siphon 
paint jars  Suitable for a 
variety of solvent & water 
based paints  Spray pattern 
adjustable from 1/8" to 2"

DIY AIR 
BRUSH KIT

EXC.VAT
£

£
7.99

9.59
INC.VAT

CAB1H

 ANGLE GRINDERS

 MODEL DISC (mm) MOTOR EXC.VAT INC.VAT
CAG800 115 800w £19.98 £23.98
CON1050 115 1050w £27.99 £33.59
B&D CD115 115 710w  £29.98 £35.98
CAG2350B 230 2350w £42.99 £51.59

 INC. DISC
& HANDLE

CAG800
EX.VAT

£23.98
INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£19.98

EX.VAT
£27.59

INC.VAT

ONLY
£22.99

EX.VAT
£83.98

INC.VAT

ONLY
£69.98

 TURBO AIR 
COMPRESSORS

 • Superb range 
ideal for DIY, 
hobby & 
semi-professional 
use

*Stationary belt driven
8/250

 MODEL MOTOR CFM TANK EX VAT INC VAT
Tiger 8/250 2Hp 7.5 24ltr £79.98 £95.98
Tiger 7/250 2Hp 7 24ltr £89.98 £107.98
Tiger 11/250 2.5Hp 9.5 24ltr £119.98 £143.98
Tiger 8/510 2Hp 7.5 50ltr £129.98 £155.98
Tiger 11/510  2.5Hp 9.5 50ltr £149.98 £179.98
Tiger 16/510‡  3Hp 14.5 50ltr £219.98 £263.98
Tiger 16/1010‡  3Hp 14.5 100ltr £269.98 £323.98

HUGE CHOICE 
OF SPRAY 
GUNS & 

AIRTOOLS

EX.VAT
£95.98

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£79.98

 BIG 2HP
7.5CFM

‡ V-twin

 ARC/TIG   
INVERTERS 

•  Used for ARC & TIG welding, 
utilising the latest technology 
• Low amp operation - ideal 
for auto 
bodywork 
& mild
/stainless 

steel 
  ELECTRODE 
 MODEL AMPS DIA. EXC.VAT INC.VAT
 AT101‡ 10/80 1.6 – 2.5mm £129.98 £155.98
 AT132 10/130 1.6-3.2mm £169.98 £203.98
 AT161 10/160 1.6-4.0mm £199.00 £238.80
 AT135 30/130 3.25mm £219.00 £262.80

AT161

EXC.VAT

155.98
INC.VAT

PRICE CUT
FROM ONLY

‡WAS £167.98 inc.VAT

129.98

£

£
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CB500 vs CB750

Q er, bale you outEdis 
mo molupta nes aut od

WORDS:  JOHN NA ISH  PHOTOGRAPHY:  JASON CR I TCHELL

CAN LESS 
BE MORE?
Honda’s epoch-shattering CB750 wasn’t fêted 

by everyone. Some preferred its later, lighter 

sibling, the CB500. How do they compare today?   

HONDA FOURS SHOOTOUT
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I  
n modern motorcycle marketing, big cubes count. 
Want a 1200cc off-roader sir? No problem. This 
obsession has infected much of our classic scene – 
the larger the motor, the better the bike. And the 
higher the price. But it wasn’t always so. In 1969, 

Honda’s CB750 was thought too fast and heavy by many experts, 
who applauded the arrival of its 500cc sibling two years later.

In June 1971, America’s Cycle magazine declared: ‘Face it, the 
750 is too much motorcycle for an awful lot of folks – too fast,  
too demanding, too expensive, maybe demanding too much ego 
involvement.” Cycle dubbed the newly-launched CB500 Four  
‘The thinking man’s motorcycle’ – smaller, lighter, more lithe and 
missing little in terms of grunt on the road.

This could simply reflect the obsolete prejudice of a world that 
regarded any bike with more than 500cc or two cylinders as Fancy 
Dan posturing. But perhaps those old pundits had a point. To find 
out, we pitched two perfect examples of Honda’s early ’70s 
siblings against each other in a battle of the original single-cam 
kings. Which of these fours would suit your biking needs better?
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CB500 vs CB750

It’s been three decades since I last rode a single-cam 750. That 
doughty Cee-Bee was a communally-owned 1975 model that, 
after only a few months of group abuse, went from standard-trim 
survivor to matt-black rat bike. So climbing onto this perfectly 
restored example’s broad seat brings the usual road tester’s nerves. 
Five minutes later and just a couple of miles down the road, I’m so 
focused on zipping through the morning traffic that I’ve become 
oblivious of the fact that I’m riding a 40-year-old bike. 

No machine this age is going to be foible-free, but at 70mph on 
the gentle curves of a modern dual carriageway, it certainly feels 
that way. The controls are where you expect  them and they 
respond in an entirely expected fashion. That’s the thing about 
Soichiro’s original superbike. It so successfully set the mould for 
everything that came afterwards, it’s easy to take it for granted, 
rather than appreciating it as a true two-wheeled revolutionary. 

The big, clear clocks and brightly readable idiot lights are so 
widely copied they’re easily mistakable for modern retro. The 
speedo records 32,000 miles. The miles don’t show, however, 
because of the bike’s fastidious restoration.

“I had the CB500, I already owned a CB350 Four. I wanted a 
750 to complete the set,” explains owner Martin Young, the 
current custodian of both bikes on this test. “This was on sale in 
the north of England, restored by an airline engineer. I bought it 
unseen in 2005. It’s probably a tad shiny for my tastes,” he admits, 
“but the resto did a great job of bringing it back to original. The 
only thing wrong was that the ignition had been moved up to the 

handlebars for convenience. I put it back in the original place.”
The 1974 CB750 K4 (a model never originally imported to the 

UK) was brought from America and now wears an M-reg plate. 
Mechanical differences from the 1969 model include tauter 
suspension, along with more restrictive silencers and airbox. It 
also has an embarrassingly loud indicator bleeper. 

The first thing to hit you, though, is the lovely sunrise orange 
tank. The metalflake looks huge, almost 3D. “I’m not sure if the 
paintwork is original,” says Martin. Given how hard it is to get 
this particular colour right (and given the slight hazing on the oil 
tank) I’m willing to bet that this is how it came out of the factory.

To my eyes, the graphics on these later bikes make them look a 
little portly. Perhaps one should take the hint: the 750 weighs 
479lb (218kg) wet – that’s 36lb/17kg more than the 500. The 
steering is slower, the centre of gravity is higher and the frame has 
less gusseting. This particular 750 also has an eclectic mix of Avon 
Roadrunner up front, with a Bridgestone BT-45 rear. So I’m not 
exactly blasting it around the back lanes. I’m also wary of washing 
out the front on the cold corners we’re riding, so I’m relying on the 
perfectly adequate rear brake. I hardly notice the front... then I 
realise why I wouldn’t notice it anyway – it’s barely functioning. 

The lever feels wooden and even a desperate squeeze won’t dip 
the forks. The caliper isn’t doing its notorious early-Honda 
binding trick, so I guess the pads have gone off big time. The 500, 
meanwhile, has just had fresh pads installed. Even though they’re 
not fully bedded in, you can chirp the front tyre controllably.

Engine air-cooled 736cc sohc inline four Chassis steel duplex cradle The numbers 67bhp, 123mph, 218kg (479lb), £5000–£7500

HONDA CB750
THE BIKE THAT SET THE SUPERBIKE STANDARD. BUT DO YOU NEED ALL THAT CAPACITY? 

‘I’VE SOON BECOME 
OBLIVIOUS OF THE 

FACT THAT I’M RIDING 
A 40-YEAR-OLD BIKE’
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One man’s shiny classic is another’s trove of memories. With the 
CB500 Four, my memories still carry some sting. In 1982, I rode 
from Brighton to Dover on a four-piper remarkably like this, two-
up with my childhood pal to buy the early H1 Kawa that he’d 
always coveted. He had cancer. 

Our victorious return trip, two teenagers roaring a pair of old 
500s across the coast roads, is etched indelibly in my recall. It was 
the last proper ride we ever shared. 

The CB before me, resplendent in its candy gold paint, is the 
first fully original example I’ve encountered since those days. 
Hearing it spin into life, grumbling through its chromed tulip 
zorsts, makes the arm hairs prickle inside my Belstaff.

Owner Martin Young has more than four decades of memories 
wrapped up with this bike. It is the one his father bought from a 
local Sussex dealer in February 1973 – though if Martin’s youthful 
opinion had held sway, we wouldn’t be standing here today.

“Dad had previously owned an AJS 500 and was mulling over 
what new bike to get. He had narrowed his choice down to a 
Honda four or a Commando with a Combat,” says Martin. 
“I wanted him to get the Norton, priced at £513.”

Dad wasn’t persuaded. “He was a mechanical engineer and the 
sophistication of the Honda appealed to his sensibilities,” recalls 
Martin. “He also seemed to prefer the light weight and 
manageability of the CB500 over the CB750.”

Mr Young senior wasn’t so besotted that he forgot his business 
acumen. The original sales docket shows how he haggled the 

Honda dealer down from the official price of £629 to £530. 
“VAT was just coming in, and a lot of dealers were anxious 

about shifting unsold stock,” Martin explains. There were other 
worries at the time. The Honda’s history file includes its petrol-
rationing coupons from the 1973 oil crisis.

The 500 proved totally reliable – bar one problem. By October 
1974, the four-into-four system was rusting apart. “Dad wrote to 
Honda, complaining. Despite being out of warranty, they coughed 
up for a new set,” says Martin, his eyes wide with surprise. 

His father subsequently moved to Scotland and took the bike, 
but did very few miles on it. Then it sat in a garage for ten years 
until he gave it to Martin as a 50th birthday present. With only 
9000 miles on the clock, it remains as it came from the factory – 
apart from those pesky four-into-fours, which rusted through 
again. The CB is currently on its third set of standard pipes.

It gets used regularly, but with a careful eye on preserving its 
patina. “There is a temptation to do things to it. But all I have 
done is nurture the bike – it’s a labour of love to preserve it,” says 
Martin. The CB is so original that it wears a yellow registration 
plate. While 99.9% of restorers would nowadays proudly put a 
black-and-silver numberplate on a bike of this age, the fact is that 
1973 was the first year when riders could legally fit the new bright 
yellow version. That’s exactly what ’70s owners of a cutting-edge 
four would have done at the time.

Climbing aboard and having to reach down below the left of the 
fuel tank to turn the ignition key feels remarkably familiar. 

Engine air-cooled 498cc dohc inline four Chassis steel duplex cradle The numbers 48bhp, 108mph, 201kg (443lb), £2000-£5500

HONDA CB500
LIGHTER AND MORE MANAGEABLE, OF COURSE. BUT AS MUCH FUN?
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There’s one surprise after all these years, though. The CB500 feels 
so small, thanks not least to the steady inflation of new bike sizes 
over the past few decades. Then again, the 500 was considered 
commendably compact in its day. The engine is shorter than the 
CB750’s, thanks to its smaller displacement and over-square 
design, which also lowered the centre of gravity. This was further 
aided by the smaller bike’s wet sump, as opposed to the 750’s dry 
sump and right-side tank.

The CB’s compact dimensions encourage you to explore the 
bike’s handling, even on frosty-cold tarmac, nudging it into 
corners with your knees, quite confident that the bike’s frame and 
suspension can hold a tautly predictable line, unless you really 
push your luck. Getting the bike to gallop means pushing the revs 
through the tepid mid-range and up to where the power lies. This 
is a motor that’s best kept spinning if you want performance. 
We’re not talking superbike strength by any means, with a claimed 
48bhp at 9000rpm and 30ft.lb of torque. 

As the contemporary Cycle Guide road test acknowledged:  
‘Its top speed is not overwhelming, nor will it accelerate like a 
jackrabbit’. The magazine reported a 108mph top end and 
14.17sec quarter-mile. Nevertheless the small size, the wonderfully 
busy engine and the Grand Prix snarl from the pipes make it all 
feel like this baby-racer is really going some.

In its day, the 500 could indeed be made to fly. Bill Smith won 
the 1973 500cc TT Production race on one, ahead of Stan Woods 
on a T500 Suzuki stroker twin.

The bike will tramp along in modern traffic quite happily, too. 
With 6000rpm on the tacho in top, the speedo needle is wibbling 
around the 80mph mark. Before I set off, Martin warned that a 
mystery carburettor cough could make the engine fluff at high 
revs. In fact it spun fine at the top of the tacho, but spluttered a bit 
at low revs. Perhaps the crisp January air was having an effect, 
indicating the need for tinkering with the mixture.

I didn’t actually notice the transmission, it’s that good. CB500 
clutches have gained notoriety over the years for slipping on 
aggressive riding, but there were no such problems with this one. 
The five-speed gearbox, meanwhile, is completely unremarkable  
in its smooth efficiency. 

That’s the beauty of this pocket four. As a practical classic 
runabout, it will happily provide you with unobtrusive Honda-
style efficiency any day of the week. But if you fancy going for a 
back-roads razz, it’s a bike that will throw back its head and flare 
its nostrils with the best of them.

‘THE CB500’S MOTOR NEEDS TO BE 
KEPT SPINNING FOR PERFORMANCE’

Q CB750’s easily-read idiot lights set the style for all other bikes to come

Q CB500 needs pushing through tepid midrange to really get it shifting

��
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0333 207 6014
or visit footmanjames.co.uk

Tailor your classic bike insurance policy to suit your needs. 

To discover the Footman James difference, call our friendly UK 
team for a quote today.

follow us @Footman_James

Policies from

£74
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Salvage retention

Ride to work

Track day cover

Wedding hire cover

and many more

Agreed value

Shows and events

Helmets & leathers (up to a limit of £750)

European motoring (up to 35 days per trip)

Riding other classics

Breakdown with options to include 
European cover and Homestart

Specialist rates for club members

Classic benefi ts 
included*:

Cover options*:

*All cover is subject to insurers terms and conditions, which is available upon request. **1954 NortonES2. Value: £4500. Main policy only and does not include any FJ+ cover options. 

All premiums assume it is not the main vehicle and includes Insurance Premium Tax. Male rider aged over 25 years old, 2000 annual limited mileage, and full clean driving licence with 

no claims or convictions. Member of associated club. Postcode OX10, vehicle garaged with no modifi cations. Includes a £10 arrangement fee.
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THE IWM DUXFORD AUCTION

Further entries are invited for our upcoming auction taking 

place at Imperial War Museum Duxford on Wednesday 15th 

April 2015.

Visit www.handh.co.uk or contact one of our specialists 

today for further information.

Mark Bryan - Motorcycle Specialist

07958 107974
George Beale - Motorcycle Principal

07808 159149

Notable Consignments Include:

1923 Norton Model 16H

1933 Velocette KTT MK4 

1948 Velocette KTT MK8

1950 Vincent Rapide Series C
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It’s clearly a mistake to expect the 500 and 750 to fulfil the same 
roles. Mid-range torque is the thing with the CB750. It’ll pull you 
along the straights and gentle curves with absolutely unruffled 
aplomb. It’s top end has 15mph more legroom than the 500 and its 
13.74 standing-quarter is nearly half a second faster.

All this translates nowadays into a relaxed cruiser with enough 
guts to take you touring happily, fully loaded with pillion and 
luggage. Plus it’s got the magic number 750 on the side and all the 
glittering heritage that the title ‘world’s first superbike’ implies. It 
makes you wonder why anyone bothers buying a modern retro, 
when the real thing is so capable.

Two bikes, same era, same maker, same looks and layout. But a 
big difference in what they do best. If short blasts and winding 
roads are your thing, then the 500’s your best bet, whereas the 
750’s the one to take you the distance. On the other hand, it could 
just come down to the size of your wallet.

As Martin says: “People don’t seem to have woken up to the 
worth of the CB500. I think they are still undervalued price-wise, 
especially in comparison with the CB750. You can still pick up a 
really nice one for around £4000-£4500, while a similar-condition 
750 will cost another £2000 or more on top of that.”

Given the smaller Honda’s family history, it’s perhaps no 
surprise which bike he favours. “The CB750 has done only about 
3000 miles in my ownership,” he admits. “It’s easy to pilot, but 
the CB500 is more fluent. It is not appreciably slower in a straight 
line, either. If you’re doing bigger mileages, the 750 wins. You’d 
want to swap the high US bars for European ones, though.”

Q CB750: somewhat more exciting 
than a wet night in Trafalgar Square

Q BELOW: portly-looking 750 makes 
the 500 smaller than it should

Q Light airplane/light motorcycle. 
Marketing was so much simpler then



*In November 2013 a survey of 750 bikers by an independent research company, Ipsos MORI, found Bennetts Bike Insurance the No.1 
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great tools
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Quality 
30L Tool 
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Tray
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Motorcycle 
Wheel Spinner
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Brake Piston 

Tool
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Expert Quality 
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REPLACE –

UPGRADE
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ONLINE PARTS CATALOGUE ● ALL BIKES ● ALL MODELS

WWW.VENHILL.CO.UK
VENHILL – UK MADE
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Whether you’re repairing 
or upgrading brake lines 

and cables be sure to fit the 
best. Venhill has been making 

motorcycle controls in the UK for 
nearly 50 years – every brake line is 

tested to 1500psi before leaving the 
factory, while maintenance-free Feather-
light cables are made from marine-grade 

stainless wire with a Teflon liner.
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LIFE OF SPEED
Ex-Classic Bike editor Mike Nicks started on Motor Cycle 
News in 1966. He can tell you a thing or two...

MIKE NICKS

‘RIDERS WERE OUR 
HEROES, YET THEY 

WERE ELUSIVE 
AND ETHEREAL’

hen we read the news in the 
weeklies, dad and I looked 
at each other and said 
nothing. But we were both 
thinking the same thing: we 

knew we had to be at Brands Hatch on 
Good Friday in that spring of 1963. 
Minter and the Gilera would be there.

The weeklies had been chanting ‘Minta-
Gilera!’ since late the previous year, when 
the possible union of Derek Minter, the 
triple British champion in the 250, 350 
and 500cc classes, with the enigmatic 
four-cylinder bikes from Arcore was 
raised. The Gileras hadn’t raced since ’57, 
when the factory pulled out of GP racing. 

Now Gilera’s 1950s world champion 
Geoff Duke had persuaded the factory to 
de-mothball the bikes and pitch them 
against Hailwood and the dominant MV 
in the nine-round 1963 500cc world 
championship. But first there would be 
this initial clash at Brands. It was the 
biggest racing story of the day, and it put 
fans like us into a delirium of excitement. 
Minta-Gilera versus Hailwood-MV was 
all we talked about for days before we got 
in his Mini Cooper and headed for Brands.  

At that time, short-circuit racing in the 
500cc class was dominated by privately-
owned Manxes and Matchless G50s – an 
all-singles scene. We loved the deep ‘whaa-
whaa’ of these one-lungers warming up, 
but the prospect of three factory Italian 
four-cylinder racers (John Hartle was to 
partner Minter) drew 60,000 people to 
Brands. We willingly paid our 10/- entry 
fee, splashed out 2/6d for the programme, 
and awaited this clash between the 
reigning 500cc world champion and the 
king of the short-circuit scene.

But it never happened. In those days 
riders multi-tasked, chucking a leg over all 
kinds of machinery. In the 350cc race that 
preceded the 1000cc event, Hailwood 
crashed his AJS 7R on the final corner of 
the last lap at Clearways, and Minter 
couldn’t avoid the fallen rider. Minter was 
able to race on and win, and Hailwood 
walked away from the incident, although 
he would not compete again that day.

When the 1000cc race came around, 
Minter won, setting the long circuit’s first 

ever 90mph-plus lap at 90.34mph. I can 
remember now seeing ‘The Mint’ 
rocketing out from under the bridge before 
Clearways, and then giving us the sound 
of a factory four on full noise as he wound 
the Gilera out onto the top straight.

A feature of Minter’s riding that 
endeared him to fans was his often-
hopeless starts. On the first lap he might 
be seventh or even 15th. Mid-race he 
might have picked up momentum, but 
we’d be calculating his gap to the leader 
against laps remaining, thinking: ‘This 
time he’s left it too late’. But in the closing 
laps he’d burst through to another nail-
biting win. In that ’62 triple-championship 
season, he competed in 80 races and won 
52 on nine different machines.

We knew relatively little of the off-track 
lives of the stars of the ’60s, in that era 

before the arrival of press conferences, 
Twitter, grid interviews, mass TV coverage 
and Q&A interviews containing inane 
‘what colour is your underwear?’ 
speculations. That made the riders even 
more like demi-gods than today’s gym-
obsessed superstars. They were our heroes, 
yet they were elusive, ethereal, they seemed 
to exist on a higher plane. 

In those times when the Manx and G50 
‘production’ racers were the everyday tools 
of journeyman professional riders, they 
sought the tiniest competitive advantage, 
and the top men recruited the services of 
tuners – Steve Lancefield and Ray Petty, in 
Minter’s case. The work of these oracles of 
cylinder head sorcery remained even more 
arcane; no one knew what they actually 
did to an engine. Lancefield once said: 
“The only similarity my engines had to a 
standard unit was that they looked alike 
on the outside”. He also said: “Racing is a 
religion and a science”. 

Well, Mint, we may not have known 
you and your engine builders as intimately 
as we can know Valentino Rossi and Jerry 
Burgess, but we loved what you did and 
the last-corner dramas that you gave us 
just as much. What a hero. 

THE MYSTIQUE 

OF MINTER

PART OF DEREK MINTER’S PULLING POWER WAS THAT YOU 

COULDN’T GET TO KNOW HIM THAT WELL 

Q The recently departed and magnificently enigmatic Derek Minter on a factory Gilera four in the ’60s

W
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PLAN YOUR YEAR

WORDS:  GARY  P INCHIN . PHOTOGRAPHY :  MYKEL  N ICOLAOU

EVENT 
GUIDE

2015

Dive into the diverse world of classic 

get-togethers – all the best ones are 

here in seven pages of suggestions 

for fi lling your year  

A P R  5 - 6

RED MARLEY HILLCLIMB, 

Great Witley, Worcestershire
Red Marley kicks off with the classic trial at noon on 
Sunday, followed by the famous hillclimb on Easter 
Monday. The hill is 440 yards long, 1:1.5 at its steepest 
with a challenging jump near the top called ‘The 
Pimple’. Riders compete four at a time on pre-1970 
bikes. A quick run is a wild sub-20sec ride.
redmarleyhillclimb.com
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APRIL

��

A P R  4

● SOUTH MIDLANDS 

AUTOJUMBLE

Ross-on-Wye livestock Centre, 
The Livestock Centre, Oveross
E-mail : johnharding197@live.co.uk

A P R I L  4 /5 

● CLASSIC RACING 

MOTORCYCLE CLUB 

Pembrey road races
crmc.co.uk

A P R  5 

● WME PRE-85 MX SERIES, 

Marshfield, Wilts 
westmidsevo.co.uk

● ROCKET III OWNERS 

CLUB MEET

Ace Cafe London, North 
Circular Rd, Stonebridge, 
London NW10 7UD.   
Tel: 020 8961 1000
ace-cafe-london.com

A P R  6

● SOUTHEND 

SHAKEDOWN

Ace Cafe London
ace-cafe-london.com

● EASTER 

MONDAY ASHFORD 

CLASSIC MOTORCYCLE 

SHOW AND BIKEJUMBLE  

Ashford Livestock Market, 
Orbital Park, Ashford, Kent 
TN24 0HB.
elk-promotions.co.uk

A P R I L  1 1

● PRESCOTT BIKE 

FESTIVAL

Hillclimb action and various 
other bike-based attractions. 
Gotherington, Nr Cheltenham 
GL52 9RD
prescottbikefestival.co.uk Q The Stafford show is a staple of any self-respecting classic fan’s year 

Q Bonjour  
Bike Shed.  

The hotbed of 
custom classics 

moves to Paris

A P R I L  1 1 -1 2

● THE BIKE SHED, 

Carreau du Temple, Paris
An all-new event created by the 
enterprising Bike Shed MC. 
This time they’re spreading out 
from their London base to take 
café racers and street trackers 
into the capital of France – the 
heart of a nation of bikers who 
have long since embraced the 
new age culture of customised 
classics. The Show will be much 
like last year’s Tobacco Dock 
extravaganza in terms of bike 
builds and vibe, with the aim to 
cram in 120 utterly cool new 
custom-built classics and retro 
motorcycles. The Shed crew are 
hoping to top the 7000 turnout 
they had last year in London 
and you can expect a 
combination of great bikes, 
great people, great art and great 
food amidst a backdrop of 
fashionista who love their bikes 
and know how to party. See 
you there!
thebikeshed.cc

● BRITISH HISTORIC 

RACING 

Mallory Park road races 
britishhistoricracing.co.uk

A P R  1 2

● BSA GOLD STAR 

OWNERS CLUB 40TH 

ANNIVERSARY + BRIT  

BIKE DAY

Ace Cafe, London
ace-cafe-london.com

A P R  1 8 / 1 9 

● LOTON PARK HILL 

CLIMB 

Near Shrewsbury, Shropshire
nhca.co.uk

A P R  1 9

● 34TH MALVERN CLASSIC 

M’CYCLE SHOW & JUMBLE

Wye Halls, The Three  
Counties Showground, 
Malvern, Worcestershire  
WR13 6NW
classicshows.org

● POACHERS PRE-65 TRIAL

Benniworth Walk Farm,  
LN8 6JS
poacherspre65trials.co.uk

A P R  2 5

● PRESCOTT HILL CLIMB, 

Near Cheltenham, Glos
nhca.co.uk

A P R  2 5 -2 6

● THE 35TH CAROLE NASH 

INTERNATIONAL CLASSIC 

MOTORCYCLE SHOW

Staffordshire County Showground,
Weston Rd, Stafford, Staffordshire, 
ST18 0BD
This is the big one. It’s billed as 
a motorcycle show and there’s 
certainly plenty of top class 
bikes to ogle, but Stafford’s real 
selling point is its bike jumble – 
acres of it. If you have a 
restoration project, or are even 
thinking of one, then you need 
to visit Stafford. There’s also a 
huge amount of trade stands 
catering for virtually every 
brand you can imagine. A 
classic road racing paddock and 
a dirt bike hall cater for the 
competition side of classics. 
And, of course there’s the huge 
Bonhams auction. 
Traditionally, the April Stafford 
show has much more of a 
British bike flavour, while the 
October Stafford show is more 
about later Japanese classics. 
But the truth is there’s plenty of 
crossover, which means if 
you’re into classics you’ll more 
that likely find something that 
floats your boat. In short, it’s a 
great day out – or even a great 
weekend away. Trust us, you 
really can do with two days 
there to make sure you don’t 
miss anything.
classicbikeshows.com

A P R  2 6

● GURSTON DOWN HILL 

CLIMB, 

Nr. Salisbury, Wilts
nhca.co.uk

● DIRT TRACK RIDERS 

ASSOCIATION FLAT 

TRACK RACING ROUND 1

Leicester Speedway
dirttrackriders.co.uk
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MAY

M AY  2 - 4 

● CLASSIC RACING 

MOTORCYCLE CLUB, 

Cadwell road races
crmc.co.uk

M AY  3

● ITALIAN BIKE DAY WITH 

IMOC

Ace Cafe, London
ace-cafe-london.com

● ROMNEY MARSH 

CLASSIC MOTORCYCLE 

BIKEJUMBLE 

Marsh Road, Hamstreet,  
Near Ashford, Kent  
TN26 2JD
elk-promotions.co.uk

● LOTHIAN & BORDERS 

CLASSIC AND VINTAGE 

MOTORCYCLE SHOW  

AND AUTOJUMBLE

Lothian & Borders Classic & 
Vintage Motorcycle Club,  
Drill Hall, Walkershaugh, 
Peebles, Scottish Borders EH45
Email : dennisbelleville@gmail.com

M AY  4

● 42ND NOTTS CLASSIC 

CAR & BIKE SHOW

Thoresby Park Ollerton, 
Newark, Nottinghamshire 
NG22 9EP, UK
classicshows.org

M AY  9 -1 0

● VINTAGE REVIVAL 

MONTLHERY

Autodrome de Montlhery, 
30km from Paris, France
vintage-revival.fr

M AY  1 0

● AUTOJUMBLE

Sammy Miller Museum, 
Bashley Cross Roads, New 
Milton, Hampshire BH25 5SZ
sammymiller.co.uk

M AY  1 5 -1 7

● BRITISH HISTORIC 

RACING ANGLESEY (15TH 

IS TEST DAY ONLY) 

britishhistoricracing.co.uk

M AY  1 6 -1 7

● MCN FESTIVAL OF 

MOTORCYCLING 

(CELEBRATING 60 YEARS 

OF MCN)

Peterborough Arena, 
Cambridgeshire 

Imagine the MCN London 
Show at Excel in February, 
transplanted to the East of 
England Showground with a 
huge outdoor live show added. 
This essentially is what this 
exciting new festival is all 
about. There’s a classic bike 
zone, dirt track racing, plus 
trade and club stands.
motorcyclenews.com

M AY  1 8 -2 3

● MOTO GIRO D’ITALIA

The Moto Giro d’Italia is an 
historical re-enactment of the 
oldest and most prestigious 
motorcycle stage race in Italy. 
Established in 1914, the first 
race was won by Oreste Malvis 
on an Ariel, but the Giro’s real 
heyday came between 1953-57 
when the leading Italian 
manufacturers boomed in the 
post-war period. Racing on 
public roads was banned after 

1957, but the Giro was 
resurrected in 1967 and ran for 
three years as a time trial. In 
1989 the event was revived once 
more and the Moto Giro has 
become one of the great classic 
events of the year thanks to the 
efforts of the hosting Terni 
Moto Club. The event, run in 
the most glorious Italian 
countryside, is now a six-day, 
900-mile rally featuring some 
200 competitors and four 
different categories of machine, 
with the up-to-175cc 
‘Motorcycles in Sport’ machines 
produced up to 1957/58 the real 
stars of the show.
www.motogiroitalia.it

M AY  2 2 -2 5

● PENDINE SPEEDWEEK

Pendine Land Speed Racing Club, 
Carmarthenshire, South Wales,
Pendine Sands is one of only 
five places in the world to host 
outright land speed record 
attempts, and the seven-mile 
beach along Camarthen Bay is 
steeped in petrolhead history.  
It was used for land speed 
record runs from 1920 through 
to 1933 – and once even hosted 
the Welsh TT for motorcycles 
back in 1922. In June 2013 
vintage and classic bikes 
returned to Pendine for 
Speedweek, an event with a real 
old-school American vibe, 
harking back to the 1930s when 
enterprising young greasers 
stripped down their vehicles, 
tuned them for speed and went 
to the beach or dry lake beds to 
see how fast they could run. 
This year’s event promises to be 
bigger and better.
https://www.facebook.com/pages/
Pendine-Landspeed-Racing-
Club/166621133481919

M AY  2 2 -2 4

● THE BIKE SHED 

Tobacco Dock, Porters Walk, 
London E1W 2SF
thebikeshed.cc

M AY  2 3

● SOUTHERN CLASSIC 

BIKE SHOW AND  

AUTOJUMBLE

Kempton Park,  
Staines Road East,  
Sunbury on Thames,  
Middlesex  
TW16 5AQ
egp-enterprises.co.uk

M AY  2 5

● MARGATE MELTDOWN 

Ace Cafe, London
ace-cafe-london.com

M AY  2 5

● 12TH EMMA RADFORD 

MEMORIAL BUELL AND 

ITALIAN MOTORCYCLE 

FESTIVAL

Lincolnshire Aviation Heritage 
Centre, East Kirkby, Near 
Spilsby PE23 4DE
lincsaviation.co.uk

M AY  3 0/ 3 1 

● COUPES MOTO 

LEGENDE 

Circuit Dijon-Prenois,  
near Dijon, France
Festival with a great vibe and 
the chance to take your bike for  
a hairy run round the track
coupes-moto-legende.fr

M AY  3 0  –  J U N 1 2

● ISLE OF MAN TT

iomtt.com

Q Giro d’Italia: has to 
be on the bucket list 
of any Italian bike fan

PLAN YOUR YEAR
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JUNE

J U N  4 -7

● CANTABRIA TOUR

mcpiston.com

J U N E  2 7

● DARMSTADT VINTAGE 

BOARDTRACK RACES,

Darmstadt, near Frankfurt, 
Germany
american-x.org/events.html

J U N E  1 2 -1 4

● CHOLMONDELEY 

PAGEANT OF POWER

cpop.co.uk

J U N E  1 4

● TRIUMPH BIKE DAY 

Ace Cafe, London
ace-cafe-london.com

● 33RD LANCS CLASSIC 

CAR & MOTORCYCLE 

SHOW

Hoghton Tower, Hoghton, 
Lancashire PR5 0SH
classicshows.org

J U N  2 0 -2 1 

● 3RD CAFÉ RACER 

FESTIVAL, 

Autodrome de Montlhéry, 30km 
south-west of Paris, France
We might have the tradition of 
café racers, rockers, and ton-up 
boys here in the UK, but the 
French have perfected the scene 
and developed it so well that 
they have their own monthly 
magazine dedicated to the genre 
– Café Racer. In 2011, the 
magazine promoted its own 
Café Racer Festival at 
Montlhéry and it’s immediate 
success has led to it becoming 
an annual event. The festival 
includes a track day element, a 
drag racing-style sprint, 
autojumble and rock bands on 
both days. What’s not to like? 
http://caferacer-festival.fr

● BARRY SHEENE RACE & 

RALLY FESTIVAL, 

SCARBOROUGH

Oliver’s Mount, Scarborough, 
North Yorkshire, 
YO11 2YW
auto66.com

J U N  2 1 

● 67TH VMCC BANBURY 

RUN

Heritage Motor Centre, Gaydon, 
Warwickshire CV35 0BJ
The Banbury Run, despite 
being limited to 500 entries this 
year, remains the largest 
gathering of veteran and 
vintage machines in the world. 
Set in 65 acres of parkland, just 
12 miles north of Banbury, the 
Run is open to machines 
manufactured before January 1, 
1931. This year’s 67th running 
of the event will see riders start 
at five-minute intervals. The 
Vintage Motor Cycle Club 
operate the event over three 
different routes, starting and 
finishing at the Motor Heritage 
Centre, Gaydon, to cater for 
those wishing to enter the timed 
run or simply ride through the 
countryside with others on 
vintage, veteran and pioneer 
motorcycles. The Gaydon 
Heritage Centre offers free 
entry for entrants and 
spectators – plus there’s an 

autojumble (with over 100 
pitches) on site so there will be 
the opportunity to buy parts for 
your own restoration projects. 
With all the Banbury Run bikes 
to check out as well, it’s a 
fabulous spectator event. On 
Saturday, June 20, auction 
specialists Bonhams also host 
their annual Banbury Run Sale 
at Banbury Rd, Shipton on 
Cherwell, Kidlington, 
Oxfordshire OX5 1JH.
www.banbury-run.co.uk

● BIKE LIFE CLASSICS

Sammy Miller Museum
sammymiller.co.uk

J U N  2 2 - J U L  3

● TRIDAYS FESTIVAL, 

Neukirchen, Austria
Quirky Triumph-based festival, 
mainly Hinckley-biased but 
classic Triumphs welcomed  
www.tridays.com

J U N  2 5 -2 8  T B C

● GOODWOOD FESTIVAL 

OF SPEED

More a car event with a small 
supporting bike element but still 
a prestigious event for all 
petrolheads. The festival 
attracts around 40 significant 

motorcycles each year and signs 
up a galaxy of the sport’s 
legendary names to ride them 
up the famous Goodwood 
hillclimb. No confirmed names 
yet – but you will not be 
disappointed.
grrc.goodwood.com

J U N  2 6 -2 8

● 20TH ANNIVERSARY 

CLUB TRITON FRANCE 

triton-france.com

J U N  2 8

● TRITON & CAFE RACER 

REVIEW WITH OGRI!

Ace Cafe London
ace-cafe-london.com

● ROMNEY MARSH 

CLASSIC MOTORCYCLE 

SHOW & BIKEJUMBLE

Marsh Road, Hamstreet, Near 
Ashford, Kent TN26 2JD
elk-promotions.co.uk

● 3RD EAST MIDLANDS 

FESTIVAL OF TRANSPORT, 

INCLUDING CLASSIC 

CARS & BIKES 

Thoresby Park Ollerton, 
Newark, Nottinghamshire 
NG22 9EP, UK
classicshows.org

Q No need to get 
cross at the Banbury Run. 
Quite the opposite, in fact

Q Goodwood Festival 
of Speed: Classic 
petrolhead heaven 
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JULY

J U L  3 - 5

● BIKERS CLASSICS, SPA 

FRANCORCHAMPS

Spa Francorchamps Circuit, 
Belgium
bikersclassics.be

J U L  4 - 5

● CLASSIC RACING 

MOTORCYCLE CLUB

Brands Hatch road races 
crmc.co.uk

J U L  5 

● BROOKLANDS  

TON-UP DAY

Brooklands comes alive with 
the sights and sounds of classic 
motorcycles. There’s a ride-in 
café racer show, trade and club 
stands, Test Hill action, plus a 
ride-in from the Ace Cafe.
brooklandsmuseum.com

J U L  1 0 -1 2

● MALLORY BIKE 

BONANZA

Mallory Park Racing Circuit,  
Kirkby Mallory, Leicestershire 
LE9 7QE
With the ‘Friendly Circuit’ now 
back in full swing after its 
recent difficulties and the 
Bonanza back for a second 
year, great things are expected 
this time around to regain the 
atmosphere and feel of the 
former Festival of 1000 Bikes 
that the circuit once hosted. 
With track sessions for classic 
road bikes on the Saturday and 
race bikes on the Sunday, plus a 
galaxy of star names, club 
stands and a big autojumble, 
the event has all the ingredients 
to make a great weekend for 
classic bike enthusiasts.   
www.malloryparkcircuit.com

● DRAGSTALGIA

Santa Pod Raceway, Podington, 
Northants. 
Dragstalgia is exactly what it 
says on the tin – a mixture of 
drag racing and nostalgia. It’s 
like going back to the 1970s 
when twin-engined Triumphs, 
Nortons, Vincents and 
Weslakes ruled the strips. The 
paddock vibe is laid back, but 
the action on the track is as 
competitive as it ever was, with 
some of the most famous British 
drag bikes in the history of the 
sport lining up to do battle. 
There’s also plenty of 
sideshows, great food and even 
the cars are awesome to watch.
santapod.co.uk

J U L  1 0 -1 2

● AMA VINTAGE 

MOTORCYCLE DAYS

Mid Ohio Sports Car Course
americanmotorcyclist.com/events/
amavintagemotorcycledays

J U L  1 2

● TON-UP DAY 

Jacks Hill Cafe, A5 Watling Street, 
Towcester NN12 8ET
The busiest event of the year at 
the renowned transport caff 
and biker’s haunt, featuring live 
music from The Rapiers.
Facebook/Jackshillcafe

● NORTON MOTORCYCLE 

DAY @ BROOKLANDS

brooklandsmuseum.com

J U L  1 7

● DIRT TRACK RIDERS 

ASSOCIATION FLAT 

TRACK RACING ROUND 4

Kings Lynn Speedway
dirttrackriders.co.uk

J U L  1 8

● SOUTH MIDLANDS 

AUTOJUMBLE

Ross-on-Wye livestock Centre, 
The Livestock Centre, Oveross 
Market, Oveross, Ross-on-Wye 
HR9 7QQ (9am-3pm).  
Email : johnharding197@live.co.uk

J U L  1 9

● 70S BIKE DAY

Ace Cafe, London
ace-cafe-london.com

● VMCC FOUNDERS DAY

Stanford Hall, Lutterworth, 
Leicestershire LE17 6DH
Set in the scenic grounds of 
Stanford Hall with a huge array 
of one-make club stands plus 
some 300 autojumble pitches.
thetaverners.com

● 6TH CLASSICS AT THE 

CASTLE INC. CLASSIC 

CARS & MOTORCYCLES

Bodelwyddan Castle 
Bodelwyddan, Rhyl, 
Denbighshire LL18 5YA
classicshows.org

J U L  2 5

● KEMPTON BIKE JUMBLE

Kempton Park, Staines Road 
East, Sunbury on 
Thames, Middlesex  
TW16 5AQ
egp-enterprises.co.uk

J U LY  2 6 

● THE SOUTH OF 

ENGLAND SUMMER 

CLASSIC SHOW & 

BIKEJUMBLE

 South of England Showground, 
Ardingly, West Sussex RH17 6TL 
Small but perfectly formed, the 
Ardingly show is just the place 
to be in late July. The West 
Sussex roads offer a great ride 
in and, once there, you’re faced 
with a really good, quality bike 
show full of interesting and 
quirky classics plus a really top 
notch autojumble. There’s 
always a big ride-in element, so 
there will be plenty of cool 
bikes in the car park, too. Mark 
it in your diary as a great social 
event that’s not to be missed.
elk-promotions.co.uk

Q Hit the Pod for  
’70s-style strip 

action at Dragstalgia

Q Mallory’s rebirth into the bike scene continues with its Bike Bonanza  

PLAN YOUR YEAR



In association with
How to join - Tel: 01675 443311
Online: www.thenmmshop.co.uk
Email: friends@thenmm.co.uk

*Only current, paid up Members of the National Motorcycle Museum Friends 
Scheme will be eligible & must quote Membership number and submit to broker 
within 14 days of policy purchase. **Machine value limits apply.

 youtube.com/TheNMMUK /The-National-Motorcycle-Museum  @TheNMMUK

Coventry Road, Bickenhill, Solihull, 
West Midlands B92 0EJ

BECOME A FRIEND OF THE NATIONAL MOTORCYCLE MUSEUM

HOW IT WORKS
For an annual subscription not only do you get to support the 
greatest Motorcycle Museum In the World but by becoming a 
friend of the National Motorcycle Museum you receive:
K� �<6;6;4�=.08�.;1�:2:/2?@56=�0.?1
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 Machines for one year
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 (value can be up to £31.00)
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 Museum’s restoration team
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K� �:.G6;4�I�?62;1@�<;9FL�0<:=2A6A6<;@���46C2.D.F@�2C2?F�F2.?��)<��
 launch the Museum Friends Scheme the fi rst 5000 Members  
 to join will all be entered into a free draw to win a 1951 500cc  
 Matchless G80 Motorcycle. One member from the fi rst 5000
 WILL win a Beautiful Matchless worth over £4000.00!
K� �002@@�A<�)52�#.A6<;.9�"<A<?0F092�"B@2B:��;@B?.;02�(052:2�� �
 with rates for classic motorcycles from just £64.00*
K� �6@0<B;A@�.A�.�?.;42�<3�@2920A�=.?A;2?@�.;1�@2?C602�=?<C612?@
 including perks and privileges at over 4000 Best Western hotels   
 worldwide.

K� �;0?216/9F�!<D�'.A2@��<?��?62;1@�$3�)52�"B@2B:
 From Just £64.00*
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Before buying Classic Motorcycle Insurance try us fi rst - call 
the dedicated insurance FREEPHONE hotline (0800) 298 6643 

PLUS-SAVE £’s ON 
CLASSIC MOTORCYCLE 
INSURANCE!

OTHER BENEFITS
Priority VIP access & discounts to:
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 & Europe.
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Membership scheme ever undertaken by a Museum or similar organisation. 
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THE GLORY DAYS FOR LESS
REMEMBER
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AUG

J U L  3 0 -AU G  2

● 31ST INTERNATIONAL 

WEST KENT RUN

The Friars Aylesford, 
Maidstone, Kent
This four-day celebration of 
vintage motorcycling is run by 
the West Kent branch of the 
VMCC. With over 300 riders, 
the array of bikes is stunning to 
behold and Saturday’s 100-mile 
ride through the quiet back 
lanes is a delight to be part of – 
and to experience as a 
bystander. It’s based at The 
Friars (Aylesford Priory, an 
ancient religious house of the 
Order of Carmelites dating 
back to the 13th Century) and 
on Sunday the public can 
browse around the bikes and 
rummage through the 
autojumble wares. 
iwkr.co.uk 

AU G  7- 9

● DONINGTON CLASSIC 

MOTORCYCLE FESTIVAL 

(+CRMC RACES)

Donington Park circuit, 
Derbyshire DE7 2RP
The Donington Park Classic 
Motorcycle Festival features 
some 500 racing machines and 
legendary characters. Racing is 
organised by the Classic Racing 
Motorcycle Club, with the 

emphasis this year on 
thoroughbred Grand Prix 
machines. Highlights of the 
meeting include: the UK round 
of the 2015 FIM Europe 
Vintage Championships, 
rounds of the ACU Classic 
500cc and Classic 350cc 
championship; The Wheatcroft 
Trophy Race for pre-’86 
machines; the Lansdowne Cup 
Series races for 1950s and ’60s 
Grand Prix machines; plus the 
UK round of the Camathias 
Cup Series for pre-1972 
Sidecars. There will also be 
track and static displays of 
Grand Prix bikes from 1949, 
plus some important early 
Superbikes. There’s also a 
classic bike show organised by 
the Vintage Japanese 
Motorcycle Club in the 
Exhibition Hall – and classic 
grass track racing.
www.donington-park.co.uk 
www.crmc.co.uk

AU G  7- 9

● BRITANNIA RALLY, 

SWEDISH TRIUMPH 

OWNERS CLUB

tomcc.org

AU G  9 

● VMCC & CLASSIC BIKE 

DAY

Ace Cafe, London 
ace-cafe-london.com

GRAHAM WALKER RUN

A hundred pre-1931 bikes on a 
run ending at Beaulieu. 
beaulieu.co.uk

● AUTO JUMBLE

Sammy Miller 
Museum, Bashley Cross Roads, 
New Milton, Hampshire, 
BH25 5SZ
sammymiller.co.uk

AU G U S T  1 5 -1 6

● JAMPOT RALLY

Matchless Owners Club rally.
jampot.com

● SCHOTTEN CLASSIC

schottenring.de

AU G  1 6

● BRACKLEY FESTIVAL OF 

MOTORCYCLING

The Northamptonshire town 
goes bike-crazy for a day.
brackleyfestivalofmotorcycling.
co.uk

AU G  2 9 - S E P  4

● ISLE OF MAN FESTIVAL 

OF MOTORCYCLING/ 

CLASSIC TT

The Festival of Motorcycling 
goes on for two weeks and 
includes the Classic TT, the 
Manx Grand Prix, the Classic 
and Two Day Trials and the 
VMCC Rally, including the 
ever-popular Festival of Jurby. 
Since rebranding the event two 

years ago and creating the 
Classic TT, attendance has gone 
through the roof and fans are 
treated to a second world class 
event on the famous 37.73-mile 
Mountain course. With 
competitors including the 
likes of TT legends John 
McGuinness, Michael Dunlop, 
and Bruce Anstey (last year’s F1 
Classic TT Race winner riding 
a YZR500 Yamaha to a record 
breaking 123.894mph lap) it’s 
one of the world’s greatest 
classic racing events.
iomtt.com

AU G  2 9 - 3 0

● WINGS & WHEELS 

Classic motorcycle and plane 
festival at Dunsfold Park in 
Surrey, featuring air and track 
displays.
brooklandsmuseum.com

AU G  3 0

● THE SAMMY MILLER 

RUN

Sammy Miller Museum
sammymiller.co.uk

● 44TH CHESHIRE CLASSIC 

CAR & MOTORCYCLE 

SHOW

Capesthorne Hall Macclesfield, 
Cheshire SK11 9JY
classicshows.org

AU G  3 1

● 10TH BLENHEIM 

FESTIVAL OF TRANSPORT 

INCLUDING CLASSIC 

CARS & MOTORCYCLES

Blenheim Palace, Woodstock, 
Oxfordshire OX20 1PP, UK
classicshows.org

Q Classic TT winner 
Bruce Anstey will be 
racing again this year

Q A great dose 
of classic racing 
at Donington

PLAN YOUR YEAR



IN ASSOCIATION WITH

WE’RE BACK

MALLORY BIKE

BONANZA
10TH – 12TH JULY 2015

SUNDAY: 

PR6 RACE

BIKE PARADE

FEATURING:

INTERNATIONAL

CLASSIC GRAND PRIX 

SATURDAY: 

PR5 ROAD

BIKE PARADE

SATURDAY: £15   |   SUNDAY: £20   |   WEEKEND TICKET: £30  |   CAMPING: £5

TICKETS AVAILABLE ONLINE FROM 9TH MARCH 2015

WWW.MALLORYPARKCIRCUIT.COM

TICKETS

ON SALE
9

th MARCH

 

 
 

Ashford Classic Motorcycle Show & Bikejumble 

10am Easter Monday 6th April 
At Ashford Market, Orbital Park, Ashford, Kent, TN24 0HB 

Romney Marsh Bikejumble: 10am Sunday 3rd May 
Romney Marsh Show & Bikejumble: 10am Sunday 28th June 

at Hamstreet, Near Ashford, Kent, TN26 2HD 

  
 

 

 

 

ELK Promotions 
PO Box 85, New Romney 

KENT TN28 9BE       

01797 344277 

South of England   
Show & Bikejumble 

Meet Jim Redman MBE, Six Times World & TT Champion 

10am Sunday 29th March   

South of England Summer Classic 
Show & Bikejumble:  

10am 26th July at  
The South of England Showground, 

Ardingly, W Sussex, RH17 6TL 

South of England  Show & Bikejumble 

 10am Sunday 25th October 

Romney Marsh 
Bikejumble:  

10am Sunday 20th 
September 
at Hamstreet, 
Near Ashford, 

Kent, TN26 2HD 
 

Guest of Honour 

Jim Redman 
Sunday 29

th
 March at 

Ardingly, W Sussex RH17 6TL 

The South of England Showground, Ardingly, W Sussex, RH17 6TL 
Entry: £6 adults, £5 65-plus, kids under 16 free entry. 

www.elk-promotions.co.uk  

Selling your Bike?    
Free BikeMart at 

All Events! 
Ardingly: Five 
Indoor halls of 
All Motorcycle 

 Show & Bike 
  Jumble! 

Free to show 
your bike 
Ask for  

         Details. 
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SEPT

S E P  4 - 6

● 10TH GLEMSECK 101 

CAFÉ RACER FESTIVAL

Glemseck Leonberg near 
Stuttgart, Germany
Glemseck 101 has become one 
of the biggest café racer festivals 
in Europe – and this year’s 
event is a very special one, 
marking its tenth anniversary. 
If you like customised classics, 
this is an event not to be 
missed. It’s held on part of the 
old Solitude GP road race 
course and the headline event is 
an informal drag race on the 
Saturday over a marked 1/8mile 
course for anyone who turns up 
on a café racer and registers. 
But the racing is just one small 
element of the Glemseck 101 
experience – a huge weekend 
party with beer, bratwurst and 
bands. See you there!
glemseck101.de

S E P  4 - 6

● THE TRIP OUT IV

Scald End Farm, Thurleigh, 
Bedfordshire MK44 2DP
thetripout.co.uk

S E P  5

● BRIGHTON SPEED 

TRIALS

Madeira Drive, Brighton
brightonandhovemotorclub.co.uk

S E P  6

● VINTAGE JAPANESE BIKE 

DAY WITH VJMC

Ace Cafe, London
ace-cafe-london.com

● 27TH FESTIVAL OF 

1000 CLASSIC CARS & 

NORTH WEST CLASSIC 

MOTORCYCLE SHOW

Cholmondeley Castle Near 
Malpas, Cheshire SY14 8AH
classicshows.org

● ARBUTHNOT TRIAL, 

SALISBURY MOTORCYCLE 

AND LIGHT CAR CLUB

mdaf.pwp.blueyonder.co.uk/smc

S E P  1 1 -1 3

● GOODWOOD REVIVAL

Goodwood House, Chichester, 
West Sussex PO18 0PX
One of the most evocative 
classic events in the world. Yes, 
it’s predominantly cars but 
don’t let that put you off as the 
two-wheel element is truly 
stunning. There’s the Barry 
Sheene Memorial Trophy, a 
two-part, two-rider challenge 
featuring 500cc bikes from the 
1962-66, and many superstar-
rated competitors. Everyone’s in 
period costume, the racing is 
spectacular and the WWII fly-
pasts take you to another era.  
grrc.goodwood.com

S E P  1 1 -1 3

● ACE CAFE REUNION 

WEEKEND, CONTINENTAL 

RUN RIDE-IN & PARTY, 

BRIGHTON BURN UP!

Ace Cafe, London 
ace-cafe-london.com

S E P  1 2 -1 3

● VETS MX DES NATIONS

Farleigh Castle, Somerset 
BA2 7RS
The Veterans Motocross Des 
Nations is the biggest off-road 
event in the world for classic 
motocross. Legendary riders 
race wild monoshock, pre-1990 
Evo-spec race bikes: trick 
suspension, two-stroke and 
four-stroke motors. And the 
famous British 500GP circuit.   
vetsmxdn2015.co.uk

S E P  1 3

● MURDERDROME BOARD 

TRACK RACES

Bielefeld, Germany
american-x.org/events.html

● 34TH LANCS CLASSIC 

CAR AND MOTORCYCLE 

SHOW

Hoghton Tower, Hoghton, 
Lancashire PR5 0SH
classicshows.org

S E P 1 9 -2 0

● BOL D’OR CLASSIC

Circuit Paul Ricard, Le Castellet, 
France 
The 24-hour Bol d’Or is back at 
Paul Ricard – boosted by the 
addition of the 13th edition of 
the Classic Bol d’Or. Paul 
Ricard was for years the 
spiritual home of the French 
classic – its location near the 
Mediterranean seaside resort of 
Bandol making it a favourite 
destination for British bikers for 
years. The 2015 Classic Bol is 

run in three classes over a pair  
of two-hour races – one on 
Friday night and the second on 
Saturday morning before the 
24-hour Bol starts.  
boldorclassic.com

● KOP HILL CLIMB

Kop Hill Road, Princes 
Risborough, 
Buckinghamshire HP27 0LB
kophillclimb.org.uk

S E P T E M B E R  2 0

● ROMNEY MARSH 

CLASSIC MOTORCYCLE 

BIKEJUMBLE 

Marsh Road, Hamstreet, Near 
Ashford, Kent TN26 2JD
elk-promotions.co.uk

S E P  2 6

● VMCC AUTOJUMBLE, 

BATH AND WEST 

SHOWGROUND

vmccsomerset.co.uk

S E P  2 6 -2 7

● SYWELL CLASSIC 

PISTONS AND PROPS

Sywell Aviation Ltd, 
Hall Farm, Sywell, 
Northamptonshire NN6 0BN 
sywellclassic.co.uk

S E P  2 8

● THE 16TH JAPANESE 

AND MODERN CLASSIC 

SHOW

Donington Park Exhibition 
Centre, Castle Donington, 
Derbyshire DE74 2RP
classicshows.org

S E P  2 8 - O C T  4

● XXVIII PISTON RALLY 

MEETING

Excellent Spanish rally based in 
Santander. CB recommended.
mcpiston.com

Q Take your café 
racer to the drag 
strip at Glemseck

Q Close dicing 
is guaranteed at 

Goodwood Revival

PLAN YOUR YEAR



Enq. Ian Sherrard on 07836 331324 (day) 
or 01772 323654 (6pm-8pm)

GARSTANG
CAR & BIKE AUTOJUMBLE

SUNDAY 22nd March
OUTDOOR PITCHES ALL £15 EST OVER 10 YEARS

HAMILTON HOUSE, NR GARSTANG, Preston Lancs. PR3 0TB  
On the A586 Blackpool Road. Well established, Indoor plots also available.

0UBLIC�ADMISSION��AM�!DULTS�a�����#HILD�5���&2%%��&2%%�0!2+).'�s�2%&2%3(-%.43

NEXT GARSTANG AUTOMOBILE SUN 19TH APRIL 2015 BOOK NOW

PENRITH CAR & BIKE AUTOJUMBLE
PENRITH AUCTION MART

#UMBRIA��#!���/$.�����YARDS�OF�*���-�

SUNDAY 1st MARCH
Plots inside and out all £10 each any size Admission £3.50 per adult

Varano de’ Melegari Track 

Parma (Italy) 

May 8th - 9th - 10th, 2015 

Free admission for the public

2015
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INFO:  Tel. +39 331 4795403 - info@asifed.it - www.asifed.it

For further info: 
www.mcpiston.com

Or visit our stand at
Bristol and Stafford 

2015

19TH CANTABRIA TOUR 
June 4th – 7th 

A springtime celebration route for 
classic bikes.

THE P
ROLOGUE 

28TH INTERNATIONAL 
MC PISTÓN RALLYSeptember 28th

– October 4th
The time of your life riding from the sands of 
Sardinero Beach to the highest peaks of 
Picos de Europa (including Minigiro Picos Tour).

THE L
EGEND

SANTANDER-SPAIN
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JOHN NAISH

‘ONCE A TWIN MAN, 
ALWAYS A TWIN MAN. 

ONCE A MULTI-BOY, 
ALWAYS A MULTI-BOY’

S  
ome subjects are normally 
best left alone. I call them 
‘party kitchen arguments’, 
the debates that rage when 
chaps lock horns over an 

unresolvable controversy, such as the 
Beatles vs the Stones; Mac or PC, and the 
best motorbike of the ’70s.

For me, the answers to those three 
conundrums are simple: anything on the 
Apple label; anything without an Apple 
label and the Z1. Now what do you mean, 
you don’t agree about the Kawasaki?

Of course, it’s all a matter of taste. But 
experience must surely count for 
something – and few people are more 
experienced than Chris Scott, who serially 
owned an astonishing 43 (or was it 44?) 
bikes from that era and rode many of them 
to bits while working as a London 
dispatcher in the ’80s. During that time he 
shunned traditional dispatchers’ mainstays 
the CX500 and Kawasaki GT550.

His choice of overall top bike might 
seem a surprise: a US-spec Triumph 
Bonneville he bought new in 1978, when 
he turned 18. “Before then,” he says, “I’d 
had the inevitable moped and a few MZs.”

Memories of your first big machine are 
always liable to be rose-tinted (mine was a 
Z900). But I know plenty of 
contemporaries who were put off British 
bikes, if not biking itself, by buying the 
legendary T140 when build quality was at 
its nadir. Chris, however, was smitten. 
“The Bonnie looked, sounded and rode 
like a real bike,” he says. “It permanently 
enamoured me with the timber-shivering 
pull of low-down torque.”

The Bonnie was his main dispatching 
bike until it got retired after 13,000 
trouble-free miles. There must have been 
something in the Meriden tea on the day 
that his one rolled off the line.

Chris, who nowadays leads Sahara 
expeditions for a living, describes all the 
bikes he owned in a rabid decade of 
despatching in his newly-published 1980s 
memoir, Adventures in Motorcycling. I 
can commend it as a cracking read, even if 
his choice of best bikes leaves me 
scratching my head. For instance, how do 
you follow a Bonnie when seeking a 

reliable everyday despatcher’s mount? 
With a brand new desmo 900SS, of 
course. “Owning something like that as a 
teenager leaves a lasting impression,” 
Chris tells me by way of understatement. 
“The ’Cat has a roped-off plinth in my 
personal hall of fame.”

Next in his pantheon of great bikes 
came Yamaha’s XT500. He owned a 
couple. The second evolved into a machine 
modded to ride the Sahara. “As I headed 
across France for Marseilles port, people 
actually thought I was part of the Paris-
Dakar Rally,” he recalls.

Another of his all-time favourites is 
Yamaha’s XS650. In 1984, he bought a 
1975 model in bits for £100 and built it 
into a runner. “It came together with 
Lego-like simplicity,” he says. “I doubt I’m 
alone in having a soft spot for Yamaha’s 

take on the venerable Brit-twin theme. 
With its wide flat-track bars and rumbling 
motor it was my kind of road bike.”

Chris’s pantheon also includes a brace of 
four-stroke 250s from the fag-end of the 
L-plate era. I’m rubbing my chin in 
perplexity here. The first is a Kawasaki 
Z250 hack that he picked up for a £200. 
“Behind the duct tape, dents and patches 
of matt-black spray was a proper solid 
motorcycle,” he says. Lastly, he picks 
Honda’s CB250RS for being: “light, 
economical, slim, good looking and with a 
pleasing blat from the long exhaust cones”. 

Chris and I will always differ on the 
crucial ‘pot’ question. Clearly, he’s a man 
for twins and singles – the bikes he first 
rode. He never liked fours. My idea of fun 
begins at three cylinders and upwards. But 
then, my first bike was a KH250. 

Perhaps we can categorise many classic 
biking fans by the cylinder-lust that was 
moulded by their early biking experiences. 
Once a twin man, always a twin man; 
once a multi-boy, always a multi-boy.

Does that make any sense to you? 
Indeed, do any of Chris Scott’s picks make 
sense to you? Let the debate rage. His 
website is: adventuresinmotorcycling.com

THE UNLIKELY 

’70S SUPERSTARS

A NEWLY-RELEASED DISPATCHER’S MEMOIR KICKS OFF A 

HEATED DEBATE: WHICH WAS THE BEST BIKE OF THE ’70S?

SMOKE SIGNALS
Motoring editor of The Times in a former life, John Naish 
is a lifelong fan of 1970s Japanese bikes

Q Serial motorcycle owner Chris Scott reckons the Bonnie T140 was the finest ’70s bike he owned
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TODAY
A café racer that tips a nod to tradition, yet oozes 

contemporary style and can be hustled like a sports bike 
WORDS:  RUPERT  PAUL . PHOTOS:  S TUART  COLL INS

TRITON FIT FOR 2015

A TRITON FOR
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S  
omething new is happening in the classic world. A 
small but growing group of enthusiasts are starting 
to build machines with all the charm of an old bike 
but most of the functionality of something much 
more modern. We’ve featured a few of them in CB: 

Bill Gysin’s 21st century classic Malarkey Trident (December 
2011) and his brother Jim’s BSA A65 (March 2014). Their other 
brother Rob has a Bonnie in much the same vein. August 2013 
brought us Jim Hodges’ T150 Triton, built with the help of 
Malarkey Engineering (again) and Staffordshire’s Made in Metal, 
while May 2014 saw David Lord’s incredible P&M Trident – the 
Brentford firm’s first flat-barred roadster. Over in Suffolk, Made 
in Italy Motorcycles build electric-start bevel 900 Ducatis with a 
shorter, steeper-steering Pierobon frame.

Now here’s another one, a 650 Triton that takes everything 
that’s beautiful about a Norton chassis mated to Triumph twin 
power – but makes it lighter, simpler, better-handling... and 
absolutely gorgeous to look at. The bike is another collaboration 
between lifelong Brit bike fan and engineer Jim Hodges, and ace 
fabricator Neil Adams of Made in Metal. And it came from very 
humble beginnings, as Jim recalls: “Around Christmas 2013 a 
mate turned up with it. He’d bought it as a runner and asked me 
to have a look and see what needed doing. I told him: ‘Everything!’ 
I explained why and he said: ‘I can’t be arsed.’ I didn’t particularly 
want it, but I decided to do it up spending as little as I could.”

The bike was afflicted with a sky-blue frame, red shocks, 
pigeon-poo welding, droopy footrests, unspeakable bracketry and 
much more besides. The head steady in particular was a shocking 
bodge. “Even the engine was in the wrong place,” Jim remembers.

The Hodges school of bike building involves hours of quiet 
contemplation, thinking and trying stuff out. But on this bike the 
technique wasn’t working. “At first, every time I put anything on 
it, it looked wrong. In the end I realised the blue frame was that 
awful it was throwing my eye. So I stripped the paint off it. It 
makes a huge difference, the colour of the frame”

Q Hand-formed tail unit with lights from a milk float

Q Bespoke fasteners, no extraneous bracketry

Q New tank strap hole below the head steady

Q Ammeter is dropped 
into a hole drilled in the 
pattern headlight shell

TRITON FIT FOR 2015
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Jim’s an immensely likeable character who regards the world 
through owlish glasses with what seems to be mild amusement: 
“Someone came up to me the other day and said the Triton logo’s 
wrong. There’s no logo for a Triton!”

But behind that is the ability to drive some very handy machine 
tooling, and an uncompromising eye for how a bike should look 
and work. Build partner Neil Adams, who fabricated or modified 
all of the bodywork and much of the detailing, gives one example: 
“I made the tail unit from flat aluminium sheet. As soon as I’d 
finished it, Jim says: ‘Can you make it half an inch thinner?’ That’s 
what he’s like. And you’ve got to be.”

DECISION No 1: PUT ENGINE IN CORRECT PLACE
“You really need the engine as far back as possible, to get the drive 
sprocket as close as possible to the spindle,” Jim says. “That way 
you avoid big differences in chain tension.” He made up new 
mounting plates, with double gearbox adjusters for accuracy and 
stability. After a strip, the motor – which turned out to be a stock 
1958/59 T110 with a Bonneville head – went back together with 
new bearings. But the primary case needed sealing for what Jim 
describes as: “the only fancy thing on it” – a Bob Newby dry 
clutch and belt drive.

“It hasn’t got an oil seal on the output shaft, so I made a disc, 
welded it on and machined it. So now the drive sprocket fits on in 
front of an oil seal. You never get these things fully oil tight, but it 
won’t gush out.” Pattern parts needed similar fettling. The finned 
external rocker oilway needed a new sealing plug welding in, and 
a £200 timing side casing snapped its oil pressure boss when Jim 
tightened the bolt onto the sealing washer.

“The casing was too thin and had the wrong thread, Whitworth 
rather than BSP. I rang the guy and he just said I didn’t know what 
I was talking about. So I put a plug in, welded it up, redrilled and 
tapped it properly. You’re only as good as your last complaint.”

More raw cunning was employed when it came to reconfiguring 
the chassis. Jim added a Manx swingarm he had lying around, 
and ditched the 19in wheels for new 18in rims and spokes. The 

Q Satin exhaust finish is 
matt VHT paint, carefully 
cured then hand-rubbed 

to achieve this sheen

Q Length of bellmouths is 
meticulously calculated... 
to look good, rather than 
for perfect gas harmonics 



Q Custom mudguard stays are a Made in Metal speciality

Q Through-frame wiring achieved without the services of a gynaecologist

60

Q Tritons normally have a breather pipe out the back. Jim’s routed all the 
breathers into a stainless vented bottle. Shocks are cheap and cheerful

TRITON FIT FOR 2015

‘I’VE NEVER RIDDEN  
A FEATHERBED THAT 

FEELS SO SWEET,  
LIGHT AND DIRECT’



Q Builder Neil, a former exhaust 
designer at Motad, made the 
pipes from stainless tube 
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shocks, complete with adjustable length and two 
spring options, cost a mere £50 on eBay.

The Roadholder forks were over-sprung, so he 
fitted correct-rate springs and ground off the 
mudguard lugs. The legs were still too long to look 
right, so he added a spacer under a replacement 
Norton top yoke, which had the welcome effect of 
steepening the head angle. The 8in John Tickle 
twin-leading-shoe drum brake was swapped for a 
new Fontana one, disguised with black crinkle 
paint straight from an aerosol.

Neil saw off another Triton bugbear – the fuel 
tank slipping sideways. After slicing four inches off 
the base he refitted the tank using rubber bobbins 
and a central strap that tightens on a thumbwheel. 
His fabricated seat unit fits just as nicely. Pull out 
the spring-loaded locking pin above the engine 
breather and the seat hinges up, exposing the 
battery and – yet more trickery – hardly any wiring.

That’s because most of the loom, built by Jim’s mate Jeff 
Chilton, is inside the frame tubes. Cables from the headlight and 
switch cluster disappear into a grommeted hole in the headstock. 
Two wires curl all the way round the left loop and emerge for the 
dynamo in front of the engine. Two more branch off by the horn, 
while the rest of the wires pop out by the battery and voltage 
regulator. It was all pulled through with welding rods, Jim says.

THE IMPORTANCE OF CONTEMPLATION
Much of the detailing comes from Jim’s earlier T150 Triton.  
“What takes time when you’re building a bike is sitting looking at 
the thing. You have to think about it or you end up doing it ten 
times.” This bike has a breather bottle and filter off eBay, hard 
anodised engine plates and a full set of stainless nuts and bolts 
made on the lathe. The neatest ones are at the base of the barrel. 
“On Triumph twins, the four side nuts differ in size from the two 
front and two rear ones. I shouldered the inner ones so you can 
use the same spanner on all eight.”

Neil – a former exhaust designer at Motad – made up the high-
level pipes from stainless tube, as well as the sidestand, exhaust 
heat shield, mudguards, stays and clock 
surround. Jim wasn’t remotely bothered 
about getting the right tuned pipe length. 
“The silencer can itself is empty,” says 
Neil. “The dB killers are in the pipe 
itself.” A big chunk of ally tube provided 
the silencer covers, and also the 
bellmouths, whose length – like that of 
the pipes – was set in accordance with 
aesthetics rather than gas harmonics.

But it still sounds smashing when a 
quick jab of the T160 kickstart wakes the 
engine up. Apart from a trip to the MoT 
shop, this is the bike’s first ride. It feels 
low and light as I blip-warm the engine. 
And as I crunch it into first and pull 
away, it gets even lower and lighter.

Forgive me for what I am about to say, 
but a traditional Triton feels like a bit of a 
bus. There’s masses of trail and a tiller 
effect from the steering. Jim’s bike is the 
opposite. I’ve never ridden a Featherbed 
that feels so sweet, light and direct. It’s 
amazing how the lack of tank bulk 
changes the feel of a bike; with virtually 
nothing beneath you, it feels flickable. 

In fact it makes a difference everywhere 
– braking, turning, accelerating. There’s 
none of that ‘tip the bars and the rest of 
the bike will follow later’ feeling. It all 
happens immediately. And even on stone 
cold roads, in an icy wind, there’s enough 

feel from the Avons to have fun. This is the cleverest thing Jim’s 
done. In summer, it will be a knee-down giggle, and pretty handy 
on track. I know the engine and chassis have been comprehensively 
renewed but can this really be a 50-year-old design? 

A BIT OF FINESSING AND IT’LL BE A DREAM BIKE...

As with any new build there are a few teething issues. First goes in 
with a crunch, as if the brand new clutch isn’t fully lifting. It came 
with thick plates, and Jim thinks the engine may not make the 
torque to need them. Today we’re on thinner plates, and next is a 
different ratio lever. “Bob’s a good bloke to deal with,” says Jim.

The new Fontana brake judders a little – another typical 
bedding-in trait. Jim’s identically-equipped Triton did the same at 
first. There’s also an occasional nip through my jeans from the hot 
exhaust. Neil’s heat shield might get extended forward before long.

Otherwise the bike is dream: footrests in a good place, seat 
comfortable enough, bars not remotely extreme. The mirror 
actually shows what’s behind you, and the ammeter is showing 
constant happiness. Of all Tritons this one doesn’t need a steering 
damper, but Jim has a weakness for the way they look.

An early problem which took much head-scratching to solve was 
pattern brushes in the magneto. “They 
were too soft,” Jim explains. “They 
gummed it up. We found some used 50 
year-old ones and it fired first kick.”

Jim says the bike has been dead easy to 
build. “I don’t know why people make 
such a big deal about engines. It’s just 
taking something apart and putting it 
together again,” he says. “It’s a day’s 
work – including the gearbox.” But then 
he has been doing it for 35 or 40 years. 

The engine build is one thing. But Jim’s 
found a chassis set-up that transforms the 
old-tech Manx frame into something you 
can really hustle around. It’s not just the 
geometry of lowered front, correct rate 
springs, adjustable length shocks and 
18in wheels. Sticking to skinny tyres and 
getting the right chain pull on the swing 
arm must help too.

I’d love to own one. Flat bars, please.

Q Roll the credits...
Outstanding fabrication and creativity: 
Neil Adams at Made in Metal 
(madeinmetalmotorcycles.co.uk). Frame/
swingarm: John at Elite Engineering and 
Powder Coatings, Bootle (0151 524 
2838). Loom build: Jeff Chilton (07872 
995 934). Paintwork: Brian Tomlinson 
(07842 832535). Dry clutch conversion: 
Bob Newby (bobnewbyracing.co.uk).

SPECIFICATION 
1958/60 TRITON 650
 ENGINE/TRANSMISSION
Type  air-cooled, four-stroke,  
 two-valve parallel twin
Capacity  649cc
Bore x stroke  71 x 82mm
Compression ratio  8.5:1
Carburation  2 x Amal Concentric
Primary/final drive belt/chain
Clutch/gearbox  Newby dry multiplate/four-speed
 CHASSIS
Frame  1960 Norton Featherbed
Front suspension  modified Norton Roadholder
Rear suspension  unbranded cheapo, 
 variable length
Brakes front/rear  Fontana TLS/SLS drum
Wheels  1.85in Morad aluminium rims,  
 spoked
Tyres front/rear  Avon Road Rider 90/90-18/  
 110/90-18
 DIMENSIONS
Kerb weight  380lb (172kg) estimated
Wheelbase  55.5in (1410mm)
Seat height  30in (762mm)
Fuel capacity  1½ gallons (6.8 litres)
 PERFORMANCE
Quarter mile  14sec at 80mph (est)
Peak power  42bhp@6500rpm (est)
Fuel consumption  50mpg (est)
Price £20,000-ish
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 ESSENTIAL BATTERY 

MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

Five-stage Automatic 

Battery Management:

Tests battery connection 

polarity

Analyses battery & 

diagnoses condition

Recovers heavily discharged 

batteries

Bulk Charges low batteries 

quickly

Maintains a low current if 

voltage drops below set limit

ADDITIONAL FEATURES

■ Can be left permanently 

connected to provide 

long-term battery care. 

■ Suitable for all 12v battery 

types up to 30Ah including 

lithium, gel, MF, conventional 

lead and refi llable batteries. 

■ Sophisticated battery 

management system 

provides real-time 

information about the 

battery condition. 

■ Heavily discharged 

batteries as low as 4.1v can 

be charged if not damaged. 

■ A professional switch 

mode charger designed to 

automatically maintain, 

optimize and prolong the life 

of any 12 volt battery.

BATTERY CHARGER
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WELL NOURISH-ED

T  
here ain’t no substitute for cubes. At least that’s 
what the old adage would have you believe. But is 
there? Chris Bushell and his team at Nourish 
Engineering believe there is – and we’ve thrown 
down the gauntlet and asked them to prove it.  

Using ‘before and after’ dyno runs and a road test on a stock 
Triumph T140, we aim to see if their eight-valve conversion can 
deliver appreciable power gains without going the big-bore route. 
Chris is quietly confident. And he’s quite prepared to put his 
mouth where other people’s money will be going.

A little engineering can transform your Triumph twin, according to Nourish 

Engineering. But just how much power can you get from a humble T140?
WORDS:  GEZ  KANE . PHOTOGRAPHY:  MAT T  ROBERTS

��

TRIUMPH BONNEVILLE EIGHT-VALVE CONVERSION
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‘THE CENTRAL SPARK 
PLUGS AND FLAT-TOP 
PISTONS OPTIMISE  

THE FLAME PATH’ 

Q Eight-valve top  
end on the Nourish  

workhorse Bonneville
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There’s nothing new about eight-valve cylinder heads for 
Triumphs – they’ve been around since the late ’60s, when the 
Rickman bothers engaged Weslake to come up with some 
improvements to the design of the ageing Bonneville heads. The 
solution was a complete replacement head, using four smaller-
diameter valves for each combustion chamber. The combustion 
chamber shape was also altered – to accommodate the extra valves 
and to allow the use of flat-top pistons to achieve the desired 
compression ratio (replacing the high-domed pistons used to bump 
up compression with the standard two-valve head). The Nourish 
Engineering conversion is based closely on the Rickman kit, but it 
has been brought up to date to take advantage of modern 
production techniques and materials.

The power gains from using an eight-valve head on a twin come 
from three sources. Firstly, four smaller-diameter valves have a 
greater surface area than two of larger diameter, so they can flow 
more gas into the combustion chamber. Secondly, the smaller-
diameter ports increase gas velocity, promoting more efficient 
filling of the combustion chamber. And thirdly, the flat-top pistons 
allow for a significant increase in compression ratio without 
affecting the flame path from the spark plug. On a conventional 
two-valve Triumph cylinder, a high domed piston is the only way 
to get higher compression, but the flame path from the spark plug 
(located to one side of the combustion chamber) is routed over the 
top of the domed piston crown, leading to a less efficient burn. 

The central plug location on the Nourish head, combined with 
the flat-top pistons, means the flame path is optimised. On top of 
that, there’s the added benefit of the lower reciprocating weight of 
the smaller valves themselves, which makes for an easier life for 
the valve train and allows a few more revs to be used safely.  

It all sounds like a win/win situation. Can it really be that 
simple? Well, there’s no such thing as a free lunch and, with a 
basic kit starting at £2820 including VAT, an eight-valve 
conversion is certainly not cheap. But it is beautifully engineered 
and Chris is confident that it will deliver significant power gains 
on its own. Triumph claimed 44bhp at 7000rpm for the T140. 
Chris is a little sceptical about that, but confidently predicts the 
eight-valve kit will liberate 50-51bhp at the rear wheel. We’ll see...

The Nourish package is more than just a new head –it replaces 
everything north of the conrods and includes new pushrods and 
tubes, tappet blocks, barrels and pistons and valve gear and there 
are several improvements over the original Triumph components. 

Forged, flat-topped Omega pistons are items of beauty and drop 
straight onto the stock rods. But the 76mm-bore Nourish barrels 
use six through-studs running from the crankcase through the 
cylinder head to augment the standard Triumph flange fixings. 
These studs clamp the head and barrels to the cases at both outer 
edges and between the two bores, while two copper Cooper rings 
fit into machined recesses in the top of the barrels to act as head 
gaskets. The barrel is cast in LM25 motorsport-grade alloy – 
much stronger and lighter than the Triumph original.

Chris reckons any owner who is reasonably handy 
with the spanners will be able to fit the kit 
themselves – though Nourish will happily undertake 
the task if you don’t feel confident. “It’s pretty much 
a bolt-on job,” he says. “The only thing that needs 
any work is opening the crankcases out a little to 
take the new tappet blocks. The pushrod tubes on 
our eight-valve kit are slightly splayed at 7° rather 
than vertical on the Meriden top ends, and we’ve 
had to modify the design of the tappet blocks to 
accommodate that. You can do it in situ with a 

Dremel, but it’s easier to do it when the bottom end is stripped. 
Aside from that, the only tricky job is dialling-in the cams, but we 
do provide detailed instructions.”

The head comes fully assembled with valves and springs and 
uses one rocker to actuate each pair of valves. The pushrod tubes, 
designed to suit the revised pushrod angle, shouldn’t need anything 
more than careful assembly. Pushrod seals are notorious for leaking 
oil, and were weeping on our hastily-assembled test mule, but Chris 
assures us production versions won’t suffer such incontinence.

So careful assembly, dial in the cams and away you go? Not 

Q Chris Bushell 
showing the raw 
eight-valve casting 
(left) and the 
beautifully finished 
machined version

Q 180-degree bilet 
crank is not part of the 
eight-valve conversion, 
but is part of the next 
step in the search for 
all-out horsepower

Q If you provide the 
power, shout it loud

TRIUMPH BONNEVILLE EIGHT-VALVE CONVERSION

‘ANYONE WHO’S HANDY 
WITH THE SPANNERS 
WILL BE ABLE TO FIT 

THE KIT THEMSELVES’



DYNO MIGHT
We’ve left nothing to 
speculation here. The bike – a 
slightly weary-looking Harris-
built T140, bought on eBay on 
Christmas Eve last year (had 
Chris started on the sherry a 
little too early?) – was given a 
run on the dyno at HM Racing 
in nearby Edenbridge 
(hmracing.co.uk) before having 
the Nourish eight-valve kit 
bolted onto it . 

After a concentrated 
running-in process completed 
in just three days, we were 
invited down to ride the bike – 
and then it was put it through 
its paces on the dyno again.

Chris’s scepticism over 
Triumph’s power claims proved 
well-founded. The two original 
dyno runs provided a best 
rear-wheel power figure of 
37.11bhp, with torque peaking 
at 34.67lb ft. “With a bit of 
fettling, you might get that up 
a couple of bhp,” Chris 
admits. “But the point of the 
experiment is to see what 
power gains we can get just by 
fitting the eight-valve 
conversion, so it doesn’t really 
matter where we start from. 
Whatever power increase we 
get on top of that will be solely 
down to the kit.”

Now we’re back to discover 
how close Chris’s estimate of 
50-51bhp will prove. The best 
of two runs yielded 44.9bhp at 
the back wheel, with the revs 

a gnat’s whisker under 
6000rpm. That’s 7.6bhp more 
than the stock engine and, 
though that’s a fair bit less 
than Chris’s prediction of 
50bhp, HM Racing think they 
know why. 

For a start, the second dyno 
run revealed that the jetting is 
way too lean at the top end 
and needs to go up two sizes 
on the main jets. It’s a little 
lean in the mid-range, too, and 
34mm carbs would certainly 
release a bit more power.  
So, too, would dialling-in the 
camshafts. Because of the 
splayed pushrod run on the 
Nourish conversion, the 
standard T140 cams are 
opening the inlet valves 
around 6° early and the 
exhaust valves 6° late – which 
will also sap power. And it’s 
also pretty clear from the dyno 
run that the stock exhausts 
are restricting the breathing 
above 6000rpm. 

With those issues attended 
to, I think Chris’s initial 
estimate won’t be far out. But 
even without them, the engine 
is making around 22.5% more 
power with the Nourish eight-
valve conversion. The increase 
in torque is marked, too. Peak 
torque is up from 34.35lb ft at 
2750rpm to 41.46lb ft at 
5250rpm. With a little time on 
set up, carbs and a new pair 
of silencers should bring it up 
to the expected improvement.
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Q HM Racing did dyno 
runs before and after 
the conversion

Q Original versus eight- 
valve conversion: note the 

difference in valve sizes and 
combustion chamber shape 

Q 34mm carbs are the 
set-up for the eight-
valve motor. But the 

options are Amal, 
Mikuni and Dell’Ortoi

Q Nourish barrels have 
holes for six through-

studs from cylinder 
head to crankcase 

Q Eight-valve head 
and flat-top piston

50

45

■ 8-valve: Max power = 44.90bhp  

■ 4-valve: Max power = 37.10bhp

■ 8-valve: Max torque = 41.46lb ft  

■ 4-valve: Max torque = 34.35lb ft
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+W A N T  S O M E  M O R E ? + 
F U R T H E R  P OW E R - L U S T  S O L U T I O N S 

The eight-valve conversion is 
just one way of boosting power 
on a Triumph twin. Here Chris 
Bushell lists more ways to 
boost your Bonnie’s power and 
give your wallet a pounding. 

CAMSHAFTS: 

The bike we rode has standard 
T140 cams – which are fairly 
soft. Nourish produce a hotter 
cam in-house that gives more 
duration. They cost £310 a pair 
and come with full fitting 
instructions. You’ll need a 
degree wheel to dial the cams 
in. Vernier adjusters on the cam 
wheels allow for adjustment.  

BIG BORE: 

Upping the capacity from the 
stock 744cc will give you an 
increase in power and torque. 
The T140’s standard bore size 
is 76mm; Nourish can supply 
77.8mm barrels (which boost 
capacity to 780cc) and 80.5mm 
bores (which takes the engine 
up to 836cc). Bear in mind that 
a bigger-bore engine probably 
won’t rev as freely, though.

CARBURETTORS: 

Stock T140 carbs are a fairly 
restrictive 30mm jobs, but the 
inlet ports in the new Nourish 
head are 34mm – so going up to 
34mm makes sense and 
provides better fuelling and a bit 
more urge at high revs. Amal, 
Mikuni and Dell’Orto all produce 
suitable 34mm carbs for the 
T140.

CRANKSHAFT: 

Not strictly a performance 
boost, but the crankshaft is 
certainly something that can 
affect the way the available 
power is delivered. Nourish 
manufacture billet cranks that 
are much stronger than the 
standard Triumph three-piece 
cranks. Carved from EN40B 
billet, Chris would advise fitting 
one if you’re going the whole hog 
in the quest for power. They are 
available as 360° (the same as 
the stock crank), 180° (which 
cancels out primary vibration) 
and 90° (with V-twin 
smoothness and tractability). 
They’ll set you back £1380.
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quite. You’ll also have to retard the ignition to suit the more 
efficient combustion chamber design. Full ignition advance occurs 
at 38° BTDC on a standard T140; with the Nourish kit, it’ll need 
knocking back to 28-30° BTDC. A pair of readily-available TSS 
exhaust pipes will also be required to suit the Nourish head – and 
then you’ll be good to go. Which is what I’m doing.

Before we take the bike to HM Racing and strap it down on the 
dyno, we’ve already used to measure the output of the engine, pre-
Nourish conversion, I’m taking it out for a ride; I’ve ridden plenty 
of T140s, but how different will this one feel? First impression is 
that compression is monumental. Chris reckons it’s about 11.5:1 
on this engine – he used an old stock head that has had a bit too 
much skimmed off it. “It’s too much for a road bike,” he concedes 
as I labour to kick it over. Customers will be able to specify 10.5 
or 11:1 ratios – still a healthy jump from the standard T140’s 7.9:1.

Finally, the engine fires up with a healthy bellow. Even with 
stock silencers, it sounds considerably more aggressive than it 
would have done originally. But, pulling away and trickling 
through the warren of narrow lanes that surround Nourish’s Kent 
base, it feels almost as docile as a stocker. The final incarnation of 
the T140’s engine was tuned more for torque than out-and-out 
speed, and the eight-valve version feels much the same – at first.

But emerging onto a winding B road, the bike reveals another 
side to its character. From about 5000rpm, it comes alive in a most 
un-T140-like manner. I keep the throttle open and the engine just 
carries on revving all the way to 7500rpm. The difference in the 
way the eight-valver revs and a standard T140 is striking. The revs 
build more quickly and there’s definitely a lot more at the top end. 
It’s the best of both worlds – torque aplenty at low revs and serious 
free-revving power in the mid-range and and top end. And that 
sound! I arrive back at the Nourish workshop grinning.  

That the engine pulls harder isn’t in doubt – the dyno run will 
find out just how much harder. But I’d have to say that Chris 
Bushell’s guess of a 38% power boost, with no increase in 
displacement, feels eminently possible. Cheap the Nourish eight-
valve conversion isn’t. Effective it is. Turn back to the previous 
page for the cold, impartial verdict of the dyno...   

TRIUMPH BONNEVILLE EIGHT-VALVE CONVERSION

‘THE REVS BUILD MORE 
QUICKLY AND THERE’S 

DEFINITELY A LOT MORE 
AT THE TOP END’



NEW 5 speed close ratio
cluster for unit Triumph

motors.

This new gear set will

enhance the performance 

of your bike.  It can be 

fitted to 5 speed gearboxes

as a straight swap & retro

-fitted to 4 speed gearboxes

(with a little machining);

further we can supply a 

pre-unit case to take this

cluster for earlier machines.

Full details - see our website.

Tel: 01342 851367
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Chiddingstone Hoath
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www.nourishengineering.co.uk
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made in 
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5 SPEED

BRING YOUR EARPLUGS

See and hear some  
of motorcyclings most 

iconic machines as they 
fire up for MCN’s 60th 

anniversary parade.

BAG A BARGAIN

With a massive retail
zone you’ll be able to 

finish that project and 
get a deal on new  

riding kit

HIT THE OPEN ROAD

 Take test rides on  
spanking new 2015 

bikes. Massive test fleets 
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major manufacturers.

 GET DOWN AND DIRTY

From the ‘Kickstart’ 
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adventure park, try your 
hand on motocross, 

enduro and trials bikes.
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influential motorcycles made will be on display  

in a huge indoor arena.

www.mcnfestival.com

All this for £19.00
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CLASSIC AMERICA
A Canadian living in Kansas, former TT rider Mark Gardiner 
has an outsider’s view of US motorcycling

MARK GARDINER

Q On the podium at the ’64 Junior TT, Duff (right) gets respectful glances from Read and Redman

‘HE CONTESTED 47 GPs, 
SCORING TOP-THREE 

FINISHES IN MORE 
THAN HALF OF THEM’

ike Duff was born in 1939 
in Toronto. He was a bit of 
a loner as a child. Desperate 
to fit in, at 13 he sneaked 
his big brother’s motorcycle 

out of the garage. He figured being seen 
on it would make other kids think he was 
cool. It worked, too, until he was caught. 
His parents grounded him, then his 
brother pounded the crap out of him.

Within a few years he was one of the 
fastest racers on the rough and ready 
Canadian airport circuits of the day. US 
road racing was hardly more developed, so 
he set off for England, where he adapted 
quickly. His first world championship 
start came in the 1960 Senior TT and over 
the next few years had factory rides with 
MZ, Bultaco, Gilera and Yamaha. 

In 1962, while racing in Finland, he met 
and soon married a Finnish girl. “He was 
like a prince,” she recalled, “kind, quiet 
and tough.” Soon they were travelling the 
Continental Circus with two little kids. 

His greatest moment came on the 
factory Yamaha RD56 twin at Spa in 
1964. He won the Belgian Grand Prix, 
setting the 250cc lap record in the process. 
At Monza, Duff finished second to team-
mate Phil Read. Mike set the lap record, 
passing both Agostini and Jim Redman. 
By finishing ahead of Redman on the 
Honda six, Duff handed Read the title. 

Read and Duff raced for the Yamaha 
factory in 1965, too. Phil won the 
championship again that year, at the 
Ulster GP. Duff then beat him in non-
championship races at Oulton Park, 
Silverstone and Brands Hatch, prompting 
some to speculate that the Canadian had 
been following team orders.

The next year, while testing at Suzuka, 
he crashed into an Armco barrier feet first. 
The impact drove his left femur three 
inches through his pelvis. Surgeons replaced 
his ruined hip socket with a steel cup. 

There’s grainy film footage of Duff’s 
comeback; he hobbles down the track on 
his useless hip, desperate for the Yamaha 
to fire, while the field streams past. 
Searching for an advantage to offset his 
terrible starts, he fitted his RD05 with the 
front brake from a Mini – the first disc 

brake ever on a Yamaha. But the factory 
had lost confidence in him. He spent most 
of the season on a private 250. 

In Canada’s Centennial year, 1967, 
Mike had a rare ‘home’ GP at Mosport 
near Toronto. The printed programme 
hardly mentioned him, even though he 
was far and away the country’s most 
successful racer. In the race, Agostini and 
Hailwood streaked away on vastly superior 
machinery as Duff, on an Arter Matchless, 
lapped almost the whole rest of the field.

When the race was over, Mike decided 
to stay in Canada. He had contested 47 
GPs and scored top-three finishes in more 
than half of them. It would be ten years 
before another North American did as 
well. Although he’d earned decent money 
from racing, he was broke. For a while, he 
tested bikes for Cycle World, but he was 

too restless to hold that gig down. In 
1972, Yamaha pulled a few strings, 
helping Duff set up a small dealership in 
Toronto. It wasn’t too profitable, but his 
service department soon had a fine 
reputation for work Mike did himself. 

He divorced, remarried and had another 
son. He wrote a monthly column in Cycle 
Canada, in exchange for free advertising. 
Anticipating the crash of the Canadian 
motorcycle industry in the ’80s, he closed 
his shop. For a few more years, he bored 
cylinders and balanced cranks, down in 
his basement. The wheels fell off marriage 
number two. His artificial hip wore out 
and needed replacement. Without the 
glorious distraction of GP racing, he 
looked at himself and hated what he saw. 
It was a bad, bad time to be Mike Duff. 

After almost 40 years of denial, Mike 
finally confronted the fact that he wanted 
– he had always desperately wanted – to be 
female. Although he was a middle-aged 
man, his life had come to the point where 
he could see only two choices: go through 
with sexual reassignment or commit 
suicide. He chose to have a future; ‘Mike’ 
became ‘Michelle’. 

I’ll pick up that story next month.

THE MIKE DUFF 

STORY: PA
RT 1

THE SHORT-LIVED RACING CAREER OF THE CANADIAN WHO WAS 

GOOD ENOUGH TO BEAT AGOSTINI, READ AND REDMAN  

M
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THE NORTON 
Forty years ago, the British manufacturer and racing car specialists Cosworth linked        
WORDS:MICK  DUCKWORTH. PHOTOGRAPHY:  T IM  KEATON

P86/P87 COSWORTH PROJECT
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 CHALLENGE
       up in an ambitious project to replace the ageing Commando. This was the result...
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I
n the spring of 1975, hopes were high for a British 
racing revival. A radically new engine designed by 
Cosworth Engineering, supreme supplier of power 
for Formula One car racing, was due for delivery to 
Norton’s Formula 750 team.

Sponsored by John Player from 1972 to 1974, Norton had been 
competitive in the flowering F750 class. But success was mostly 
down to team riders Dave Croxford and Peter Williams, with the 
latter’s imaginative chassis engineering, rather than Norton’s 
archaic 750cc overhead-valve Commando engine.

Cosworth had agreed to design a 750cc engine for Norton in 
1973, primarily as a Commando replacement but with the bonus 
of being an eligibility platform for a racing variant. With the race 
team desperate for more power, a high-performance version of the 
engine took priority. By the winter of 1974-75 the project was 
public knowledge and expectations were building. Norton’s racing 
team, based in ex-military huts at Thruxton, had a chassis ready 
for a promised track debut, while Cosworth’s Keith Duckworth 
predicted that his motor would be competitive against the 
Japanese two-strokes dominating Formula 750.

The project had begun when Norton development engineer 
Tony Denniss obtained a partially-wrecked DFV, the three-litre 
V8 engine developed by Cosworth with Ford finance. Unveiled in 
1967, the DFV was giving 430bhp by the early 1970s, thanks to 
Duckworth’s revolutionary cylinder head with four steeply-angled 
valves and a shallow combustion chamber. The lures for Norton 
were strong performance and, increasingly important at the time, 
relatively clean emissions. Using two adjacent cylinders from one 
bank, engineers at Wolverhampton built an experimental engine 
on an improvised three-bearing bottom-end and reputedly saw 
nearly 80bhp – well beyond the Commando engine’s capability. 

Norton specified a traditional parallel twin to distinguish it 
from the latest Japanese products and commissioned a ground-up 
design, compact enough for a motorcycle frame, from Duckworth. 
Although a Norton-designed transmission was originally 
envisaged, Cosworth were eventually given total control.

Duckworth’s water-cooled double-overhead-cam unit, coded JA 
by Cosworth, shared the V8’s 86 x 64mm short-stroke 
dimensions. A modular iron crankshaft with a massive central 
flywheel followed Norton practice in having crankpins at 360° 
and being supported by two main bearings, although they were 
plain shells like the big ends. It was housed in a crankcase with a 
diagonal split between its upper and lower parts, also containing 
two anti-vibration balancer shafts. The rear shaft was turned by 
the toothed belt used to drive the overhead camshafts via gears, 
while the front shaft was gear-driven from the crankshaft and 
drove the anti-clockwise output sprocket for a Hy-Vo inverted-
tooth primary chain, via a quill drive for damping. The DFV-like 
top end had four-valve heads, flat-topped pistons and central plugs 
while the water pump was driven off the exhaust camshaft. 
Although Cosworth were masters of fuel injection, two Amal 
Concentric MkII carburettors were used. Ignition was electronic.

An oil reservoir was tucked under the gearbox, which contained 
a five-speed cluster removable as a unit. The oil pump was gear-
driven from the back of the diaphragm-spring clutch. Designed to 
be a stressed member in its chassis, the engine incorporated 
mounting for the swingarm. The chassis was schemed by Thruxton 
draughtsman Basil Knight and tested with a Commando engine.   

In April 1975, when the machining of castings began at 
Cosworth, it was announced that the Challenge, as the racer had 
been named, would debut at the Silverstone John Player Grand 
Prix in August. Duckworth was confident it would be competitive 
against Japanese two-strokes, with 115bhp quoted for the JA/B 
race engine. Norton’s racing team manager Frank Perris was also 
bursting with optimism for the new machine’s potential. 

Cambelts snapping on Cosworth’s dyno caused the Challenge to 
miss Silverstone, as well as Thruxton in September. Meanwhile 
Norton’s NVT parent company reported losses approaching £6m. 

Hurriedly readied in time for a two-day international at Brands 
Hatch in October, the Challenge was the victim of cruel luck on its 
Race of the South debut. Norton’s main works rider Dave Croxford 
was one of nine felled in a first-lap Paddock Bend crash. On day ��

Q The Challenge 
looked compact 
compared to the rival 
Japanese 750cc  
strokers, but its 
engine was nearly as 
heavy as a complete 
TZ350 Yamaha!
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THE ROADSTER 
CHALLENGE
While the Challenge’s 
brief career was much 
publicised, very little information 
about NVT’s proposed roadster 
leaked out. Now, though, some light is 
shed by drawings unearthed in the 
archives of Andover Norton International. 

Deftly executed sketches are marked 
P86-P87 in stencilled characters 
identifying work by Mick Ofield, then a 
young stylist at Norton working under 
design chief Bob Trigg. Sharing cycle 
parts with the P86, the P87 was to have 
had a four-cylinder engine, most likely a 
900cc 16-valve four drawn for Norton by 
the BRM car racing equipe in 1974-1975.

Ofield’s drawings show a frame with 
basic structure similar to the 
Commando’s, another showing a cast-
aluminium arm with twin shocks linked by 
hoses and a remote canister to balance 
damping. Cast alloy wheels are evident 
and there are also sketches of a twin-disc 
front end, an enclosed final drive chain 
and a five-speed gearbox. 

“Neither I nor Richard Negus (then an 
engineer at Wolverhampton and designer 
of cycle parts) thought this frame was a 
good idea, but we were ‘told’ it was,” 
says Ofield, who now lives in Tennessee.

“There were three Isolastic mounts: at 
the front, at the cylinder head and under 
the gearbox area. The pressed-steel area 
forming the battery tray and partial rear 
mudguard was a stressed member, 
negating the need for more cross-tubes.

“The swingarm pivoted in the back of 
the engine with shock preload adjusted 
by a lever. As I recall, the enclosed chain 
would have been adjusted by eccentrics.

Ofield’s gearbox layout sketch shows 
the Cosworth design with huge pinions, 
the subject of much criticism on the 
racer. Norton gear expert John Favill, who 
moved to the US in 1979 to work at 
Harley-Davidson, says the Cosworth box 
was ‘foisted’ on Wolverhampton.     

The demise of NVT in 1975 spelled the 
end of the P86 (and the P87) before pre-
production prototypes were run. If 
produced, the JA/A engine would have 
had die-castings rather than the JA/B’s 
sand castings and a single SU carburettor 
for fuel economy and 
low emissions. 
Cosworth estimated 
the engine’s power 
output at 75bhp.

Q Rider Dave Croxford 
reckoned the Challenge was 

too heavy and its weight 
sat very high in the frame

Q Minimalist tubular 
spaceframe was developed 
using lessons learned from 
the last of the John Player 

Norton racing frames housing 
Commando engines
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COMMUNICATION 
BREAKDOWN
There are many reasons why the race bike 
failed. Designed with original Formula 750 
rules in mind, it was always meant to be a 
quiet, tractable road engine, too. During 
development the rules were changed from 
200 production units being needed for 
homologation to 50, opening the door to 
Yamaha’s TZ750 four-cylinder two-stroke.  

Norton and Cosworth operated in 
different worlds. The former was strapped 
for cash, while Duckworth’s operation was 
busy making and servicing complex 
£20,000 engines for wealthy car teams. 
Maybe Cosworth saw the first JA/B as a 
starting point for a thorough development 
programme. Had subsequent versions 
been produced, they could have been 
lighter and more compact. 

Basil Knight says he had to raise the 
engine higher than anticipated because 
its width restricted cornering clearance. 
Reluctant starting and slow warming-up 
did not help the pit crew, while rear wheel 
hop and judder caused by engine braking 
was a worse problem. Knight designed a 
sprag clutch to overcome this, but it was 
vetoed on the basis that it would be 
impudent to tell Cosworth what to do. 
Slipper clutches are now commonplace.

Communications between the various 
parties appear to have been confused 
and the forceful Duckworth’s reputation 
was such (by the end of 1974 his DFV had 
won 78 Formula One GPs) that no one 
wanted to question what he did. Knight 
says that when he visited Cosworth 
Engineering there was an air of 
puzzlement about what Norton wanted. 
Not an unmitigated tragedy, the story took 
a happier turn years later. Electronics 
entrepreneur and Cosworth director Bob 
Graves built the £100,000, 170mph 
Quantel Cosworth. It had a fuel-injected 
823cc JA/B engine in an Exactweld frame 
with Suzuki forks. Ridden by Roger 
Marshall, the Quantel version clocked 
173mph to win the 1988 Daytona Battle 
of the Twins. 

two, Alex George substituted for a bruised Croxford to race in 
front of a 30,000 crowd. He was well down the field when the 
engine blew, raising an ironic cheer from the packed stands.

Days later, a Mallory Park demo of the Challenge for NVT 
dealers, who were being asked to back a 1976 race programme, 
failed to impress when the engine started reluctantly and ran poorly. 
An order book for Challenges, at £5000 a time, was opened.

Over the winter, Spanish Formula 750 rider Victor Palomo tried 
the Challenge and suggested he might race one, despite a clip-on 
handlebar breaking in one test. Knight recalls that Reynolds 531 
tube had been TIG-welded against his advice. By April Palomo 
had opted to stick with a Yamaha TZ750. Seven-times world 
champion Phil Read said he’d like to race a Challenge in F750, 
independently of Norton and with help from Cosworth, but 
subsequently dropped the idea. 

Croxford pulled out of the Easter 1976 Transatlantics at the 
first Brands round, complaining of impossibly difficult gear 
changing. Former Norton team technician John McLaren recalls a 
problem with a linkage bought from an outside supplier. McLaren 
was in charge of the Challenge on which Croxford was entered for 
the 1976 Isle of Man Classic (1000cc) TT. “A hot oil pipe caused a 
fire in the paddock during practice, but we managed to put it out,” 
McLaren says. “Before the race, a Cosworth man told me to keep 
topping up the oil, which used to disappear deep down inside. 
Dave only got a few miles before it all started blowing out of the 
filler cap.” Croxford retired at Glen Helen on lap one.

Work continued, with former Norton tester Norman White – 
previously sacked for rubbishing the Challenge – brought back for 
circuit sessions with MkI and MkII machines, the last recorded 
being at Brands Hatch in September 1976. Like Croxford, who 
told CB the bike was “too high and too heavy”, White found the 
challenge unwieldy. “The engine alone weighed nearly as much as 
a complete TZ350,” he says. The 140mph, £1500 Yamaha racer 
weighed 115kg dry, the JA/B unit nearly 90kg. 

The Thruxton facility finally closed towards the end of 1976 
and a JA/B engine shipped to top US dirt track tuner CR Axtell 
was deemed too sluggish in going up the rpm range.

Thank you to the National Motorcycle Museum for allowing us 
to photograph the Norton Challenge. For information about the 
museum, go to: nationalmotorcyclemuseum.co.uk

Q A toothed belt 
was used to drive 
the overhead cams, 
via gears. The 
Challenge ran Amal 
Concentric carbs; it 
flew in the face of 
engine designers 
Cosworth’s usual 
practice – they  
used fuel injection  
in their car  
racing engines

Q Dave Croxford 
rides the Challenge 
during practice at 
the ill-fated Brands 
Hatch debut in 
September 1976 
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IF YOU HAVE A GENUINE INTEREST IN OLD 
MOTORCYCLES THEN READ NEV’S BEST SELLING …

“THE BIKE KID” is a
series of four books set
in the 1950s & 1960s.
These books are based
on many true events,

happenings and
memories of the author
Nev Mason, who, from

the age of 12 scoured the
scrap yards and back

streets of Hull for discarded 
bikes. He bought and 

sold old pre and post war 
motorcycles throughout 
this period when today’s 

very expensive classic bikes 
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about nothing as few people 
wanted them. In a way the 
story lines in this series of 
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GOOD LIFE
Sam Lovegrove gave up the rat race to return to his Cornish roots and focus 

on more important things. Like building Bonneville record-breakers, 

creating vintage specials... and a few other strange brews



W  
e’re in Sam Lovegrove’s Aladdin’s cave of a shed. All 
around us are old bikes. Old bits of bikes. Old tools. 
Old milling machines and lathes. Old cars even. And 
as a welcome, he offers a tea. Not just any old tea – 
spiced tea, with rice milk and local honey. It sets a 

precedent for what is going to be a weird but wonderful, day. 
In deepest Cornwall, Sam is well known for his (ahem) ‘unusual’ 

interests in vintage vehicles. His daily rider is a well-worn Ariel 
side-valve good for 45mph. Life in the slow lane? Not entirely. 

Sam’s probably best known in classic/vintage motorcycling 
circles for his work on Mark Upham’s ‘works’ Brough Superior 
‘Baby Pendine’ that took four new speed records at Bonneville in 
August 2013. That work consisted of Sam rebuilding and tuning a 
tired old 750cc JAP V-twin motor and hand-building the rolling 
chassis from bare tubes. And doing the coachwork-quality paint. 

So don’t let the beardy, wooly-jumpered hippy look deceive. 
This easy-going, quietly-spoken, 42-year-old, super-passionate 
petrolhead is one of the country’s most 
talented old-school motorcycle engineers. But 
his skill set goes way beyond fettling old bikes.

Sam had motorcycles from the age of ten. 
“My first ever bike was an AP50 rolling 
chassis. I put an SS50 motor in it with a C70 
barrel, bored it to 80cc and had five gears. I 
made the exhaust pipe from a roll-top bread 
bin, it had a Morris Minor headlamp attached 
with a coat hanger and I stick-welded some 
Dexion on the swingarm to repair it where it 
had rotted out. Somehow I got it road legal.  
I was 16 and rode it for two years.”

He’d spent time helping out in local garages from the age of 12 
and worked as a mechanic before going to university at 21. “Before 
uni, I had a garage in Cornwall restoring old cars – and did 
badly,” he grimaces. He studied mechanical engineering at Oxford 
Brookes university, where he got his first taste of British bikes. 

THE FIRST OF MANY ARIELS APPEARS
“I bought this VB600 side-valve and I’ve had it 22 years,” he says. 
“This is the bike that started it all. I saw it in the Classic Bike 
classifieds. It was in Rochdale and cost me £300. It was a pile of 
bits in boxes on the floor; I was 21 and really had no idea what I 
was buying! It’s amazing I’ve still got it. There have been periods 
when I’ve lost all my possessions, but I’ve managed to keep this. 
Of all the bikes I’ve owned, this is still the most comfy, the 
smoothest... and the most reliable. And it’s a bit of me. 

“It’s not totally standard,” he says, apologetically. “The bars 
aren’t stock and the seat is a cheap fibreglass-based thing that had 
tassels and was made for a Harley. I used a Water Board sign from 
an Oxfordshire depot to make the rear mudguard. But the only 
non-standard stuff is parts that were missing when I bought it.”

Old bikes have stories to tell – but so do some old parts. “The 
seat has been on two other bikes, but the people took it off 
because they said it was ugly. It was originally owned by an old 
mate of mine called Andy Cook, who sadly died last year. He used 
to run Brits and Pieces in Burgess Hill. He said: ‘You’ve got to put 

this seat on the your bike’. I didn’t want it on there, either, but 
when I nipped out for lunch he bolted it on my bike and told me I 
couldn’t have my old seat back until I’d ridden home and back to 
try it. He was right about the comfort. It’s why it’s still on there.”

Sam also owns a tasty, very original 1928 Ariel Model B 557cc 
side-valve, an interesting Ariel V-twin and an overhead-valve NH 
350 that begs to be ridden on dirt trails – even though it looks like 
it’s been preserved in road dirt over a layer of Castrol R.

“The NH was a field bike I bought for 370 quid. I made it look 
more like a HS works scrambler: £10 tank, upswept exhaust made 
from bits of pipe, plus some left over bits and pieces. It’s been so 
reliable in the seven years I’ve had it. My mates around here just 
use it. I think it’s been pushed a bit hard at times and could now 
do with a bit of a refresh.”

So why the penchant for Ariels? “I don’t know what it is,” he 
says. “Maybe its because my first British bike was an Ariel and it 
turned out to be a really good bike. The thing is that Ariels aren’t 

high-value bikes, but they are very good 
mechanically. And I love my side-valve VB.

“After a Kawasaki sports bike, I bought the 
Ariel to slow myself down. I remember riding 
the freshly-built Ariel from Oxford to 
Cornwall and it took four days – it took two 
days to make it past Swindon! It does 45mph, 
48 sometimes [he waggles hands, Wallace and 
Gromit style, in mock fear]. Initially, I got 
bored with riding at that speed, but you get 
into the views and the charm of an old single. 

“What begins as doldrums becomes bliss.  
I learned that riding the Ariel at 45mph means I can do about 
2000 miles without laying a spanner on it. I ride the VB long 
distances, too. Seven years ago, I rode it to France with the missus 
on the back and loaded with camping gear. We toured Normandy 
and Brittany for a week. I pick my routes to avoid motorways and 
dual carriageways. It’s actually 14 miles less to Exeter from here if 
you use the back roads – an old direct route no one uses now.”

GEARBOXES, ASTON MARTINS AND FUEL CELLS?
Sam’s a design engineer by trade, but after three years of a four-
year degree course he was struggling financially and managed to 
secure some work with a motorsport gearbox company. After 
flitting from designing gearboxes, to spraying paint, to building 
Aston Martins, he switched to world-leading fuel cell development. 

“I ended up as head of design. In 1999 we built three trucks on 
hydrogen fuel cells, then built a taxi to put on test. We packaged 
our own 9kW fuel cell; it had a range of about 70 miles. We built 
other things, but the technology was new, the market was 
uncertain and the company went into administration. 

“At that point I left,” he says. “I looked at the 276-mile commute 
from the house and the 55 hours I either spent in the office or in 
planes going to meetings each week. I was 50% managerial by 
then and I all I wanted was to be at home with the kids. I swore 
when I quit the job I’d never commute beyond the garden!”

So now Sam lives the dream. “I earn my money making things 
for other people; missing parts for vintage engines. I like doing 
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‘I MAKE THINGS  
FOR OTHER PEOPLE; 

MISSING PARTS FOR 
VINTAGE ENGINES’

Q Unusual tea 
ingredients add  
spice to Sam’s life Q A little oasis of OCD among the chaos of the workshop 
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Q This 557cc 1928 Ariel Model B 
is currently the closest thing to 
originality in Sam’s shed 

Q Exhaustive surveys 
were necessary to 

ensure Sam’s lathe 
wouldn’t disappear 

down a disused 
Cornish tin mine 



stuff like cutting gears and making camshafts. I use AutoCAD.  
It’s all about using my brain and being hands-on.

Hanging on the wall in the shed is a 1907 Chater Lea with a 
Belgian Minerva V-twin engine. Sam reckons the frame is original 
and the previous owner had the bike for 50 years. 

“It’s really old and funky,” he says. “I’ve got the complete bike. 
I’ve repaired the crankcases and made new engine internals. The 
Minerva was way ahead of its time, with a mechanical inlet and 
exhaust side-valve engine.”

That may be, but it’s still a belt drive to the rear wheel. No 

clutch. No gears. And the rear stand is quite substantial.
“That’s because you’d sit on the bike, on the stand, and pedal 

like mad with the decompressor in. Let the decompressor go and  
it will fire up, then fiddle with all the levers to get it running 
smoothly. Warm it up, then kill it. Get it off the stand, 
decompressor in, pedal away, then let the decompressor go and 
away you go... putt, putt, putt.” For Sam, that kind of ritual is part 
of the endearing beauty of a vintage motorcycle. “It’s also got an 
old bicycle-style stirrup front brake and an apple-wood wedge for 
the rear brake – because apple wood won’t burn,” he adds.
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Q Watch out, chick, 
you’re perched on 
Sam’s barbecue...

Q ‘Ariel V-twin’ is  
a home-brewed, 

hacksaw-induced  
Sam special 

Q Sam out and about on 
his VB or some ‘cranky 
old thing’ is a common 
sight on Cornish roads  



This distinctive wall ornament also has 26in 
rims – with 2.5in tyres to fit the 2.25in rim. 
They’re Dunlop Cord Motorcycle Extra Heavy 
bead-edged tyres which were known to roll off 
the rim in the event of a puncture.

Beneath the Chater Lea, almost hidden 
under some old carpet and a leather jacket, 
nestles another, more modern-looking V-twin 
that bears all the hallmarks of being an Ariel – 
except Ariel never made a 90° V-twin.  

“Yeah, I built that myself,” comes the matter-of fact- response 
to my “What the heck is it?” query. “I love it when people to look 
at it, just like you have, and recognize some of the parts but are 
not sure if it’s something Ariel created or not. It’s two 1950s Ariel 
VB600s, hacksawed apart and then welded back up to form a 
common crankcase.”

Yes, he said “hacksawed”. But why do it?
“I wanted the challenge,” says Sam, breaking into a grin.  

“I wanted a big V-twin without spending a fortune. You could 
spend a lot of money and have something like a Brough Superior, 
but I like to create something vintage with patina, like this.

A QUITE UNUSUAL WAY TO MAKE A V-TWIN
“I spent a lot of time looking at the crankcases, sketching, 
measuring. I bought four sets of cases. And then I started 
hacksawing! I thought if I could make the two sets of cases fit each 
other, it would mean not having to worry about new crankcases.  
I had no mill and no lathe at the time, so it was all hacksaw, files 
and engineer’s blue!

“I made some jigs for where the cams needed to go – to get the 
right location. It was more like engineering fitter-style work. A 
very manual technique. I cut them, laid them up to make 
sure they fitted, then braced them and welded. It didn’t 
work first time, but we got there in the end.”

Building the bottom end of the motor was the toughest 
bit. It’s got Model JD Harley rods, but with home-made 
needle rollers inside plain bronze bushes, pressed onto an 
Ariel crankpin, with pocketed, original Ariel flywheels. 
I’ve no idea how many hours I spent building it, but 
anyone is welcome to rip off my idea,” he laughs.  

The frame is also VB – well modified, of course. “I 
made a shorter lower cradle to get the front cylinder to 
clear the front mudguard. I also made a new front tube – 
that weird bolt-on front piece. Then I modified the engine 
plates to keep the gearbox in the same position. It’s 
standard dimensions from headstock to subframe. 

“It’s got KX Enfield forks. They were all 
seized up when I bought them at Kempton. 
The wheels and gearbox are Ariel, while the 
yokes, linkages, brackets, etc are all home-
made from random bits.” Sam also mounted 
the handlebars in an old rubber footrest to 
keep the road vibration out. 

The Ariel V-twin is typical of Sam’s work 
ethic – a real commitment to a project. “I like 

a challenge, because then it becomes rewarding. Like the 
Bonneville Brough – ‘Baby Pendine’. That was 14 months of solid 
work.” That project led to Sam meeting Henry Cole, who wasted 
no time enlisting him to build a Triumph 3HW Tiger 80 single for 
his TV series. It all became hectic for Sam get the bike ready for 
testing prior to its first public appearance at Elvington.

MORE GRAFTING AND GIVING A TIGER MORE BITE
The Tiger 80 was only in production from 1937-39. A lightweight 
single with sporting pretensions, the overhead-valve 350 produced 
around 20bhp. But Henry was looking to break records with the 
bike and asked Sam to work his magic. 

“I did the valves and ports: 3mm bigger intake, 4mm bigger 
exhaust. And I took 230 grammes off the valve train – by taking 
some thickness off the cam followers, making lighter pushrods, 
slimming down the tappet adjusters and relieving the rocker arms 
– which probably took about 25% off the valve train.

I made valves with minimal contact area and reduced the head 
thickness to get rid of the overhang, but opted for a bigger 32mm 
Concentric racing carb. I also took 3mm off the bottom of the 
barrel and ditched the head gasket, while my mate Steve Pendrea – 
a real precision engineer – made the T-topped, cast-iron cylinder 
liner, which is held in by the head. The piston top was 3.5mm 
higher, so although it’s got a 7:1 Hepolite slipper piston, we’ve 
achieved a compression of 8.7:1 by chopping the barrel.”

But Henry rode too hard, too soon with a motor that was barely 
run-in – with the inevitable disastrous consequences.

“We had left testing too late for the logistics of the TV series,” 
explains Sam. “So that’s why we ended up at Turweston the day 
before going to Elvington. I told Henry to stick to 45mph, but he 
admitted he was doing 75mph when it nipped up. It was 5pm and 
we had to be at Elvington the next morning to run the bike for the 
TV show,” he continues. “At least he caught it in time and the 
rings were OK. Which was just as well, as we didn’t have any 
spare rings – or a piston, for that matter.

“I took four thou off the skirt and honed the barrel, then we 
went to Elvington. At nine o’clock the next morning, I did 35 

‘I BOUGHT FOUR SETS 
OF CRANKCASES. 
THEN I STARTED 
HACKSAWING’
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Q Even Sam’s shed 
has a distinctive 

exhaust pipe

��



miles on it along the back straight, just to run it in. That’s why I 
had my leather jacket on in the TV show! I needed some 
protection, just in case the engine nipped up again. But I did 
70mph on it, so I was reasonably happy.”

To curb Henry’s natural propensity for giving the bike full 
throttle, Sam came up with a devious plan...

“For the runs at Elvington, I used stale petrol out of my Chevy 
pickup and added four cups of two-stroke mix so it was running 
on really dead fuel. I also ran a 330 main jet, so it was way over-
jetted. The oil gave it a little extra top-end lube, but it also 
knocked the edge of the motor, to keep it safe. But we still did 
89mph, which is not bad for a 350cc Triumph single.”

Henry’s plans to run the bike at Bonneville this year were 
scuppered by bad weather for Speed Week. But the TV presenter 
aims to run there in the future.

ON THE RECENT RESURGENCE OF THE SHED BUILD
As a confirmed shed-dweller, Sam sees the appeal of the new wave 
of café racers and street trackers. “The Bike Shed thing has fed a 
passion for bikes built in sheds like we’ve not really seen since the 
1970s,” he says. “I saw so much cool stuff at Wheels & Waves 
[the café racer/custom bike extravaganza in Biarritz each June]  
like guys on Honda Benleys who didn’t know how cool they 
actually were! It’s that side of the scene that is so interesting.”

Sam has no TV. He doesn’t read papers or magazines. Doesn’t 
even do Facebook any more. Yet in spite of – or perhaps because 
of – this, his mind is remarkably fertile and bursting with ideas.

“My ultimate motorcycle, at one time, was my ’69 Bonneville 
which I owned for five years. But the longer I live, the older the 
bikes I ride. My interest is growing in cranky old stuff,” he admits. 

“It’s the challenge, I think. A mate of mine has a 1909 Triumph 
that I helped restore and I love riding it. I started a 30-mile ride 

one Sunday, after taking the bike in the van to the starting point of 
the VMCC run. I ended up doing a 75-mile ride because I was 
enjoying myself so much. Even in modern traffic it was fun.”

Sam now has plenty of work to keep him busy and no longer 
has to commute beyond the garden. It’s clear his work gives him a 
deep sense of satisfaction, but what else does he want to do with 
motorcycles in the future?

“I’ve got an idea to build vintage specials for hillclimbs and 
sprints,” he says. “I’d also like to do vintage Montlhéry on a sort 
of flat tank, mid-’20s special. I love the idea of building stuff 
where people can’t distinguish between an original 60-year old 
bike or one built yesterday – right down to the varnished string 
grips. A mysterious collaboration of old parts. That vintage racing 
feel when you lean the old bike against a wall, it’s dripping 40wt 
oil, and ticking from the heat after proper hard use.”
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Q Gary and Sam discuss  
the VB600 side-valve that  
was bought 22 years ago 
through CB’s classifieds

Q Lots of Ariels, but  
not a TV in sight
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BSA FIREBIRD REBORN

REUNIO
Vic Colverson thought he’d lost his beloved A65 for ever, after a divorce.         

WORDS:  GARY  P INCHIN. PHOTOGRAPHY:  MYKEL  N ICOLAOU   
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T  
he story of Vic Colverson’s BSA Firebird 
Scrambler is an emotional roller coaster 
involving a garage fire that burnt the Beeza 
to a crisp, a subsequent rebuild project that 
was then lost in a divorce, and finally a 

reunion with it’s former owner and further renovation. 
Firebird? More like a Phoenix rising out of the ashes.

The last-model Firebird is something of a rarity. BSA’s 
American customers had demanded an off-road 650cc 
twin since the days of the pre-unit A10s; something to take 
on the Triumphs in desert races, on dirt track ovals and 
the TT Steeplechases. BSA dubbed it the Spitfire. 

When their 650s went to A65 unit construction, the off-
roader was initially called the Spitfire Hornet, then simply 
Hornet. But in 1967 it became known as the Firebird, and 
was retained in BSA’s new oil-in-frame (factory designate 
P39) range of A65 twins, launched in 1971, that included 
the twin-carb Lightning and the single-carb Thunderbolt.

Unlike earlier Spitfires and Hornets, which were 
stripped-down off-road and desert race bikes (albeit road-
legal), the ’71 A65FS Firebird was more street-legal 
scrambler – essentially the twin-carb A65L Lightning 
model, but with high-rise handlebars, smaller six-inch 
headlight, sump bash plate and the high-level exhaust 
system, with both pipes on the left side and a natty wire-
mesh heat shield over the cigar-shaped black mufflers.

The oil-in-the-frame Firebird model was short-lived, 
though, with the BSA-Triumph group collapsing in 1972, 
making the street scrambler something of a rarity among 
the BSA 650cc twin range. It meant only 400 A65FS 
models were ever produced – 388 going to the States and a 
mere 12 sold through UK dealers, of which Vic’s is one. 

Vic says: “I recall reading a story in MCN back in the 
late ’70s, maybe early ’80s, about a guy in Nottingham 
who was trying to form a register of the UK-sold Firebirds. 
At that time, he’d located eight of the bikes, two more had 
been written off and two were unaccounted for – one of 
them being mine. I never did get around to contacting 
him!” With the way British bikes are imported back to 
Blighty these days, you have to wonder how many 
Firebirds have set up home in the UK currently – many 
more than were ever sold here, that’s for certain. 

ON
     Now it’s back – beautifully restored

��
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Q Engine is a replacement 
A65L unit, which had to be 
bought in from the States

BSA FIREBIRD REBORN
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stored at the back of the garage, where it soon became one  
of those projects that he’d ‘get around to one of these days’.

But then came more drama and turmoil – this time in Vic’s 
personal life. “When I got divorced, I kept my Kawasaki 
Z750 Ltd [a custom-style four-cylinder machine] and my 
wife kept the BSA as part of the settlement. The modern bike 
seemed OK at the time, but 20 years on I’d progressed to a 
Z750 and wasn’t enjoying riding Japanese sports bikes any 
more – doing 130mph on the motorway is going to lose your 
life or your licence sooner or later – so I started thinking 
back to the Firebird, the nicest bike I’d owned. 

“I tried to buy another just like it to 
restore but couldn’t find a good one, so I 
bought a Hinckley Bonneville Scrambler 
– a 2006 model – instead. It was the same 
style, with the twin high-level pipes. Even 
the performance was similar, so it had the 
same appeal and riding it was like the 
Firebird, but with 40 years of 
development behind it. It was more like a 
London debutante – smooth and 
sophisticated, but it didn’t kill my urge to 

make love to an Amsterdam hooker!
“I was having a conversation with my ex-wife on Facebook 

one evening and said I wanted to find a Firebird just like my 
old one. She went quiet for a short while and then wrote: 
‘Well, why don’t you just have your old bike back?’ I wrote 
back: ‘You’ve still got it?’ And she replied: ‘I only kept it out 
of spite. I knew you’d want it back one day.’ I honestly 
thought she’d sold it on years ago!”

Enter Malcolm Ralls, meticulous bike restorer and owner 
of several beautiful Triumphs. He’d just finished rebuilding a 
Lightning Clubman for a friend – his first BSA A65 
restoration – and word reached Vic that he would be the man 
to re-assemble the boxes of bits. Phoenix rising? Not from 
the ashes this time, but from layers of dust and grime.

“It had been in boxes for 30 years and naturally I had 
every single part I needed,” says Malcolm in his own 

Vic’s bike was first registered in Bournemouth in 1973, but it’s a 
’71-spec Firebird original which he bought in 1975, following a 
recommendation from his father. “I was standing with my dad 
when we saw this guy ride by on the BSA. Dad took one look and 
said to me: ‘That’s the bike for you, nipper’. He was right. A few 
days later I saw the same bike pull into a pub cark park, so I 
walked over to the owner and said: ‘My dad reckons I should buy 
this bike off you’. To my surprise, the guy said: ‘give me £200 and 
it’s yours,’ so I went home and got my £100 I’d saved, borrowed 
the other £100 off dad, and went and bought the bike.”

Vic owned the Firebird for ten years – but it wasn’t without 
drama. “I managed to set it on fire in 1982,’ he 
says. “I was trying to set the timing up but was 
used to working on Triumphs. They’re opposite 
in set-up to the BSA and it spat back through 
the carbs, setting the bike alight. 

“When the fire brigade turned up, they said 
I’d done the right thing in closing the door on  
it when it initially burst into flames. But then 
they waited for the fire to burn itself out 
through lack of oxygen rather than open the 
door – until the roof caught light, too!

“The heat burst the fuel tank open. I got that re-sealed and it’s 
still on the bike today. It’s also still got the original clocks and 
headlight. If you look closely you can still see a few tell-tale marks, 
like the headlight switch. The black plastic toggle is all disfigured 
where it started to melt in the heat! 

“The alloy side panels and carbs started to melt. I had to replace 
them. The frame was cracked on the right-hand side, too – not 
through fire damage, but general misuse. I had that repaired, too.

“It was pretty badly burned – literally a Firebird – and took me 
a full year to rebuild.”

Vic rode it for two more years, by which time it was crying out 
for an engine rebuild. “I stripped it down again in ’85 to do the 
engine. The poor thing was worn out by then, what with me 
chasing all the new Laverdas and big Jap bikes that were around 
then. The mains needed doing.” The Firebird became a box of 
bits. Vic bought a Japanese bike as a daily rider and left the BSA 

‘MY DAD TOOK ONE 
LOOK AND SAID: 

“THAT’S THE BIKE  
FOR YOU, NIPPER”’

Q Vic back where he 
belongs – in the seat 

of his pretty, rare 
Firebird. Only 400 

were ever made

��
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inimitable sarcasm-laden style. “I could see why Vic had stripped 
the old thing down – even the crankcases were worn out. We 
decided to get a replacement engine, but the only place we could 
find one worth having was from the States – it was an A65L 
engine. And even then, when we took it apart to measure 
everything, we discovered the flywheel was cracked. So we used 
the flywheel off the original engine – but that, of course, upset the 
balance factor of the crankshaft assembly, so we had to get it 
re-balanced at Bassett Down.”

Even with the engine sourced from the States, it ended up as a 
total rebuild with virtually all new internals. 

Malcolm says: “The crank was OK, as were the rods. We got 
the barrels rebored and were able to use some high-comp pistons, 
which Vic bought for the original rebuild but never got around to 
using! We did the top end – new valves, guides, springs, etc.

“It’s also got new carbs. The original Amal 30mm Concentrics 
were worn out. The clutch is all new, including the basket, and we 
replaced all the bearings and bushes in the gearbox. 

“Ignition is Pazon Electronic. We also used a Podtronics 
rectifier/regulator. The Pazon cost around £98. The Podtronics 
was £56. It all sits under and between the battery. There’s no 
points, no condenser, no Zener diode, no selenium rectifier – it’s 
all about improving the reliability. Added to that, it’s so neat and 
tidy under the seat. In the old days we’d have had three condensers 
under there between the coils.” 

The aim, however, was to retain as much of the original bike as 
possible – so the clocks, headlights, tail-light and indicators are all 
from the 1973 bike, as are the silencers. But the header pipes had 
rusted. “Vic had bought new exhausts, which of course didn’t fit,” 
says Malcolm. “It’s the same old story with certain pattern parts. 

We got pipes from the States in the end, 
which were meant to be BSA new old stock. 
No one in the UK outlets had originals.”

Naturally, the tyres are not originals – 
although they’re not far off it! A set of 
Dunlop Roadmaster TT100 tyres – which 
Vic bought back in 1978, were fitted to the 
original wheels after they had been rebuilt 
using stainless spokes by Dave Benn at 
Brickwoods in West Grimstead, near 
Salisbury. Robin O’Connor from the BSA 

Owners Club did the paint. It’s Etruscan Bronze. But Vic supplied 
the tank trim he bought at a car boot sale years ago when he 
rebuilt the bike the first time! The seat came from Brit Bits in 
Christchurch, who supplied most of the parts Malcolm needed to 
complete the project.

Vic says: “When we were doing the work this time, my old 
mates told me to make sure I did the timing right after all these 
years. But I left that to Malc. In fairness, Malc did a lot of work 
on the engine, but so much of the bike is standard – and original – 
we both reckon it’s more renovation that restoration. I didn’t want 
it looking over-restored.” 

The patina of some of the original 1970s parts, plus Malcolm’s 
insistence in not over-polishing everything, means the bike still 
looks beautifully original, yet clean and oil-tight. And despite 
some of the early Firebirds bearing off-white frames, they kept the 
bike in its original colours as Vic bought it.

Some of the Firebirds had grey frames, some were black,” 
explains Malcolm. “All the UK bikes had black frames, anyway.  
I just restored the bike as it was when Vic bought it.

“When we finished, we both sat and looked at the bike and 
said: ‘What would we change if we were to do things different,  
if we had the chance?’ And we both agreed there’s nothing else  
we would want to do differently.”

We can see why they felt that way.
In the few months since finishing it, Vic has clocked up over 

1000 miles on the Firebird and says: “She needed some fettling 
and settling, but it’s even better than new now, because we’ve got 
the electronic ignition, which makes it so reliable. 

“These days I go out on regular runs with the lads again, which 
is great – and not only does the bike hold its own and feel lovely to 
ride, you can guarantee that it will cause a stir wherever we go 
because it’s both rare and pretty.”

‘IT WAS BADLY 
BURNED – LITERALLY A 
FIREBIRD – AND TOOK 

A YEAR TO REBUILD’

Q Restorer Malcolm Ralls carried out most of the revival work on the bike

Q Tank trim was bought from a car boot sale

Q Header pipes had rusted, but distinctive high-level exhausts are original

BSA FIREBIRD REBORN
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Practical problem-solving, fine fettling 
and handy hints on steed selection

+TOP TIP+ 
BLESSED RELIEF

Low oil pressure on 
350/500 Triumphs means 
big trouble ahead. To keep 
an eye on it, I always fit 
the unpopular indicator-
type relief valve, which 
has a button that pokes 
out reassuringly. 

Why unpopular? 
Because they’re leak-
prone; a rubber pipe fits 
over the plunger like a fork 
gaiter, but the 
combination of flex and 
hot oil soon perishes it so 
that oil dribbles out of the 
button. Better than a 
seized engine in my book, 
but many people prefer to 
fit the sealed-dome type. 

However, nowadays 
SRM Engineering 
manufacture a leak-proof 
and improved valve in 
shiny stainless for £50 
plus VAT. Sorted

‘WITH THE 400/4,
MY TINY SELECTION 

OF NEW METRIC 
FASTENERS WAS THE 
BIGGEST PROBLEM’

W
hen I’m faced with any 
British bike rebuild, I 
pitch in with complete 
confi dence. Old bikes 

have been my hobby and livelihood 
since my teens and over that time I 
have built up a wealth of useful parts, 
nuts, bolts, tools, 
equipment, manuals 
and experience.

That’s fi ne for me, 
but realistically few 
enthusiasts have the 
luxury of such 
resources and I think 
that restoring the 
Project Honda 400 
Four was quite a 
good reality check that reminded me 
how much more diffi cult – and 
expensive – restorations become when 
you are under-equipped.  

Now that the job’s done, I’ve been 
thinking about what I found most 
diffi cult. There were odd things, like 
the fact that I barely used the lathe 
that usually forms the backbone of my 
rebuilds, or that my very basic, boot-
fair selection of metric spanners, 

sockets and Allen keys 
proved surprisingly 
adequate. 

I didn’t like being 
without thread repair 
equipment. It’s always a 
nuisance having to pull 
a job apart again to fi x 
a stripped thread, but 
at least with your own 
kit it’s soon sorted. 

Being forced to rely on third parties, 
with services available only during 
working hours, made me very cautious 
with the spanners. 

But strangely, I think my tiny 
selection of new metric fasteners was 
the biggest problem – fruitlessly sifting 
through the tin, trying to fi nd one that 
wasn’t just a fraction too short, drove 
me to distraction. 

Funny that, although you might 
equip your workshop with all sorts of 
fancy tools and machinery, ultimately 
it’s really the simple, most basic of 
consumables that keep the job going.  

classicbike.workshop@bauermedia.co.uk
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Spannering supremo Rick Parkington  
cogitates on your motorcycle maladies

Q Jamming the nut to the 
screw head gives a handy 
toggle for instant adjustment

OUT OF LINE
Colin Gyue is rebuilding his 
1961 BSA B40. It’s the type 
with a plain bush right-hand 
main bearing through which 
the big-end oil supply flows. 
The bush runs on a sleeve 
pressed onto the crank and 
Colin noticed that the oil hole 
on the sleeve isn’t completely 
aligned with the drilling in the 
crank. “Could this restrict 
flow?” he asks. “I know these 
bikes have a reputation for big-
end problems, but I’d like to 
minimise the risk!” 

Well it doesn’t sound ideal, 
Colin, but I’m sure there is a 
groove around the inside of the 
sleeve that allows oil to track 
round and into the crank 
whether or not the holes are 
aligned. If I’m right and you 
don’t have the facilities to 
remove the sleeve, spray WD40 
or similar (using the little pipe 
supplied) into the groove to 
make sure it’s clear. If the 
engine has had a blow-up in the 
past, there could be debris 
lurking and this close to the big 
end is about the most dangerous 
place to store it.

Oil feed via the timing-side 
bush was a popular system for 
many years. The problem is that 
wear in the bush makes it easier 
for oil to escape than to follow 
through the crank to the big 
end. Plain big end bearings need 
more oil than roller big ends 
and, to make it worse, being a 
tight fit on the crank they form 
a greater restriction to oil flow 
than rollers, so flow problems 
are increased. Clean oil is the 
answer to keeping the main 
bearing sound, so frequent oil 
changes should prevent trouble. 

A DIFFERENT SLANT
Bo Stubkier got in touch from 
Denmark to correct me on my 
assertion (Fixes, January 2015) 
that Norton Commando 
engines can only be fitted 
vertically in Featherbed frames 
– and sent in the pic above of 
his own bike as proof. He had 
to move the engine ¼in to the 
right and flatten the lower right 
frame tube slightly, as well as 
redesigning the centre stand 
and head steady, but it was 
nothing too complicated he 
reckons. Bo is now in the 
process of fitting an Alton 
electric starter and has 

Ken Adams is pleased with the starting and 
running of his 1970 Bonneville since fitting a 
pair of new Amal Concentric carbs, but asks if 
there’s anything he can do to make the bike tick 
over from cold. At the moment, unless he keeps 
the throttle slightly open it cuts out until warm, 
even the choke makes no difference. He says:  
“I know I could adjust-up the friction screw on 
the twistgrip so that the throttle stays where I 
leave it, but it seems a bit dangerous – I like my 
throttles to shut when I let go!”

The chokes on most British carbs are just 
slides that block off the air supply. Since the pilot 
(tickover) range has its own air supply regulated 
by the air screw, this blockage doesn’t have much 
effect unless the throttles are actually open. 
More modern carbs – and Amal MkII 
Concentrics – use an enrichment device, an extra 
fuel jet covered for normal running by a rubber-

faced plunger. There’s usually also some kind of 
cam that partly lifts the throttle at the same time 
to create the fast tickover Ken’s looking for. 

Well, it’s not an available option with Ken’s 
carbs, but I think he should think again about 
the twist-grip friction screw. It’s a small cheese-
head screw with a locknut that operates a spring 
steel ‘brake’ on the twist-grip drum; it can be set 
so that the throttle will stay put like a sort of 
cruise control. I wouldn’t be without one; they’re 
useful for hand signals, but I agree you may not 
want it all the time. Pre-unit Triumphs had a 
handy knurled knob for instant adjustment, and 
on my bikes I back the lock nut hard against the 
screw head (the screw tip is peened over so it 
can’t fall out) providing a toggle that’s similarly 
operable with a gloved hand. If he does likewise, 
Ken will be able to nip the screw for warm-up 
and easily release it again for riding.  

CRUISE CONTROL

W O R K S H O P
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Q Bo Stubkier’s non-vertical Commando engine in a Featherbed frame

FIT THE ROCKER BOXES TO TRIUMPH TWINS
It can be frustrating – with no space for fingers, it’s not easy to mate the rockers to the pushrod tops. Here’s the knack...

3 Also, the rocker is relieved, in order to avoid touching the 
valve collar. Abandoning gaskets can cause it to contact; 

wire reinforced type gaskets are best.

1 This is a 1960 500cc head, but the priciple’s the same for 
all Triumph twins. Locate pushrods in tappets with a blob of 

grease to prevent dislodging. Turn the engine till both are level.

4 Supporting the rockers gently with your thumbs, lower the 
rocker box down vertically, feeling the pushrods engage as 

it settles down onto the gasket.

2 Guide holes in the gasket line the rods up to the rockers. 
Without these guides the job is much harder, so it’s best 

to avoid using sealant instead of gaskets.

promised to keep me posted on 
how that works out.

OUTDOOR BATHTUB 
Paul Brown emails to ask if he 
could turn the ‘bathtub’ 
Triumph 3TA basket case he’s 

owned for the last 35 years into 
a useable green lane bike. He’s 
concerned whether fitting 
bigger wheel rims would offer 
enough extra ground clearance 
without modifying the frame.  
I think so; the 3TA was fitted 

with 17in wheels originally and 
I had a 5TA on the road with 
19in wheels which was quite 
tall. A 21in front wheel would 
make more difference and could 
be balanced at the rear by 
slightly longer shock absorbers.

My concerns would be with 
the forks which are a bit feeble 
for off-roading; something from 
a more modern bike would do a 
better job. And the 3TA/5TA/
T100A tanks are structural; the 
mounting brackets are stout 
steel plates that run the length 
of the tank either side of the 
tunnel. If you replace the 
standard tank with another 
type, you lose the bracing and 
the handling suffers. 

Faced with vibration-related 
tank fractures, around 1964 
Triumph moved to a rubber-
mounted tank – but to maintain 
the bracing effect, they had to 
fit a tube beneath the tank that 
bolted to the frame’s original 

tank lugs. Soon after, the frame 
design changed to a more 
conventional type with a 
diagonal top tube, but on the 
early frames it’s definitely worth 
making up some sort of brace 
before fitting a non-standard 
tank. But otherwise, these 
350/500 models are compact 
and fairly light making them 
popular off roaders.

DECAL DECLARATION
We got our wires crossed in the 
final part of our Honda 400 
Four restoration (February 
issue). We wrongly credited the 
custom-made decals to KAS 
Racepaint when they were, in 
fact, the handiwork of the ever 
helpful Dean Hackett of CMD. 
If you fancy some decals for 
your project, contact Dean on 
07873 377435 or drop him an 
email to: c_m_d@hotmail.
co.uk. Top man, top decals and 
top service.



Nothing sounds sweeter than a Laverda on song. 
On the open road.
But clocking up the miles means the inevitable 
wear and tear.
Sooner or later even the most cherished machine 
will need new parts to keep it in tune.
That’s when you should call Slater Laverda. Because we have the 
biggest collection of original spares in the country.  (But that isn’t 
surprising when you consider that we’ve been the only factory 
appointed UK importer of Laverda spares since 1970).
 We also engineered and developed such variations on the theme as 
the Jota, Montjuic and Mirage.

Collington, Bromyard HR7 4NB
Sales/Spares: 01885 410295  
Fax: 01885 410254
Web; www.slaterlaverda.com

ONE 
BUILDING
ENDLESS 
POSSIBILITIES

01296 328444
www.proworkshop.co.uk 

Whatever your work or 
hobby, ProWorkshop 
can provide you with an 
ideal workspace!

Key Benefits:
-  Free Delivery & Installation   
 (within 100 miles of our factory)
-  Built in Under 2 days
-  10 Year Fully Inclusive Guarantee
-  Designed for a Minimum 30 
 Year Life
-  Planning Permission not Usually  
 Required
-  Designed and manufactured in   
 our UK factory

DAVE COOPER
TRAILERS

Email: info@davecooper.co.uk www.davecooper.co.uk

CLIP-ON ADJUSTABLE
BIKE RACKS: £69.50 INC P&P

JUNIOR RACKS 50cc-80cc
SENIOR RACKS 100cc-600cc

Fits any vehicle with British Standard Towbar
and you can still tow with the rack in use.

Made from 4mm British Steel tubing.
Finished in protective enamel, light boards,

tie down straps and double racks also
available.

TRAILERS
SINGLE BIKE – £249 DOUBLE BIKE – £309
TREBLE BIKE – £359 SIDECAR – £365
(All prices inc VAT). Delivery service available. Spare Wheel £28.50 extra
Trailers come complete with independent suspension,
clip-on loading ramp, tie down loops, wheel support
clamps, security locking facility, removable light board

and six enamel colours. "New" wall mounting brackets
– to hang trailer on your garage wall £15.00 pair.

Prices include light board and ramp.

(CB), Unit 7, Pettings Court Farm, Hodsoll St, Wrotham, Kent, TN15 7LH
Tel/Fax: 01732-820082 Mobile: 078607 02112

£36.95

£3.95 £4.75

£39.95
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B
ridgestone is famous as the world’s biggest tyre 
company, but even among motorcyclists the 
Japanese brand’s two-wheeled products are not so 
widely known. Those who do remember the 
distinctive two-strokes briefly imported to the UK 

from 1967 to 1970 mostly recall meticulous engineering and zesty 
performance. In 1964 Bridgestone adopted disc-valve induction, 
previously seen only on Grand Prix racers, for a range comprising 
90cc singles plus twins of 177cc, 198cc and 345cc.

Bridgestone Tyre Co set up bicycle-making arm in the late 
1940s and soon introduced 26cc clip-on friction drive motors. By 
the end of the 1950s the increasingly prosperous factory was 
making 50cc motorcycles and step-thrus. In 1964, Bridgestone 
took on engineers from the bankrupt Lilac and Tohatsu factories, 
the latter having made an impact in international racing with its 
amazing 50cc and 125cc two-stroke twins. Bridgestone fielded a 
water-cooled 125cc racing twin that Tommy Robb took to fifth in 
the 1966 Dutch GP. Motorcycle production stopped at the end of 
1970: officially it was because Bridgestone’s booming tyre-making 
side needed all the available factory space, although legend has it 

that other Japanese bike makers forced a deal where they would 
only use Bridgestone tyres as original equipment in return for the 
motorcycles being discontinued. 

The engine shown here is from the Hurricane Scrambler twin, a 
high-piped variant of the 177cc Dual Twin aimed at the US 
market, dating from 1967. Using disc valves necessitated mounting 
the carburettors on either side of the twin’s crankcase, making the 
bottom end unusually wide. The main castings are split 
horizontally on the axes of the crankshaft and both gearbox shafts 
in the usual Japanese manner, an aid to rapid production-line 
assembly. The upper half has circular inlet ports cut in the 
sidewalls of the crankcase chamber and disc valve cover plates are 
attached to the assembled halves with screws. The plates, recessed 
so that disc valves can fit between them and the crankcase, have 
oil seals in their central holes where the crankshaft passes through.

The discs, made from a fibrous non-metallic material, have 
cutaways that open the ports for a set period during each 
revolution of the crankshaft. Metal carriers keyed to the 
crankshaft by steel pins have six splines over which the discs are a 
sliding fit, with some sideways float. Identical discs are used each 

An obscure but meticulously 

engineered little machine with 

some intriguing features

G R E A T  E N G I N E S  I N  B I T S

WORDS:  MICK  DUCKWORTH. 
PHOTOGRAPHY:  S IMON HIPPERSON

BRIDGESTONE 
HURRICANE SCRAMBLER

1 9 6 7
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side, but different timing marks are provided for left and right.
The Mikuni carburettors are a clamp-fit on stubs integral with 

the cover plates that align with the intake ports. The left-side plate 
has mounts for a secondary plate carrying the oil pump, driven at 
1/12th engine speed by a small gear on the crankshaft engaging 
with its fibre gear. A cam operated by a cable from the twistgrip 
lengthens the stroke of the pump’s rotating plunger to increase 
delivery as the throttle opens. Oil delivered to the pump from the 
remote tank through a banjo union is pumped out under pressure 
from two outlet unions, to jets fixed in the cover plates that 
protrude slightly into the intake ports. Oil travels to the left 
cylinder’s intake through a flexible tube curved sharply to run 
over the carburettor. Oil for the right cylinder is pumped through 
a tube running across the full width of the crankcase to enter a 
drilling in the other disc cover plate and supply its injector jet.

The carburettors are fully enclosed by inner and outer alloy 
engine side covers. The large right-side inner cover also encloses 
the clutch operating lever and the gear change selector’s positive 
stop mechanism. Mesh-protected drains in the bases of the inner 
covers release fuel spillage from the carburettors. On the cover 
tops, angled alloy ducts bring air for the carburettors from a single 
large air cleaner above the gearbox and the throttle and starter 
valve control cables exit from them.

The pressed-up crankshaft has four full-circle flywheels, the 
outers being slimmer than the inner pair and chamfered to help 
mixture flow from the intakes. The crankpins are disposed at 
180°. A seal to separate the two crankcase chambers is adjacent to 
the caged roller centre bearing between the inner wheels. The 
outer two main bearings are ball races – a large one, not a 
standard size, to support the drive output on the right; and a stock 
6304 type on the left. Caged needle roller bearings are used in the 
big-and small-ends of the I-section conrods, which have slots at 
the big ends and holes at the small ends to trap oil. The pistons 
have very slightly domed crowns, two pegged rings and cutaways 
on each side of the skirt to correspond with the main transfer ports.

With no inlet ports thanks to disc valves, this engine has a boost 
port at the rear of each bore instead. Used in ’50s MZ Grand Prix 

SPORTSHIFT GEARBOX
The method of switching between four-speed and five-speed 
modes is surprisingly simple. The Sportshift lever, which can 
be operated in any gear but not in neutral, is on a two-piece 
shaft with a cam face at its other end. When turned through 
90°, the cam presses a pin into a groove on the selector 
drum, which activates a selector fork to engage the fifth ratio, 
which is 0.85:1 overdrive, as opposed to the fourth’s 1:1.  
The rotary-pattern four-speed mode is handy around town, as 
you can instantly snick into neutral from top. The five-speed 
option is better for cruising on the open road and there’s no 
possibility of accidently over-selecting from top to first.  

Q The bikes were popular in the States, 
especially off-roaders like the Hurricane  

Q Bridgestone only manufactured motorcycles 
briefly – but they made a good job of it

Q Bores are coated with 
hard chrome plate, a 
first on a road bike

Q Sportshift lever lets 
the rider change from 
four-speed to five-
speed modes
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DISC VALVES 
An advantage of the disc valve over piston-port induction is 
that timings are not dictated by the symmetrical relationship 
of the rising and falling piston to the port. It can open before 
the transfers close and exploit negative pressure at the open 
exhaust port to help draw more mixture in. Opening and 
shutting rapidly, it passes mixture (cool, as it is remote from 
the cylinder) directly into the crankcase without obstruction. 
Blow-back is less than with a piston port. A drawback is that 
oil in the incoming mixture is not aimed at the big end.

Bridgestone’s first disc-valve roadster was the BS90 single 
launched in 1964, just ahead of Kawasaki’s first disc-valver, 
the 85cc J1. British Sun-Vitesse engines with cast-iron disc 
valves raced in the 1921 250cc Isle of Man TT, but it was the 
Zimmerman-patented self-sealing steel type used by MZ that 
set a pattern followed in many racing engines. 

‘THE PRESSED-UP 
CRANKSHAFT HAS 
FOUR FULL-CIRCLE 

FLYWHEELS’

engines, a boost port passes additional mixture to the combustion 
chamber from below the piston as it descends. Like the side 
transfers, it directs mixture to the rear part of the cylinder head to 
boost the Schnurle Loop effect pioneered by DKW in the 1930s.

The separate cylinder barrels have bores coated with hard 
chrome plate, a race-bred feature that Bridgestone were the first to 
introduce on road engines. Lighter and better for heat dispersion 
than an iron liner, the plating resists wear and reduces friction. 
Pistons have to be of a different alloy with a lower co-efficient of 
expansion and disadvantages are that gouging from a broken ring 
or other mishap cannot be repaired by reboring and, as happened 
in this engine, corrosion can set in thanks to disuse. Each barrel 
and its deeply-finned head mounts on four 7mm studs, with long 
hexagonal nuts holding them down. The combustion chambers 
are symmetrically concave with central plug holes.

The helical primary drive gear on the crankshaft meshes with a 
steel gear riveted to the back of the clutch basket. Operation of the 
six-spring clutch is by a quick-thread screw, mounted in a housing 
on the right-side inner engine cover and turned by a lever 
connected to the control cable. It presses on the centre of a thrust 
plate carrying six bolts that pass through the six clutch springs to 
thread into pillars on the pressure plate located behind the plates 
surrounding the alloy centre hub. There are six friction-lined 
plates and five plain steel. A perforated plain bush allows the 
basket and gear to turn on the gearbox input shaft, supported at 
this end in a large (6007) ball bearing. Running on the shaft in the 
bearing’s inner race is the extended boss of a kickstarter gear 
inside the gearbox compartment, which has dogs interlocking with 
the back of the clutch gear. When the kick lever is operated, its 
shaft turns a gear with a ratchet-and-pawl mechanism and an 
intermediate gear on the gearbox output shaft, which in turn 
engages with the gear behind the clutch.

The gearbox input shaft, supported at its other end in a smaller 
ball bearing, carries four separate pinions (apart from the 
kickstart gear), as well as having an integral bottom ratio gear. 
The output shaft, with five transmission pinions, runs in a plain 
bush on the right side and large ball bearing on the left where it 
protrudes through the crankcase and an oil seal to carry the final 
drive output sprocket. On splines, the sprocket is secured by a 
locking plate with three small bolts. The sliding pinions have 
projecting dogs that lock into holes on adjacent gears and a ��
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SPECIFICATIONS
1967 BRIDGESTONE HURRICANE
ENGINE/TRANSMISSION

Type air-cooled disc-valve two-stroke parallel twin Capacity 177cc 
Bore x stroke 50 x 45mm Compression ratio 9.5:1 Carburation 2 x 
Mikuni VM 17-18 Ignition AC generator Spark timing 21° before TDC 
Induction disc valves Primary drive helical gears Clutch wet, multiplate 
Gearbox four- and fi ve-speed options Transmission oil capacity 0.8 litres 
Power output 20bhp at 8,000rpm Weight 56lb (25.5kg)

Q  Oil pump is cam-
operated via a cable 
from the twistgrip

RUNNING ONE TODAY
Bridgestone’s little twin typifies the quality and sophistication 
of products that appeared from Japan in the 1960s. Being a 
little-known make means that any example is likely to attract 
interest and the refined design means that a well put-
together 175 Hurricane can provide an exhilarating ride.

Stuart Price, who provided the engine we photographed, 
has been into Bridgestones since buying a 175 Dual Twin 
14 years ago, and currently has three singles and the 
Hurricane. He likes to be different and admires the fine 
engineering, but also knows what to watch for.

“You can get an air lock in the tightly-curved oil line to the 
left disc housing,” he says. “I’ve seen three engines with 
signs of oil starvation on the left part of the crankshaft. I 
always use clear tube instead of the standard black and have 
clearly seen the problem, which can be difficult to cure. 

“Some parts can be difficult to find. I recently got a 
silencer that was thought to be unobtainable, after years 
of looking. American eBay is a good place to look.”

W O R K S H O P

selector drum above the shafts has two slots shaped to activate the 
three forks that slide the pinions to select gears. A heel-and toe 
rocking pedal on the left of the engine turns a shaft running to the 
right, where spring-loaded arms push and pull on four pins held in 
the end of the selector drum by a retaining plate fixed by a screw.  

The gearbox operation is peculiar in that it can be set in one of 
two modes by moving the ‘Sportshift’ hand lever on the upper left 
side of the crankcase. In normal mode, four ratios are engaged, 
with a rotary shift pattern. Each time the change pedal is pushed 
down with the toe, a higher gear is engaged and after fourth, it 
reverts to neutral after which first is engaged, and so on. 
Downshifts are made with the heel and again it is possible to 
rotate through the ratios, with neutral between first and fourth.

When the Sportshift lever is pulled back and the change pedal 
depressed, it converts the gear engagement pattern to a normal 
return type, with a high fifth gear available. The pedal is pressed 
down to go from neutral to first, then for the higher ratios in turn 
until fifth is reached. Early twins had two neutrals in five-gear 
mode: between first and second, and between fourth and fifth.

The cylindrical six-volt Kokusan AC generator is mounted 
piggy-back style behind the cylinders, secured by a steel strap. It is 
driven off the crankshaft’s output gear via a fibre intermediate 
wheel to speed it up, meshing with the gear on the generator’s 
rotating-magnets armature shaft. The gears are all marked so that 
ignition timing can be set. The other end of the shaft carries the 
cam that opens twin contact-breakers for the coil ignition system, 
housed, with the condenser, in the alloy dynamo body under a 
steel end cover. An electrical switch to ignite the neutral indicator 
lamp on the instrument panel is operated by the selector drum. 

Thanks to Stuart Price for providing the engine and space 
for photography 
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SPARXCLASSIC MOTORCYCLE ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS
The Old Hopkiln | Whitwick Manor Estate | Lower Eggleton 
Ledbury | Herefordshire | HR8 2UE

Telephone  - 

+44 (0) 1432 820 752
Fax  - 

+44 (0) 1432 820 859

10% DISCOUNT FOR TOMCC MEMBERS

 email:  tricorengland@gmail.com
 website:  www.tri-corengland.com

 OUR SHOP COUNTER MONDAY - FRIDAY  

 IS NOW OPEN 10am - 4pm

18TH MALVERN DRIVE-IN

CLASSIC BIKE & CAR A/J

Sunday 8th March 2015

10am–3pm

All Adults £6

Children (7–14) £2

Inside Stalls 6m x 6m from £30

34TH MALVERN CLASSIC 

BIKE SHOW & A/J

Sunday 19th April 2015, 10am–3pm

(Not 12th April as in OBM Wall Planner)

All Adults £7 

Children (7–14) £3

Inside Stalls 6m x 6m from £30

Three Counties Showground, Malvern, Worcs, WR13 6NW

Follow Signs to Red Gate in March and Brown Gate in April.

Strapless motorcycle transport systems

www.hitchlugger.co.uk

FERRET’S CUSTOM ELECKTRICKERY
THE FINEST MOBILE WIRING SERVICE FOR ALL CLASSIC BIKES

YOUR CLASSIC OR CUSTOM MOTORCYCLE’S ELECTRICAL SYSTEM 
COMPLETELY OVERHAULED USING TOP QUALITY AUTHENTIC 

MATERIALS!! 
A CUSTOM OR REPLICA WIRING LOOM DESIGNED, CONSTRUCTED AND 

FITTED. OLD WIRING REVITALISED, DAMAGED/BODGED WIRING 
REPAIRED. ALL COMPONENTS TESTED, SWITCHES, ETC, SERVICED!! 

DEMONSTRATED IN OPERATION UPON COMPLETION!! 
ALL CARRIED OUT IN THE CONVENIENCE  OF YOUR OWN GARAGE 

OR LARGE SHED!!

GREMLINS EVICTED!! 

07765 832420
NATIONWIDE SERVICE OVER 25 YEARS EXPERIENCE. ALL WORK GUARANTEED

“DO IT RIGHT – DO IT ONCE!”

www.motorcyclewiring.co.uk
A comprehensive range of sundry 

electrical components & accessories 
always carried in stock

U Servicing
U Repairs
U Rebuilds
U Restoration
U Tuning
U Welding
U Machining

and much more

CLASSIC
MOTORCYCLESSCR

See our website for details: www.scrclassics.co.uk
ELY, CAMBRIDGESHIRE Tel: 01353 886488 | Mob: 07506 284460

For all 
British & 

European 
makes
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Q Andy Purver completes 
an inner primary cover  
by spot-welding the oil 
sealing discs together

W O R K S H O P

‘THERE IS A WORKSHOP 
SPACE FOR CHECKING, 

FETTLING AND 
FINISHING ITEMS’
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HOW TO...

Andover Norton continue to supply today’s Norton Commando owners 

worldwide with virtually every component needed for running or restoration 

GET THE RIGHT BITS 
FOR A COMMANDO  

 F 
or an operation that was expected 
to be viable for only three or four 
years, Andover Norton 
International has lasted well. The 
company was set up in 1977 when 

Dennis Poore, whose Norton Villiers Triumph 
operation had foundered, bought existing 
stocks of machines, tooling and parts back 
from the liquidator. ANI was intended keep 
Norton Commando owners supplied with 
spares for the few years they were thought 
likely to be around.    

As things turned out, the Commando has 
proved amazingly long-lived and ANI kept 
going, albeit with some changes of owners and 
locations. The most recent major change was in 
2007, when the current owners took over. The 
sons and daughter of Joe Seifert, a long 
established German Norton dealer, they are an 
industrial designer, an engineer and a law 
student. Joe is the director overseeing policy, 
while day-to-day running is in the hands of the 
managing director Phil Abbut, an experienced 
British industry man. Six full-time and seven 
part-time staff work in premises on an 
industrial estate in Andover near the original 
1970s location. 

Parts are not made here, although there is a 
small workshop space for checking, fettling 
and finishing some items. It is Simon Amos’s 
job to buy-in finished products, while chief 
buyer Pete Morris controls projects involving 
multiple processes like casting and machining. 
He is based in the industrial West Midlands.

Simon, who owns three Commandos, joined 
the company in 2013, having previously carried 
out a similar role with Honda in Swindon. Pete 
was formerly with Rotary specialist Norton 
Motors Ltd In Staffordshire.

A large two-storey area has racks and bins 
laden with a vast number of parts, where stores 
manager Jim Knight and his staff collect stuff 
to make up orders from dealers and individual 
customers, for daily outward despatch. There is 
a front counter for customers visiting in person. 

ANI aims to meet the needs of today’s 
Norton Commando owners worldwide with 
virtually every component needed for running 
or restoration. Thanks to the operation’s 

continuous history, spares are sold as genuine 
Norton products so buyers can expect 
components of original quality. Use of the 
Norton trademark is by an exclusive 
arrangement with the current Norton 
Motorcycles operation – otherwise the two 
companies are unconnected. 

A big plan chest contains eight drawers of 
period engineering drawings, mostly relating to 
the Commando. They are being put in order 
and scanned, with back-up copies stored off the 
premises. Reference to these ensures that newly-
made components can be utterly faithful to the 
originals. In some cases, changes are made to 
improve parts without changing their 
appearance, examples being Commando 
crankcases with stronger sidewalls and a 
modern treatment given to alloy castings to 
eliminate porosity. 

Joe explains that there would be more pre-
Commando drawings here if they had not been 
thrown in a skip in the 1980s, when Shenstone 
employees were threatened with the sack if they 
tried to retrieve any. “We have various old 
unfinished castings that only have scrap value, 
but we don’t throw them away in case they may 
be of use.” Little-used stock is stored, along 
with tooling and jigs, at a facility in 
Birmingham and an additional deep storage 
space is presently being sought.  

Period bikes in undisturbed condition are 
also used for reference. On the day of CB’s 
visit, a 750cc Atlas bought in Germany arrived 
for this purpose, as ANI is rapidly growing the 
availability of pre-Commando parts. 
Surprisingly, one new product in the pipeline is 
a steering stem top-nut for early 1950s models.

ANI manufactures the Commando racer 
engine head-steady, adapted to fit road models. 
Used on factory and production racers, the 
original Isolastic fixture designed by Norton 
engineer and racer Peter Williams in 1969 will 
not fit under a road fuel tank. One of very few 
ANI parts made outside the UK – it is 
fabricated in Germany – the modified racing 
head steady proved popular and a fresh batch is 
currently being made to meet demand.

The race version differs from the road type in 
having less side-play in the flexible Isolastic 

Q Stamping on gear indicator numbers

Q Using leaflets detailing available parts

Q B&W logo means genuine Norton parts
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Q Left: Racer head steady. Above: Seats

bushes, resulting in slightly more 
vibration. Sideways forces at the rear 
wheel feed back through the swingarm 
and the Isolastic-suspended engine and 
gearbox subframes, wagging the cylinder 
head from side-to-side in its mount. 
Limiting side-play sharpens roadholding, 
‘making a Featherbed from a Commando’ 
as Joe Seifert puts it. The kit includes 
shims to compensate for small dimensional 
differences between individual engines, 
caused by cylinder head joints having been 
skimmed, for example.

Many Norton owners will know the 
annoying dribble of oil that appears on the 
outside of the gearbox below the kickstart 

shaft. It happens when the neoprene 
O-ring surrounding the shaft in the 
gearbox outer cover gets tired. This was 
one of the many issues addressed during 
Commando production, by introducing a 
mechanical oil seal where the shaft passes 
through the cover on the 850 1975 MkIII. 
Earlier Commandos, along with many 
other classics using the AMC/Norton type 
of gearbox, can be fitted with ANI’s MkIII-
style cover, costing £104.46 plus VAT.

The rev-counter drive pick-up unit at the 
front of the crankcase on post-1968 
engines has an O-ring seal that becomes 
distorted, allowing oil to leak. ANI’s 
replacement drive cable connection unit 

contains an improved oil seal that is more 
effective than the original.  

A disc front brake was introduced on 
the Commando in 1972, but at that time 
hydraulic systems for motorcycles were in 
their infancy. Various products and 
conversions have been available over the 
years to improve the braking on 
Commandos and get rid of the ‘wooden’ 
feel of the original system. Fine for 
personalised bikes and café racers, they 
are not ideal for owners who want to keep 
their Commando looking totally original.

Stocks of standard master cylinders ran 
out and the new item, soon to be available 
from ANI, is a master cylinder unit 
outwardly identical to Norton’s original, 
with a smaller bore (13mm rather than 
15.8mm) cylinder inside. The effect is to 
improve the power and feel of the front 
brake. Two versions are available, one for 
the MKIII and one for earlier models with 
different fixing for switchgear.     

Also on braking matters, ANI are 
distributors for AP Lockheed and exclusive 
stockist of the 2195 caliper essential for 
eligibility in pre-1973 historic racing.

The Commando MkIII, which was sold 
from 1975 to 1978 has Vernier adjusters 
on the lower Isolastic mountings, making 
periodic clearance setting much easier 
than with the earlier system. ANI sell a set 
of front Isolastic parts with Vernier 
adjustment that will fit the front subframe 
of pre-MkIII, which is wider than the later 
type. The kit costs £74.96 plus VAT.

Commando frames are newly-made in 
three versions, all with the modified 
tubing introduced from 1969. One is for 
all 750cc and 850cc models from 1971 to 
1975, a second is for earlier models with 
the centrestand attached to the frame 
tubes rather than the Isolastic subframe 
and the third is the 1975-1978 MkIII type 
with a steering head to suit MkIII fork 
yokes and different seat hinges. Prices 
range from £715 to £865 plus VAT.
Wideline Featherbed frames with 
swingarms are also stocked and once 
engine plates and wheel hubs come on 
stream, entire rolling chassis will be 
available. There’s a huge amount of 
detailed information on the website at 
www.andover-norton.co.uk

Q A finished inner 
primary cover
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THE PATRIARCH

Joe Seifert first visited the original 
ANI premises in the late 1970s 
when he was studying at 
Southampton University and 
running two Nortons: a Commando 
John Player Replica and an old 
ES2 thumper. He later became a 
Norton dealer and had close 
dealings with the Shenstone 
factory, where Rotary models were 
produced from 1982-93. After 
acquiring Norton rights covering 
Europe (later sold) he was behind 
the 1999 C652 International 
single, made in tiny numbers.

Following the sell-off of 
Shenstone factory contents in 
2003, Joe ran Norton Motors Ltd 
in Rugeley, Staffs with ex-Norton 
engineer Richard Negus, catering 
for Rotary owners. That business 
closed when Negus retired in 2007.

”It was no longer viable,” Joe 
says. “Of the 1000 Rotaries built, 
maybe 50 to 100 are used. In 
contrast, the Commando is ridden 
in really good numbers.

“When I took over Andover 
Norton, it was almost as though 
what the company did was secret! 
Commando parts availability was 
at around 70% and they always 
seemed to run out of stock of the 
same things. For example, ANI did 
not do Commando seats. I thought 
we should and we sold 100 in the 
first year. Tool sets also sold like 
hot cakes. We recently started 
making the rear grab rail for the 
Hi-Rider (the chopper-style 
Commando). We are now nearing 
99% availability and looking more 
at pre-Commando models.

Not surprisingly, Joe stresses 
the benefit of buying genuine parts 
rather than pattern alternatives 
that can be much cheaper.

“Unfortunately there are people 
making parts without the technical 
knowledge needed to do it properly 
and that can be dangerous. I have 
seen pattern gearbox pinions 
cracked in half because they have 
been hardened all the way 
through.” 

Genuine pinions are inscribed 
AH or AHA. It’s important to get 
everything right, and our motto 
here is quality, quality, quality.”

‘WE ARE NOW NEARING 
99% AVAILABILITY OF 
COMMANDO PARTS’

Q You could use these 
pipes to make the 
world’s weirdest organ 

Q Period bikes like this  
Commando 850 MkIII  
are used for reference
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LONG SERIES BITS 
When a standard length drill bit isn’t long 
enough, there’s the option of long series bits, 
available from tool suppliers. It’s well worth 
having a couple of common sizes to hand.
From £3 individually, sets from £8

MORSE TAPER 
The Morse taper fitting system, used on lathes 
and some pillar drills, enables quick change and 
use of bits too large for a chuck. Most amateur 
machines use 2 Morse, which accepts up to 1in. 
From £5; £30-£50 for large sizes

COATED AND HSS BITS 
Standard bits are commonly made from high 
speed steel; gold colouring may be cobalt or 
titanium coating which can improve longevity, 
but with cheap bits it is largely decorative.   
20-piece HSS sets from £10, coated from £20; 
30-piece HSS sets from £45

MASONRY BITS 
Solid carbide drills for hard material are 
expensive, but DIY store masonry bits 
sharpened (on a green grinding wheel) to a 
cutting edge can make a cheap alternative.
From £3 

W O R K S H O P

WORDS:  R ICK  PARKINGTON. PHOTOGRAPHY:  TOM CRI TCHELL

T
wist-drill bits bore holes using two angled, opposing cutting edges that lead to 
spiral flutes which extract the waste material (swarf) thus created. They are 
supplied in standard increments of 1/64in for imperial drills or 0.5mm metric. 
Special sizes are made, but metric oddities like 7.8mm are often just imperial 
diameters (in this case 5/16in) marked in metric.

Drill bits are generally made from high-speed steel (HSS) but other materials are 
required for specialist work on hard materials. The cutting-face angle (118° for most 
applications) creates a point that guides the bit as it drills, but any variation between the 
two angles will steer the point off course; properly angled, a drill should produce two 
swarf spirals, not one. It’s easier to keep drills sharp than sharpen them, and cutting 
lubricant –from tool stores – keep a drill’s edge for longer as well as making a cleaner and 
easier cut. Here are some drill variations that come in very handy for home restoration.   

When it comes to boring jobs, drilling is top of 
the pile... but there are some interesting bits

DRILL BITS
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SPOT FACER 
‘Spot facers’ or ‘counter-bores’ will 
produce a flat rebate around a hole, 
ideal for use with a sealing washer. 
A guiding pilot prevents chatter, 
caused by the lack of cutting angle. 
From £15 

1  Vertical chisel
Between the two cutting faces lies the 

chisel. When sharpening, keep this chisel 
vertical to give the lead angle for the cutting 
faces. Use a fairly fine, flat, grinding wheel. 

2 Skimming the edges
Difficulty keeping each side even is best 

overcome by skimming just the cutting 
edges initially. Rotating through 180° 
minimises hand movement.

3 Scooping motion
Backing off (sloping back from the edge) 

can then be achieved afterwards. Present 
the bit against the wheel as before, just past 
the sharp edge and use a scooping motion. 

CUTTING EDGE 

CENTRE DRILL 
Used for piloting holes, these come in 
a limited size range. For the home 
workshop, 1/8in, 1/4in and 3/8in are 
ideal. The stubby shank prevents the 
flex that causes a fine drill to wander.
From £3-£15    

NUMBER DRILLS
Tiny drills, sized by number. 

Cheap sets, typically sized 61 
to 80, are useful for modifying 

carb jets – but verify sizes with 
a micrometer first, they’re not 

always completely accurate.
From £5-£10 per set 

  

PIN VICE 
A pin vice is a tiny hand-
held chuck, ideal for use 
with number drills.
From £6-£10.  
  

SLOT DRILLS  
Slot drills (and end mills) are cutting tools 
that are intended for use in a milling machine, 
but are also useful for flattening the bottom 
of a drilled hole or with a round-nose tool 
producing a radiused countersink. No guiding 
point means they can only used be in pre-
drilled holes with hand tools.
From £10-£15 upwards  

COUNTERSINK BIT 
A countersinking bit finishes 
the top of a hole to accept a 
90° countersunk screwhead. 
Like a pointed milling cutter, 
it’s prone to chatter in a 
hand-held drill. Using a slow 
speed helps.
From £10 

Keeping drills sharp is easier than sharpening 
blunted ones. Here’s how to do it by eye

4 Using an oilstone
Small drills – under 3/16in or 5mm – 

are best sharpened on an oilstone, like a 
penknife; grinding wheels are too 
uncontrollable to preserve accuracy. 
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A FINE TUNE

Q Mark: ‘Do you know 
the Guzzi’s on my foot?
Nige: ‘You hum it 
and I’ll play it’ 

OUR CLASSICS
Mark’s Guzzi passes a health test, Rick’s Martinsyde racer gets some of its old bits and bobs back 

and art editor Stewart launches himself into the sea of classic possibilities with a new purchase...

W O R K S H O P

“It sounds sweet, Mark.” Those words 
are music to my ears, especially as they’re 
uttered by Big Nige. Nigel Billingsley, to 
give him his proper name, is The Man 
when it comes to Moto Guzzi on these 
shores – ask anyone in the know and 
they’ll tell you. He’s been specialising in 

the marque for 20-odd years and he’s 
telling me that the engine in the T3 I 
bought at the tail end of last September is 
making all the right noises.

I thought exactly the same as Nige the 
first time I heard the Guzzi start up, 
although it’s heartening to have it 
confirmed by a man who’s heard 
hundreds of these things running in the 
course of his working life. I’m still 
familiarising myself with the bike and the 
marque in general, and getting a man 
who knows what’s what just by looking 
and listening is my first major step 
towards a greater understanding of the 
machine I’ve chosen as my only ride. It’s a 
relief that my worst nightmare – missing 

some horrendous fault on the bike that 
could prove expensive to fix, or worse – 
doesn’t materialise. Nige’s once-over does 
throw up a few surprises, though.

“The downpipes are on the wrong 
sides,” was virtually the first thing he said 
while eyeing up the T3. He goes on to 
explain that one’s longer than the other to 
take account of the fact that one of the 
cylinders is further forward than the other 
one. It’s blindingly obvious, now he’s 
mentioned it, that one of my downpipes 
shouldn’t be jutting forward of the other – 
but it wasn’t something I’d noticed. 

The engine and chassis numbers also 
have their tale to tell. They’re matching – 
apparently unusual for a European-

Turns out Mark’s T3 was a sound 
buy, as a Guzzi guru lends his ear 
to it and gets it note-perfect 

1975 MOTO 
GUZZI T3
Mark Holmes
A ’75 model first 
registered in ’78, it 
fell into Mark’s 
clutches last 
September.
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Q It’s got nearly 68k on the clock, but the 
engine has been rebuilt by the previous owner

Q Indicators will be one of the first things to 
go, as will leaky brake line from master cylinder

W O R K S H O P

The month in numbers: Miles 0 
Workshop time 0 hours Money £1800

‘EVERYONE TOLD ME 
THE ORIGINAL ROAD 
BIKE WAS FLAWED’

I’ve always been on the fringes of the 
classic scene. I love old bikes – but 
modified ones, like café racers and street 
scramblers. I want to say ‘hipster bikes’, 
but if I mention the term at work, I get a 
torrent of abuse about Shoreditch bikers. 
But I don’t care. Reject the scene and you 
ignore something fresh and happening. 
Strip away the fashionable beards and 
turn-ups and what are you left with? 
Beautiful bikes.

I wanted to buy into it, but it seems like 
everyone is an expert with unlimited time 
and cash. It felt an impossible world to 
access for a newbie like me.

The Bike Shed MC is thriving, and 
seeing how many other newbies are now 
building and riding has given me the 
confidence to fulfil my dreams. I’m limited 
on experience and have certainly never 

ridden a classic, so choosing the right one 
to buy was a tricky business. 

Most people I asked for advice seemed 
to have strong opinions, based on years of 
riding and influence. So I had to think 
what was right for my needs and tastes. 

I went down a few cul-de-sacs. I was 
originally drawn to BMW café racers, but 
“you won’t like the ride” was the chorus! 

But then I was surfing the ’net one night 
(for bikes, actually!) and there it was – a 
Yamaha TR1 café racer, and I quickly 
made a move to buy it.

The response in the office was 
predictable: everyone either denied 

knowledge of the TR1 or told me the 
original road bike was flawed! 

I was drawn to its beefy roadster looks, 
and not wanting to commit a sin by 
desecrating a stock bike seen as a precious 
model, I committed to this already 
modified bike. The fact it was an original 
ugly duckling of a bike and a non-seller 
back in the day made no odds.

The bike has no hint of glitz or glamour 
whatsoever, just what I hope is a lusty big 
V-twin that I can work with.

So finally I’ve wiped out my uncertainty 
and I kind of hope this is a rallying cry to 
the guys like me – on a budget, with 
limited experience in classic bikes, who 
want a cool motorcycle to ride. 

Next issue I’ll reveal how I manicure my 
beard, where I got some new tattoos and 
how to do proper turn-ups... Just kiddin’.

He spends his working days making Classic Bike look stunning. Now he’s 
got a new creative challenge – turning this into a bike fi t for a hipster 

I’M A SHED HEAD
1982 YAMAHA TR1
Stewart Parkes
CB’s art editor sends 
shock waves through 
the mag with ’80s 
V-twin purchase – 
and it’s headed 
Bike Shed-wards...
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Q Mark’s T3 faces up to the reality that it will 
never be as pristine as this lovely old Eldorado

Riding the Tait-Special Martinsyde at the 
Isle of Man last year, one issue clearly 
needed resolution. It takes off reasonably 
well, but goes flat as you rev it, topping 
out at 60. In sprint form the engine was a 
big-valve 750; it’s now a standard 680, 
but I’ve fitted the race cam Chris Tait (the 
bike’s creator) used until the mid-’50s, by 
which time it was topping out at 90mph. 

Back then it was also fitted with twin 
Bowden Sports carbs and I wondered if 
the race cam simply can’t cope with the 
convoluted and restrictive standard inlet 
manifold. So I set about making up 
adapters to fit a pair of Bowdens and a 
synchronised linkage. A brief test run 
suggests a considerable improvement, but 
I’ll need to tweak the jetting.

Last year a conversation with sprint-
legend Henry Body revealed that he had 
inherited Chris Tait’s jet tin and at this 
month’s Bristol show Henry pressed the 
tin into my hand, saying: “Keep it, it 
ought to go with the bike”. 

Thanks to the kindness of genuine 
enthusiasts like Henry, I am piecing 
together the background details of this 
unique competition bike.

Improved breathing and a kind 
donation help Rick’s ’20s racer

Q Twin Bowden carbs won’t let the ’Syde down

The month in numbers: Miles 80 
Money spent £0 Workshop time 0 hours

PETE NORMAN
1976 Moto Guzzi Le 
Mans, Guzzi Krajka 
replica, 1979 Morini 

350 Sport, 1974 
Benelli 250, 1969 

Ducati Cadet

GARY PINCHIN
1979 Yamaha 
XS650, 1957 

Matchless G3LS, 
1991 Harley 

Sportster, BSA 
B31/33 bits, etc...

RICK PARKINGTON
1927 Rex Acme TT, 
1949/56 Norvin, 
1935 Norton Inter 

and six more

RICHARD ‘DICKIE’ 
FINCHER

1970 Norton 
Commando

STEWART PARKES
1982 Yamaha TR1

GEZ KANE
1977 Honda 

CB460F, 1978 
Yamaha TY175, 
1965 Gilera 124

RUPERT PAUL
1960 Royal Enfield 
Meteor Minor 500, 

1998 Ducati 
900SS, 1998 
Ducati M600

MARK HOLMES
1975 Moto Guzzi T3

PATRICK WALKER 
Several Manx 
Nortons, two 

Internationals, a 
Model 18 and a 
TT100 trials bike

market Guzzi of this vintage, although 
Nige says it’s something he tends to see on 
US-market machines. It could throw 
some light on the reason why the VIN 
plate says it was built in September 1975 
but the V5 registration document 
recorded it as being first registered in the 
UK in 1978. I had suspected that it had 
stood unsold in a dealer’s for three years, 
although maybe it’s an American-market 
bike that was imported here after three 
years in the States?

But back to that noise 
thing. During my first few 
months of ownership I’d 
become aware that the top 
end of the offside cylinder 
sounded a bit noisier than 
the nearside. I suspected it 
was just a case of the valve 
gear on the offside being a 
bit more clattery, although the paranoid 
side of me worried that it could be a 
portent of something more serious. “It’s 
just that the tappets on the nearside are 
particularly quiet,” assures Nige. 

Then I mention my suspicion that the 
offside cylinder is running slightly more 
erratically than the nearside on tickover. 
A few minutes of fine-tuning with the 
mixture and idle screws on the carbs and 
Nige has it ticking over even more sweetly 
than before. You can’t get the parts for 
these square-slide Dell’Ortos any more, 
but Nige has a few bits and bobs for them 
in his accumulated stash of used parts. 

What about the footboards, then? One 
sticks out at a slightly different angle to 

the other, when you look at them from 
the front. In the darkest recesses of my 
mind this fermented into fears of a bent 
frame. Not according to Nige: “They 
were originally fitted with 7mm bolts,” 
he explains, “but they’re virtually 
impossible to get now and people use 
6mm ones. Yours might have a mixture 
of both, making it a bit skewed.”

One problem I had noticed was that 
one of the bleed nipples on the rear brake 

caliper had sheared off – 
and I clumsily added to 
the problem by shearing 
another one off a front 
calipers when replacing 
the front wheel. In fact, 
the whole braking system 
needs a good overhaul – 
there’s a mixture of 
braided and pretty tired-

looking rubber brake lines on the bike. 
Nige gives me a price to remove the 

snapped bleed nipples – either by drilling 
them out or by spark erosion – and to fit 
a new set, plus replace all the lines with 
braided and bleed the system, which can 
be a notoriously long-winded process on 
Guzzi’s linked brakes. It was a reasonable 
price, so I’m pretty sure I’ll be darkening 
his doorstep again pretty soon...

Contact Big Nige at NBS Motorcycle 
Services on  01889 271818 or go to 
motorcycleservicing.co.uk

The month in numbers: Miles 5 test miles 
Money £80 Workshop time: Time? It’s all 
relative, isn’t it? 

‘NIGE SOON HAS 
IT TICKING 

OVER SWEETLY’

A BIT ON 
THE ’SYDE

1921/22 
MARTINSYDE QUICK 
SIX RACER
Rick Parkington 
Another Rick rebuild 
(for the full torrid tale, 
see CB Dec 2014). 



Why do I want 
agreed value? 
Because it’s 
worth it!
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carolenash.com / insidebikes @insidebikes

Six Wheel Multi-Bike Off Road Custom Future Classic Modern Bike Vintage

0800 093 5599
Accept nothing less, call now for a Classic Bike insurance quote

UK opening hours: Mon–Fri 8am–8pm, Sat 9am–5pm, Sun 10am–4pm. 
1 Subject to satisfying underwriting conditions. 

Carole Nash Insurance Consultants Ltd is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. 

2013

MOTORBIKE INSURANCE

2014

MOTORBIKE INSURANCE

of customers would recommend Carole Nash

Scores correct as of January 2015.

The ‘BEST’ Deal In
Classic Motorcycle Insurance

Looking for a NEW 
policy or just a 

great deal on your 
RENEWAL

www.peterbestinsurance.co.uk
01376 573033 

 Authorised and Regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority

Multi-Bike Policies
Discount for Club Membership
FREE Breakdown & Recovery

FREE Agreed Value
 Terms & Conditions apply

30 YEARS OF QUALITY CLASSIC  INSURANCE

Call one of our friendly team for a quote:

mcebikes.com

0844 338 67 10

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
8.30am - 9pm Mon - Fri, 
9am - 5pm Sat & 10am - 4pm Sun 
Open Bank holidays: 9am - 5.30pm

Or visit us at:

UK’S NO.1
BIKE 
INSURER*

*Rated top UK Motorcycle Insurer 
  on Review Centre in 2014.
  

Call us FREE on:

0808 168 7716*

Find out more at www.principalinsurance.co.uk

Principal Insurance is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.  
Calls may be recorded for training and monitoring purposes. *Calls are free  

from a landline, mobile providers may charge.

Principal Insurance Ltd, Dalton House,  

Dane Rd, Sale, Manchester M33 7AR. 

Classic

Scooter

Commuter

Multi Bike

Sports

Custom

Agreed Value

A fresh approach 
to insurance





DE-CORROSION
SERVICES LIMITED

Fine fi nishing for
your frames and components

Telephone 01932 564 666 | Mobile 07774 494 804 
Email de-cor-serv@hotmail.co.uk

WORKS OFFICES, LITTLETON LANE, SHEPPERTON, MIDDLESEX. TW17 ONF

s� -ICRO�l�NE�BLAST�CLEANING�AND�PAINTWORK�REl�NISHING
s� 0OWDER�COATING�OR�STOVE�ENAMELLING�IN�ALL�STANDARD�COLOURS
s� #OLLECTION�AND�DELIVERY�CAN�BE�ARRANGED
s� 6ISTORS�WELCOME��FAST�TURNAROUND�TIMES

www.meridenmotorcycles.co.uk
Windmill House, Walsh Lane, Meriden. CV7 7JY

01676 523838 / 07885 932026

TRIUMPH 
BONNEVILLE
T120 & T140 
SPECIALISTwhere the legend was made

IS YOUR SEAT LOOKING OLD AND TIRED?
P&K CLASSIC BIKES Specialise in full seat restoration

01543 274176/07767880812 www.pandkclassicbikes.co.uk   

P&K CLASSIC BIKES   

� Replacement seat covers and seat trims
� Exact replica motorcycles seat foam 
� Provides a quality and trustworthy professional service

Stafford 
Show

Pitch no.

230

FRAME REPAIRS

POWDER COATING SEATS

ENGINE REBUILD

RESTORATIONS

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS

www.nourishengineering.co.uk

Billet crankshafts for
British singles & twins,
covering most models.

Bespoke service available.

Tel: 01342 851367
Newtye Hurst Farm

Chiddingstone Hoath

Tonbridge  Kent  TN8 7DA

SHIREMOOR 
COMPRESSORS LTD 
ESTABLISHED OVER 45 YEARS 

WORKSHOP & DIY
COMPRESSORS

EXAMPLES
5.68 CFM 6 LITRE £69.50 + VAT 

7.28 CFM 50 LITRE £99.50 + VAT 

14.55 CFM 50 LITRE £159.50 + VAT 

14 CFM BELT DRIVE 50 LITRE £337.00 + VAT 

14 CFM BELT DRIVE 200 LITRE £499.00 + VAT

ALSO LARGE RANGE OF USED 
AND EX DEMO COMPRESSORS

11 FRONT STREET, SEGHILL, 
NORTHUMBERLAND 

TEL: 0191 2377177

www.shiremoorcompressors.com

 PHONE FOR
FREE 

CATALOGUE

MERSEYSIDE
ELITE ENGINEERING &

POWDER COATINGS
6KRZ�ZLQQLQJ�ÀQLVKHV

Quick turnaround
*ULW�	�EHDG�EODVWLQJ

��SDFN�ÀQLVKLQJ
$OOR\�	�VWDLQOHVV�ZHOGLQJ

9LQWDJH�	�FODVVLF�VSHFLDOLVWV
THE BOX WORKS, UNIT 6, 

HEYSHAM ROAD, AINTREE, 
MERSEYSIDE L30 6UR

Tel: 0151 524 2838
Email: eepc@hotmail.co.uk

Exhaust systems
for most bikes.

1970 to date, 4-stroke

 www.

                       .co.uk

Moving abroad?
Then speak to

OAKBRIDGE 

INTERNATIONAL
an overseas removal company 

run by classic bike riders
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Contact Oakbridge on

01799 513366
for free advice and quotations.

www.oakbridge-international.com

Looking for Classic & 
Vintage Paintwork & 

Restorations?
Please view our gallery:

www.vale-paints.co.uk
01623 842074
07713 827116

Mansfi eld NG20 0AS

Somerton Motorcycle 
Engineering 

(B&Y Engineering Ltd)

Our dedicated mechanics each 
specialise in, British, European or 

Japanese Machines.
We offer over 100 years of  

combined experience.
Our service covers Repair, Restoration 

& Engine Rebuilds. Wheel Building. 

01458 270004
www.somerton-motorcycle-engineering.co.uk  
Machine Shop,  Stainless & Aluminium Welding. 

4-5a Cary Court, Somerton Business Park,  
Somerton, Somerset TA11 6SB

D H DAY
Mechanical & Electrical

Engineering Magnetos, dynos,
exhausts etc. Fully equipped

machine shop.
Tel: 01793 812323
Fax: 01793 845323

dhday31@hotmail.com
ALDRANS, CHURCH HILL,

WROUGHTON, SWINDON. SN4 9JR

DENT 
DOCTORS

Petrol tanks repaired, most repairs 
while you wait (by appointment), 

paint/chrome stripping, polishing, 
ethanol resistant

Tel: 01922 691606
Email: dentdoctors@outlook.com

���/LFKÀHOG�5RDG��:DOVDOO�:6���3=

Est 1972

THE OLD BUFFER
Sympathetic polishing of 
motorcycle alloy bits such 

as engine covers, fork legs, 
switch housings etc.

Tel: 07939 016818
www.theoldbuffer.co.uk 
sales@theoldbuffer.co.uk

Unlike our competition, we do not paint 
garden chairs or offi ce furniture. So you 
can be sure we will not rush your valuble 

parts through with some industrial job 
lot. UK collection & delivery service.

QUALITY IS NOT EXPENSIVE IT IS PRICELESS
Unit 3, Harris Street, Bingley, BD16 
1AE 01274 562474 5% Discount 

with this adVisit our website
www.Triple-S.co.uk

PAINTWORK

CYCLE SPRAYS
THE ULTIMATE PAINTWORK
Specialising in British, Italian, American 
and Japanese. Tank & bodywork repairs.

Custom & helmet paintwork.

www.cyclesprays.com
email:tony@cyclesprays.com

Call: 01483 275258

Shot Blasting & 
All Metal Work 
Powder Coated
01773 530200/ 
07971 655659

Morton Industrial and Custom Coating. 
Unit 6 Brook Court, Amber Drive, 

Langley Mill, Nottingham, NG16 4BE

DYNAMOS,DYNAMOS,DYNAMOS

Reconditioned and off the shelf. 
Lucas E3L E3LM E3HM E3H E3AR 
E3N E3MD + Miller. Lucas 
conversion for Velocette & 
Vincent. Range of spare, 
Dynamos always wanted �TEL: 
01782 856839

POWDER
COATING

POWDER
COATING

METAL 
FINISHERS

MAGNETOS 
AND DYNAMOS

ENGINEERING 
SERVICES

PAINTWORK

METAL 
POLISHING

EXPORT SERVICE

EXHAUSTS

DENT REPAIRSCOMPRESSOR



www.hagon-shocks.co.uk

WOKING
SURREY

DAVENTRY
NORTHANTSEAW

GIRLING REPLICAS
from £44-95p pair plus P&P

Wassell Series 6 & 9 £79-99p each plus P&P
Replacement for OEM 600/900 Jetted to your requirements

Visit: www.eawmc.co.uk
Tel: 01483 473989
for a quote or list to be sent

See us at Shepton Mallet 7th, Kempton Park 21st and Ardingly 29th March

 STAINLESS STEEL
FROM D. Middleton & Son

Kits for Norton Commando’s
34 YEARS OF EXPANDING AND HONING MY RANGE FOR MOTORCYCLES
Stainless Steel Bolts, Nuts, Allen Screws, Hose Clips, Exhaust Clamps, Nipples, Bar, etc. 

Cycle, BSF, BSW, BSP, UNF, UNC Metric and Metric Fine.
D. Middleton, Unit 5, Lady Ann Mills, Batley, W. Yorks, England WF17 0PS

Tel: 01924 470807 (24-hour). Fax: 01924 470764
Email: sales@stainlessmiddleton.co.uk

www.stainlessmiddleton.co.uk

��� ������	 
����

Probably the World’s largest stock of genuine AJS & Matchless
secondhand 1941-on tinware, engine, frame and cycle parts for sale.
Extensive range of quality new parts. Fast worldwide mail-order service.
Visa, Delta, Mastercard and Switch accepted. Stock list available.

AMC basket cases & spares always wanted.

Tel: 01462 811770 Fax: 01462 851035
www.amcclassicspares.com spares@amcclassicspares.com

ASH ROAD, SEVENOAKS. TN15 7HJ. GB

Specialists can carry out all custom work to motorcycle seats, covering them in vinyl, leather and 
many real and faux animal skins. We supply and fi t gel pads, memory foam and many sundries 

involved with our business. 
We provide a while you wait service to all our customers or a 24hr courier service for mail order work  

Viking Motorcycle Seat Specialist – Tel 07977 874075
www.viking-motorcycle-seats.co.uk 

www.facebook.com/leetheseat

VULCAN SHOT 
BLASTING 

& POWDER
COATING LTD
6 Cranes Close, Basildon, 

Essex SS14 3JB 
Tel: 01268 282662

One of the largest independent product 
finishers in Essex.

Over 20 years experience in applying
specialist colour and protective finishes to 
your classic, sports or vintage motorcycle.

www.vulcanshotblasting.com

PETER BOND 
31 Avington Grove, 
London SE20 8RY

Tel: 0208 289 9031
peter.bond1@ntlworld.com
www.guagerepairs.com

Japanese Italian British 
German American 

Speedometers and Revcounters
Repaired and restored 
to as new condition

TRIUMPH TIGER 
CUB SPECIALISTS 

SPECIALISTS IN

MERIDEN OFF ROAD

07955 555112 / 07583 601003
sales@meridenoffroad.co.uk

www.meridenoffroad.co.uk
We accept all major credit and debit cards

t� Full Restoration
t� Engine Rebuilds
t� 1st Class Paint Work 
t� Bead Blasting

t� Shot Blasting 
t� Cylinder head 

re-conditioning
t� Aluminium welding

M 1st Class Workmanship M
M Competitive Prices M
M 12 months guarantee M

SPEEDO REPAIRS
CHRONOMETRIC & BRITISH 
MOTORCYCLE INSTRUMENT 

SPECIALIST

Tel/Fax: (01252) 329826
Mobile: 07824 884434

http://www.speedorepairs.co.uk
Email: a.pople@btconnect.com

Speedo Repairs, c\o A & E Coachworks,
Unit 12/13 Station Yard, Ashchurch Road, Aldershot GU12 6LX

BMW – BOB PORECHA UK’s 
Longest Established Independent 
BMW specialist for Classic BMW 
Twins. Spares, Repairs, Service & 
Restoration, T: 0208 659 8860, F: 
0208 659 9198, 
bob@porecha.fslife.co.uk �0208 
659 8860

AJS 

Motorcycles 

Ltd.
Unit 3, 

Balksbury Ind. Est., 

Upper Clatford, 

Andover, Hants.

SP11 7LW. 

Tel: 01264 365 103

£67

DISCOUNT STAINLESS cycle 
BSF, BSW, UNF,UNC, BA, Metric. 
Taps & Dies. For price list send 
SAE to PO BOX 306, Altringham, 
Chesire, WA15 6GH. 
www.discount- stainless.co.uk �
0161 2861534

BRITBITS New spares for 
Triumph, BSA, Norton 1945-1983. 
Tel: 01202 483675 Fax: 01202 
475327. T140 list & clearances on 
www.britbits.co.uk �01202 
483675

SEATS

SHOCK ABSORBERS

SHOT BLASTING

SPARES - BRITISHSHOCK 
ABSORBERS

SPARES - 
BRITISH

SPARES - 
EUROPEAN

SPARES - JAPANESE

SPARES AND PARTS

SPARES AND PARTS

SPEEDOMETERS

SPEEDOMETERS

SPARES 
AND PARTS

SPEEDOMETERS

STAINLESS STEEL

STAINLESS 
STEEL

To place an advert, call Oliver Porter on 01733 366347



Motorcycle Holidays in the USA & Canada | info@roadtrip-usa.com

TOURS

01789 459 234

MOTORCYCLE SEAT SPECIALIST
Unit 1 Evans Yard, Temple Town,  

South Shields, Tyne & Wear, NE33 5SH

+44 (0)191 455 6262

www.saddlecraft.com

Motorcycle Towing 
Trailer/Recovery 

System
www.tow-a-bike.co.uk

www.stamford-classic-bikes.com
TAKE YOUR BIKE, TRIKE OR 

SCOOTER ANYWHERE
Tele-01780 752425
Mob-07802379117

ONE MAN OPERATION-EASY 
TO LOAD-ATTACH IN MINUTES

WHEELS

TRANSPORTATION

WEB DIRECTORYTRAILERS

PETROL TANK REPAIRS

TANK CURE
Standard Kit £42.00

Large Kit £48.00 p&p £6.00
All kits come complete with tank cleaner

(degreaser), rust converter and epoxy resin for
the complete restoration of your tank.

Also available to remove old epoxy resin.
500ml £19.95 p&p £5.00

Trouble with leakage in your steel
motorcycle tank then use TANK CURE,

the epoxy based tank sealant
(safe against Ethanol to 10%)

ALL ITEMS AVAILABLE SEPARATELY
TELEPHONE FOR DETAILS OR VISIT WEBSITE

L B Restoration
Services

Panderosa Farmhouse,
St Lawrence Road,

Bodmin, Cornwall PL31 2QU
Telephone/Fax: 01208 269746

www.lb-restoration.co.uk

tanks@unit24.biz
FUEL TANK REPAIR CENTRE

now in Chilsworthy, Devon 
Specialising in the application of

high quality ethanol-resistant liners.
Dent removal, leak repair and 

pressure testing by 
Metal Magic

Bespoke paint finishes by 
Unit 24 Ltd.

Phone: 01409 254750
Mob: 07585 606433
Email: tanks@unit24.biz  

www.unit24.biz
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED

MOTORCYCLE COLLECTION
& DELIVERY SERVICE

07774 964386 or 01244 532443
www.accelerationcads.co.uk

Call ACCELERATION

• Nationwide and fully insured
• 20 years experience, competitive rates
• Secure storage available
• Satellite navigation systems fitting thus
ensuring a speedy delivery any time

• Vans are fully equipped to hold securely
Also for Scooters – Quads – Pushbikes – ATVʼs
Sidecars – Mobility Scooters, etc. Call for details

WHEELHOUSE  

TYRES
info@wheelhousetyres.co.uk

www.wheelhousetyres.co.uk

WHEELS

Did You Know Our Readers  
Spent A Total Of £22M  
In The Last  12 Months  

On Spares And Parts For  
Their Classic Motorcycle? *

*Source (Ad Focus 2012)

To 

advertise  

in 

Classic 

Bike 

contact  

sales on  

01733  

366360
or

01733  

366306
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opportunity to witness 

the life-saving work being 

ĚŽŶĞ�ǁŝƚŚ�ŵŽƚŽƌĐǇĐůĞƐ�

ŝŶ��ĂŵďŝĂ�ďǇ�ZŝĚĞƌƐ�

for ,ĞĂůƚŚ��ƚŚĞ�Žĸ��ĐŝĂů�

charity of MotoGP. 

Have the adventure of 

YOUR life and join us...

Experience Africa is 

ŵŽƌĞ�ƚŚĂŶ�ĂŶ�Žī��ƌŽĂĚ�

ŵŽƚŽƌĐǇĐůĞ�ƌŝĚĞ�

visit riders-experience.org

you will never forget
ADVENTURE

The



Conditions of Acceptance: For private advertisers only and for trade by prior agreement. No correspondence can be entered into. Unfortunately we cannot guarantee that your advertisement will appear in a particular issue. Bauer Media 
does not accept any errors or mistakes in adverts. All advertisements are subject to approval of the publisher, who reserves the right to amend, refuse, withdraw or otherwise deal with copy submitted and/who will have no obligation to 
provide you with any reason for so doing. Bauer Publishing reserves the right to publish your advert in our other magazines that we deem relevant. If you do not wish to appear in our other titles please make us aware.

Name .......................................................................................................................

Address................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................

Postcode .............................................................................................................

Daytime tel no .....................................................................................................

Checklist: 
1.  Please use block capitals and start your advert with the make and model. 
2.  Specify the type of advert.
3.  Don’t forget your phone number. Advertisements submitted by email must contain a name, 

daytime phone number and full postal address.
4.  Have you included a cheque made payable to Bauer Automotive? Alternatively we will call 

you for your card details. You must include your phone number.
5.  You may photocopy this form if you have more than one bike to sell.
6. Due to demand, we can accept a maximum of three adverts per customer per issue.
7. We do not accept trade adverts without prior agreement. All trade advertisements   
     should have (T) at the end of the advert copy.

Please include make, model, year, price, phone number and area, also up to 25 words of text. For Super ads please supply up to  
50 words of text and submit separately. PLEASE USE CLEAR BLOCK CAPITALS 

Your advert will appear in the next available issues.

BUYING OR SELLING A MODERN BIKE?
You can advertise a bike in Motor Cycle News, in print and online from just £13.99 

www.mcnbikesforsale.com

SELL YOUR  
BIKE FOR FREE

 READER ADS 

Britain’s biggest and best selling magazine for oily-fingered bike addicts 
To be the first to see the classified adverts, make sure you take out a subscription to Classic Bike. 

1

2

3

Please tick 
the advert 
you want...

Bike 
details...

FREE

PLUS

 CLASSIC
FREE

Single column picture ads for privately-owned 
classic bikes registered before 1986

 MODERN
£20

Single column picture ads for privately-owned 
classic bikes registered in or after 1986

 AUTOJUMBLE
FREE

Ads for spares and
miscellaneous items

 TRADE
£20

Single column picture ads
for trade sales

 BIKES WANTED
FREE

Ads for motorcycles
you’re looking to buy

 SUPER
£30

Double-column, high-impact picture ads, including make, model, 
year, price, phone number and area, also up to 200 characters

 PARTS WANTED
FREE

Need something to finish 
your rebuild? Ask here

Your advertisement will automatically be placed in the next two available issues of Classic Bike – please state if only one issue is required.
Due to high demand, we can only accept a maximum of 3 adverts per customer per issue. You may photocopy the coupon below if necessary

Adverts for privately-owned bikes registered before 1986 are free (for bikes registered after 1985 they cost £20; super double-column adverts cost £30)

BOOK BY POST:
Please fill in the form below, specifying the type of 

advert you want (classic, autojumble, bike for sale or 
bike wanted). Include make, model, year, price, 

phone number and area, and up to 25 words of text. 
Please include your name & address, which will not 
be published or used for other purpose. Then post 

to: 
Reader Ads, Classic Bike, Media House, Lynchwood, 

Peterborough, Cambs, PE2 6EA 
 Photographs (we regret that we cannot return these) 

should be of a good quality, with your name and 
address on the back. 

BOOK BY EMAIL 
Send your advert details to:

cbreaderads@bauermedia.co.uk 
Please include your surname and the type of  

advert in the subject line. Include make, model,  
year, price, phone number and area, and up to  
25 words of text. Please include your name & 

address, which will not be published or used for  
other purpose. Include your photo as an  

attachment, named accordingly, preferably as  
a jpeg. If a payment is required we will call you  

to take your card details.

ENQUIRIES 
We do not take advertisements over the phone. 
Should you have a query regarding an advert, 

please call 01733 366340. For trade 
advertising, please call Farah Ball on 01736 

755508.

Make   Model      Year                             Price 



PART EXCHANGE NO PROBLEM AND DELIVERY ANYWHERE IN THE UK !! LARGEST ROYAL ENFIELD DEALER IN UK 

GET YOUR CLASSIC RUNNING SWEETLY, WE HAVE WORKSHOP FACILITIES
FOR RESTORATIONS AND A DYNO FOR YOUR ROLLING ROAD.

01288 355162 s www.ncmc.co.uk s info@ncmc.co.uk

Awarded Highly 
Valued Dealership of 

the Year

NCM
NEW AND USED MOTORCYCLES

Full description of
all these bikes please 

go to our website

Lot’s more 
interesting bikes 

to view

North Cornwall 
Motorcycle &
ATV Centre

1974 M reg SUZUKI GT 380, 13,500 miles. Here we have a 
fantastic original GT! low miles and only 3 owners UK bike 
tuned with new electronic ign fast and reliable! must see! 
what a great ride! forget your modern bikes! ........... £4,399

1977 reg NORTON COMMANDO, 0 miles. AS NEW! See photos! A 
Terry Hobbs built Proddy one of the last ones! Not used and just 
Fantastic! Frame no 20 m 3127740, eng 3/127740 it has all the 
attention in the shop and we have over a 100 bikes! ......... £18,950

1982 X reg HONDA GL 500, 19,000 miles. This bike is just 
great! Fantastic paint! The frame and wheels are in fantastic 
condition it looks like the bike is in near new condition all 
original!! And very rare!............................................ £2,750

1976 P reg SUZUKI GT, 0 miles. Here we have a UK standard 
bike!!! With standard exhaust, AND JUST HAD £2500 
ENGINE REBUILD runs and rides as new perfect!!..... £7,899

AJS MODEL 20, 1956, 10,000 miles. had top to 
bottom restoration, history log book, Lots of Stainless 
steel ............................................................... £5,599

2013 63 reg ROYAL ENFIELD GT CONTINENTAL GT Classic, 2,400 miles. Here we 
have a GT535 with full show spec extras incl power commander sports exhaust, 
bar end mirrors, logo on rear,sports stripe on tank, just serviced and ready to enjoy 
! note, no 60 ! very fast !! when new was £5399 plus OTR +extras.. .......... £4,499

1957 reg ARIEL FH HUNTMASTER, Classic, 21,000 miles. Here 
we have a great condition Huntmaster! 650cc twin matching No 
and reg in 1957 with same plate to date, great paint and chrome 
runs great! Near show condition!! .................................... £5,850

1978 S reg HONDA CB CB750 F2-N, Roadster/Retro, 24,000 
miles. BLACK, This bike runs and rides great and in fantastic 
condition paint and chrome very good all standard (bar 
exhaust) very collectable! Will come with new mot!. ... £2,850

1961 reg TRIUMPH Tiger 500, 0 miles. Here we have a 
great T100 500cc twin its in superb condition see photos! 
Paint not a mark! and chrome very good, great runner!! Will 
come serviced with fresh MOT!................................ £5,299

BMW R90 900 1975 N reg , 19,000 miles. Here we have a show 
condition R90S, all books and keys, tool roll, and the BMW lock 
that hides in the frame! This one has also got the factory kick start 
fi tted as well as electric, and Mag wheels  ..................... £13,999

1986 D reg YAMAHA FS 50 F.S.I.E, 0 miles. Full 
restoration, this bike looks like new and it rides like 
new! What great fun!!. .................................... £3,599

1987 D reg BMW R65 650, Classic, 55,000 miles. Here we have 
a great running R65 cafe, with very good history! Lots of mot’s 
and hand book, cafe bar end mirrors new cafe style seat lots 
spent! Be different!! Will come with 12 months MOT. ..... £3,699

2014 14 reg TRIUMPH BONNEVILLE 865, 248 miles. 
Here we have a two tone, one owner bike, as new! With 
all paperwork books keys, Centre stand, tank rubbers, rev 
counter kit this bike is as new! ................................ £5,995

2012 12 reg ROYAL ENFIELD 500 ELECTRA, 1,650 miles. 
What a great looking bike! Old style touring screen! All 
books and keys FSH LTD edition LOGO and colour as new 
condition! ................................................................ £3,650

YAMAHA XS 750, 1980 , 26,000 miles. low miles, 
runs and rides great , Serviced and 12 months MOT
....................................................................... £3,150

1960’s Zone  
www.1960s-zone.com 

Tel: 01270 668523 (Cheshire)

Many more bikes on the web-site
WANTED: Any 1920’s - 1970’s British and Japanese motorcycles.

 Truly excellent price offered. Any distance.

Images and details emailed to you. Worldwide and UK 
delivery arranged. View by appointment only.

Honda S65 1967 UK bike
....................................... £2550

Honda CB92 1961 Racer
....................................... £5500

Douglas 1947 350 Flat twin ............................. £4250
Triumph 3TA 350cc twin 1961 ......................... £3350
Triumph Thunderbird 1966 ............................. £7750
Triumph 1931 250 O.H.V. Twin Port WO ........ £7250
Triumph Trident 1969 ....................................... £8250
Honda RC162 Replica Chassis, originally built by 
Tigcraft to accept CBR 250cc 4 cylinder  ..... £1200
Honda RS125 GP bike 1990 ............................ £3250

Hondamatic 1979 .............................................. £1500

Honda CD175 1976 with only 9020 miles ..... £1500

Ariel 1939 w/ng mod bike ................................ £6750

Honda NSR250 1986 ........................................ £2500

Honda CB450 KO Black Bomber 1966.......... £4950

Matchless 1957 500 G80 CS ........................... £8450

Moto Guzzi Cardellino 1961 ............................ £2450

Honda CB93 very rare 
....................................... £3500

Honda C95 1965 
....................................... £1700

Tel: 01424 437719 HASTINGS, E. Sussex

www.cosmoclassic.co.uk

Cosmo Classic  
Motorcycles Ltd

FORD F100 FLEETSIDE, pick up truck, 1959, superb ..........£12,500
HARLEY DAVIDSON FAT-BOY, Silver/Black, 1996 ..................£9,995
HARLEY DAVIDSON 45 WL, black, superb, 1942 .................£14,995        
HARLEY DAVIDSON V 1200, orange,superb, 1931 ...............£24,995
HONDA CBX1000 Z, UK bike, silver,superb, 1980 ................£14,995
NORTON INTERNATIONAL 30, superb, 1947 .......................£24,995
SUZUKI GSXR750 H, slabside, UK bike, 1987 ........................£4,995
TRIUMPH T150V SLIPPERY SAM REP, 1976 ........................£12,500



ARIEL 3 1973
Complete & in good order. Needs 
enthusiast to re-assemble. 
Converted to battery power as 
an exercise. All original parts 
included. £650 OVNO TEL: 01580 
211376 KENT

242957

DUCATI 851 1992
As featured in Practical Sportsbikes. 
MoT Sep’15, 17559 miles, Ohlins rear 
shock. New belts, brake pads, rear 
disc, oil & filter. Excellent tyres. Iconic 
Superbike. Peterborough area. £5995
TEL: 01733 232482 CAMBS

246628

BIKE TRANSPORTER
Renault Master for sale as 
replaced. For details please call or 
email: andybuysbikes@aol.com 
Or visit www.andybuysbikes.com
£6000 TEL: 01728 724321 OR 
07802 896114 (T) SUFFOLK

246513

ARIEL RED HUNTER 1937
500cc. Very original with matching 
numbers and old log book. VMCC 
dated. Runs very well. New MoT to 
Feb'16. Please call for further 
information on this £10,000 TEL: 
07747 800671 HANTS

245513

AJS MODEL 20 1960
Good clean bike. Authenticated 
by the owners club. Much work 
carried out, paper work to back it 
up. Please call for further 
information. £4150 TEL: 01284 
830162 SUFFOLK

242310

BSA A10 1956
Rocket Gold Star Replica. 12 volt. 
Eddie Dow forks, alloy rims & s/s 
spokes. Far too much to list, £7k 
of bills. Call for more details. 
Sheffield area. £8500 ONO TEL: 
01909 568093 S.YORKS

245351

BULTACO 250cc 1972
2 owners from new, still has 
Camerfords sticker on from new. 
Unrestored, 10 months MoT, road 
legal & new tyres. Call for more 
details. Lowestoft area. £1850
TEL: 07768 181312 SUFFOLK

242383

BSA B175 1969
Total rebuild and in excellent 
original condition. Tax & MoT for 
1 year. Please call for further 
information on this great classic. 
Gosport area. £1250 TEL: 07855 
423117 HANTS

244498

BSA LIGHTNING 1971
Matching numbers, alloy wheels, 
chrome mudguard and chain 
guard, 12V electrics. Electronic 
ignition. In very good condition, 
call for further details. £3700
TEL: 01217 422326 BIRMINGHAM

244494

BMW R100 1981
Mine since 1983, good original 
condition only 13921 miles. Taxed to 
03/15, twin plugged for unleaded 
by Andrew Sexton in 1999. Tools, 
manuals, panniers. £3500 TEL: 
01691 662976 SHROPSHIRE

242308

BSA A65T 1970
Pre-OIF Thunderbolt, now finished in 
black, balanced crankshaft, new 
clutch, carburettor, rims, electronic 
ignition & spare tank. Good overall 
condition. £3450 TEL: 01763 272339 
OR 07905 184644 HERTS

243991

BMW R100RT 1980
Very good original condition, owned 
since 1989. 57,295 miles, regular oil 
changes, runs very nicely. Dry 
stored, on SORN, for three years. 
Pontnewydd area. £3300 ONO TEL: 
01633 838757 S.E.WALES

241771

BSA M21 1956
Delivered to the AA in 1956. 
Unrestored with some modifications, 
BTH magneto, rewired, concentric 
carb & gentle side valve. To ride or 
restore. Midhurst area. £3950 TEL: 
01730 814816 W.SUSSEX

244523

DUCATI 750 F1 1987
6900 mls. Imported & re reg. in UK. 
Original logbook & UK V5C. Superb & 
totally original. Recent service & MoT 
Oct’15. Call for full details or see: 
www.anthonygodin.co.uk £14,995
TEL: 01622 814140 OR 07769 970559 
(T) KENT

246847

BMW R100 TRIKE 1983
Good all round condition. Ready 
to ride away. Reducing collection. 
Please call for further information 
and history. Tiverton area. £3800
TEL: 01884 256457 MID DEVON

240983

BMW R80GS 1985
Paris-Dakar. 1000cc conv. 2014 new 
Keihn exhaust. 17,281 mls. Mainly orig, 
generally good cond. Comes with new 
MoT. Call for full details or see: 
www.anthonygodin.co.uk £7495 TEL: 
01622 814140 OR 07769 970559 (T) 
KENT

246851

ARIEL RED HUNTER 1936
350cc. Built in 1936 as a comp 
bike, this is not a road bike. 
Please call for further 
information. £2500 ONO TEL: 
01604 644089 NORTHHAMPTON

240875

BMW R100 RS 1977
16k. Superb example, much recent 
work & many desirable BMW extras. 2 
owners from new. Fully serviced, FSH, 
books, tools, etc, Details call or see: 
www.unit56.co.uk £5750 TEL: 01386 
700403 OR 07514 017681 (T) GLOS

246858

BMW R52 1928
200 mls since rebuild. Fully road 
registered, stunning cosmetic 
condition & starts easily. Ready to use. 
Details call or see: www.unit56.co.uk
£35,000 TEL: 01386 700403 OR 
07514 017681 (T) GLOS

246853

BSA BANTAM TRIALS 1960
V5C, D14, engine, 4 speed. New 
clutch, exhaust, chrome rims, 
battery, C15 forks. Call for 
further details. Diss area. £1500
TEL: 01379 608989 S.NORFOLK

243291

B.S.A. A10 1955
650cc. Good tidy mid 50s Gold 
Flash. Would exchange for 
something small or sell. £4750
TEL: 01666 860577 (T) NORTH 
WILTS

246624

BMW R80G/S
Replica of 1985 Paris - Dakar winner. 
Total restoration. Genuine HPN tank. 
Stainless system. MoT. Award 
winner. Call for further information. 
Doncaster area. £11,950 ONO TEL: 
01302 310300 SOUTH YORKS

243028

BMW R80RT 1985
Mono rear shock, MoT November 
2015, recent complete overhaul, 
stunning example for year. 
Please call for full details. £2700
TEL: 07902 403475 SCOTTISH 
BORDERS

244908

BSA B31 1956
350cc. V5C, original reg. A nice 
bike, would consider British bike 
in part exchange. Stoke-On-Trent 
area. £2950 TEL: 07542 169543 
STAFFS

243572

RICKMAN HONDA C/R 1981, 

CB900F black frame, owned 9 
years, owner history, rewired 
carbs, u/s cleaned cyno rase run, 
many spares. Call Kevin for more 
info. £6000�TEL: 01483 440889 
SURREY

HONDA TRIALS 1980, Twin 
shock, red, fully rebuilt. New s/s 
wheels, tyres, re-chromed fork, 
renthales, C&S, levers, cables, 
seals & engine rebuilt. Unsed & 
mint, V5. £1500�TEL: 07434 
040520 LANCS

TRIUMPH T120R 1966. TT 
specification rebuilt engine, all 
new chrome & paintwork. Call 
John at Barnfields classics for full 
details. £7500�TEL: 07970 
007775 (T) ESSEX

TRIUMPH T120R 1961 Boneville 
pre-unit, good condition, needs 
some paintwork and silencers 
chroming, matching nos ,etc. 
Much Hadham area. £9350 ONO�
TEL: 01279 842843 HERTS

HONDA 400/4 1977. Complete 
refurb, new tank, seat, exhaust, 
powder coated, etc. T&T. A lovely 
Classic Honda, call for more 
details. Preston area. £3250 ONO�
TEL: 01772 782526 LANCS

BSA B50T 1971. Has new 
shocks, rear chain, solid state 
regulator and Boyer ignition, MoT 
to October, can deliver. £4500�
TEL: 01752 408297 SOUTH 
DEVON

HONDA XL185 1981. Twin 
shock, full V5, matching nos. 
Requires total re-commisioning. 
Stood years, runs & everything 
there. Ideal project, cash only.
£1250�TEL: 07434 040520 LANCS

HONDA CB250N 1979, 

restored, new Motad powder 
frame & other parts. New chrome 
gleaming black 2 pack with 
correct applied decals. A beauty.
£1500�TEL: 07936 449910 LANCS

HONDA CB400F 1976. Red, 
matching frame & engine 
numbers. Some new parts & re-
chroming. MoT & in very good 
condition. Buxton area. £950�TEL: 
07583 427819 DERBYS

HONDA XL250S 1982. 

Complete, non runner, no spark, 
painted Nato green, plus spares. 
Also Moto Guzzi parts. £450 ONO�
TEL: 07954 968057 
OXFORDSHIRE

TRIUMPH T120R 1968. USA 
spec, great restoration project. 
Call John at Barnfields Classics for 
full details. £4000�TEL: 07970 
007775 (T) ESSEX

BMW R45 1980. MoT, on SORN, 
has clutch slip, needs some work 
though runs well. Please call for 
more details. £850�TEL: 01695 
726275 LANCS

HONDA CB200 1975. Nice bike, 
needs TLC, was running. Has 
MoT & new battery. Call for more 
details. £550�TEL: 02392 328081 
PORTSMOUTH

HONDA CL200 1976 Street 
Scrambler. V5C, on SORN. Nice 
bike but unused two years, will 
need a battery. £775�TEL: 07960 
656962 LEICS

AJS M14 CSR 1966 250cc. 
Basket project, V5C. Ring Matt. 
Grantham area. £650�TEL: 01476 
401243 LINCS

BIKES FOR SALE



1970s and 80s  

Japanese Superbikes 
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1931 
Indian 402 
£69,995

1951 
Vincent Rapide 

£44,995

1979 Honda 400/4 
F3 Ex Ron Haslam 

£19,995 

1955 
BSA Gold Star 
500cc £14,995

1987 
Ducati 750 F1 

£14,995

1960 
Triumph TR6C 

£9,995

1968 Triumph 
T120R Bonneville 

£8,995 

1965 Triumph 
T120 Bonneville 

£8,995

1961 
Triumph T110 

£4,995

1973 
T140 Flat Tracker 

£7,495

1955 
Triumph T110 Tiger 

£6,750 

1971 BSA A65 
Flat Tracker 

£6,995

1992 BMW 
R80 GS Dakar 

£6,495 

1985 BMW 
R80 GS Dakar 

£7,495 

1988 BMW 
R80 GS Dakar 

£7,495 

1981 
BMW R80 GS 

£6,750

1955 Norton 
Dominator 88 

£6,495

1969/96 Triumph 
Metisse 500cc 

£6,250 

1960 
Velocette MSS 

£6,750

1997 Ducati 
996 SPS JHP 

£18,495

We urgently 
need 

your bike!

Anthony Godin 07769 970559    www.anthonygodin.co.uk

Consignment 
Sales 

Undertaken

Mereworth, Kent 
01622 814140 

Viewing by appointment only



HESKETH V1000 2013
Newly built by Hesketh Motorcycles, 
number 3 of only 5 built. There will be 
no more made as Hesketh are now 
building the new S&S engined bike.As 
new condition 1502 miles. Many 
upgrades.£22,995 ONO TEL: 07961 
061519 SURREY

244968

HONDA ATC 110 1981
In almost perfect condition in 
every way, please call for further 
information. £750 TEL: 01840 
212811 CORNWALL

242955

HARLEY DAVIDSON 1939
Rare Knuklehead model, original 
& top condition, same collection 
since 2007. Call or email for more 
info. genni.ca49@gmail.com
£30,000 TEL: 0039 3385615727 
TORINO, ITALY

240841

KAWASAKI 454 LTD 1985
Lovely custom bike, lots of work 
done including new parts. In very 
good condition, call for full 
information. Ipswich area. £1400
TEL: 07859 817449 SUFFOLK

243992

HONDA XL185 1981
Stored many years. Complete & 
starts, ideal project, £650. Also 
1980 fully restored in Trials trim, 
mint unused condition, £2495. 
Droylsden area.  TEL: 07434 
072785 MANCHESTER

245163

HONDA CB250 1982
Nice original looking bike, MoT 
Nov’15. New exhausts, battery, 
rear shocks, crash bars, mag 
wheels. Starts on the button. 
Phone anytime. £1495 TEL: 
01905 21667 WORCESTER

242330

MATCHLESS CSR 1959
650cc. An early G12 highly 
underrated Sports twin in really 
tidy order. Would exchange for a 
smaller lighter single or twin 
WHY?  TEL: 01666 860577 (T) 
NORTH WILTS

246619

HONDA CBX550 1983
Been off road since 1997, bought 
as none running project, lots of 
work done & many new parts. 
Ready for MoT. 20k miles & in 
nice condition. £1000 ONO TEL: 
07719 971093 EAST LOTHIAN

245305

DUCATI CRUISER 1956
175cc. All original, running well, 
really rare 50s Italian scooter. For 
more details call or email: 
fabio.maina86@gmail.com  TEL: 
07577 087633 LONDON W13

245325

HONDA TL125 S 1977
Re-spoked, hubs polished & lacquered, 
new tyres, f.seals, r.mudguard, t.light, 
levers, mirrors, chain & battery. Perfect 
paintwork, VGC, Works/starts 
perfectly. Good reg. £2250 ONO TEL: 
07748 684028 ANTRIM, N.IRELAND

244897

HONDA C70 R REG 1976.
New wheels, battery, many parts 
shot blasted & repainted, dry 
stored for years hence only 8k 
mls, light restoration V5 in my 
name, bike SORN. £1000 ONO
TEL: 07979 695354 NORTH EAST

242320

HONDA CB175 1971
For restoration or parts. Very 
tatty, in dry store for 30 years. 
Best offer over £100 excepted. 
Hadleigh area.  TEL: 07557 
374094 SUFFOLK

242314

MOTO GUZZI 1971
V7 Special. Recent professional 
engine overhaul and paintwork. 
New seat and shocks. All bills. 
Reluctant sale. Great bike, call for 
more details. £6650 TEL: 07966 
256392 HANTS

246497

KAWASAKI H2 750 1973
Immaculate genuine UK bike, owned 
since 1990. Total recent restoration. 
Taxed & Tested. Good runner. 
Reluctant Sale . Offers over £10,500. 
Please call evenings or weekends. 
TEL: 01943 430364 W.YORKS

242984

HONDA F3 400/4 1979/80
Ex Ron Haslam Race Bike. 
Comprehensively restored late 90’s 
helped by the original engine builder. 
Not road registered. Call for details or 
see: www.anthonygodin.co.uk
£19,995 TEL: 01622 814140 OR 07769 
970559 (T) KENT

246850

JAWA ESO 1970’s
Speedway bike, all original, nice patina. 
Raced in Europe & was on museum 
display in Holland. Good working 
order, runs great. Can deliver UK & 
Europe. jfwsearle@gmail.com £1950
TEL: 0031 613467063 AMSTERDAM

243872

MOTO GUZZI 1978
LeMan mk1, 41,000 miles. MoT 
Sep’15. New battery & brake pad 
/ lines etc, all in good condition. 
UK bike, correct nos. Call Chris 
for further info. £7950 TEL: 
07973 551585 WEST MIDLANDS

245167

KAWASAKI Z200 1981
Complete restoration. Stainless 
rims & spokes, new pearl paint, 
powder coated frame, hubs, etc. 
New chrome throughout. £2800 
Firm. Please calll for more details.
£2800 TEL: 07936 449910 LANCS

243323

HONDA CB500/4 K1 1976
Imported 1995, 1976 period UK reg. 
UK spec conversion, cast alloy wheels, 
4into2 Motad exhaust, crash bars & 
very much more. Good all round cond. 
MoT Oct’15. £3450 ONO. TEL: 01189 
876718 OR 07709 006689 READING

243048

HONDA CB750 K7 1977
38,500 mls. Fully serviced, 11 mths 
mot, excellent condition. Hundreds 
spent at David Silvers, all numbers 
verified there too. New battery and 
is ready to enjoy. £2700 TEL: 07934 
719581 LANCS

243047

HONDA GL1000K2 1977
American import, British 
registered, 37,000 miles. Candy 
Antares red. Fully serviced inc. 
belts. Will have 12 months MoT. 
Very good condition. £3950 ONO
TEL: 07973 318210 SUNDERLAND

244152

ACETYLENE HEADLAMP 5" by 
Julians of Reading, with right & 
left handlebar brackets. 
Acetylene rear lamp by Joseph 
Lucas of Birmingham. Acetylene 
generator + bracket. All good 
condition. P&P extra. £195�TEL: 
07788 446362 LEICS

ARIEL LEADER top body shells, 
cyl. heads, s. arms, f. rests, 
primary covers, clutch, chain 
wheels, centres, g.box gear 
clusters, fork parts, h.bars, cowl 
(headlamp), t.box. Call after 
7.00pm �TEL: 01634 843803 
KENT

BSA MILITARY M20 rear 
mudguard 1939 with side 
valences, original, VGC. Also 
detachable tail-piece £75 both. 
Additionally rear number plate 
with Lucas lamp, Ex 1958 
Goldstar £30. + p&p �TEL: 07971 
223707 ROTHERHAM

COTTON/NORTON. Cotton M/
Cycle badge approx. 4" across, 
excellent cond. £20. Norton 
1960's key ring, white vinyl tab 
with enamel Norton name, good 
cond. £10. Both inc. p&p. �TEL: 
ALAN 01872 575140 CORNWALL

VESPA PX125 part dismantled, 
for restoration or spares, engine 
in frame, body side panels & 
front mudguard replacements, 
main body shell ok except foot-
floor rusty. Call after 7pm. £450�
TEL: 01634 843803 KENT

DUCATI 860/900GTS. Rear hub, 
brake plate, cush drive & 
sprocket carrier. Twin pull 
superpractic twistgrip. Both 
good, used condition. Call 
evenings only. �TEL: 01291 
420185 MONMOUTHSHIRE

BOX (L) HELMET new & unused 
£45. Prostreet helmet new & 
unused £45. New pair male & 
female rainsuits, still in package x 
£30. Motorcycle coat new & 
unused & gloves £40. �TEL: 01977 
796255 W.YORKS

BSA BB31 1954. Engine, 
complete less carburettor, 
magdyno and decompressor. 
Recently re-built with a number 
of new parts. Reading area. £690 
ONO.�TEL: 01189 403081 BERKS

TRIUMPH T120V 1972, 650 
Bonneville project. Call John at 
Barnfields Classics for full details.
£3500�TEL: 07970 007775 (T) 
ESSEX

YAMAHA RD400F 1979. All 
together, matching numbered up 
and running project. Call for 
more details.  £3700�TEL: 07970 
007775 (T) ESSEX

DUCATI 250 MKIII engine, all 
there inc. bevel gears, etc. Some 
parts require refurb, call for 
details. £1000�TEL: 07713 
215182 NORTHUMBERLAND

TRIUPH T140 1978 Bonneville. 
Restored 3 years ago, never seen 
rain since. Immaculate. Please 
call for full details. £5000 ONO�
TEL: 01462 817379 BEDS

BSA standard gearbox complete, 
fits A10 &A7 £250 bargain. Also 
Magneto complete, fits any pre-
unit. All at p&p at cost. �TEL: 
07443 642408 W.YORKS

YAMAHA XJ650 1984 Turbo. 
Unfinished project, worth doing, 
full fairing (off bike), mainly 
together. £550�TEL: 07960 
656962 LEICS

BIKES FOR SALE

AUTOJUMBLE



Some of 
the finest 

BMW 
motorcycles 
are bought 
and sold 

through us.

please contact us for details tel:

01386 700 403 
07514 017 681

WWW.UNIT56.CO.UK

Please call to discuss 
your requirements

Any bike, any condition 
or your complete 

collection

WANTED
YOUR BIKE

Mobile: 
0797 0007775
Ring for a quote NOW

We pay cash on 
collection £££

LANIVET 
MOTORS

Website: www.classicbritishmotorbike.com
ST BENNETT’S WOOD, TRURO ROAD, LANIVET, BODMIN, CORNWALL

7E�ALSO�DEAL�IN�-ODERN�"IKES�s�#ARS�s�#LASSIC�#ARS�s�%XCHANGES�s�7E�DELIVER

01208 831314 Mob: 07798 783137

Evenings/Fax 01208 831581
Website: www.classicbritishmotorbike.com

Email: a.rohrs@virgin.net

ESSEX Show Winner, Ariel Square 
Four, rebuilt over a number of 

years. Engine by Dragonfly. £16,000

A.J.S. Model 16, 350cc, 1953 
Virtually One Owner. Fantastic 

machine. £3750

Triumph Speed Twin 500cc. 
1957, Superb Example.

£5500.

Excelsior 250cc, Talisman 
Twin,Great example,rides superb 

sounds fabulous. £4000

Ariel Leader,1959,Cornish Bike, 5 owners, 
with full history. Panniers, rear bumper, 

extras. Excellent condition. £3,500

A.J.S. model 31. 650cc. Late model, fine condition.
 Arriving
A.J.S. 650cc, C.S.R. Blue. Standard engine, fitted. A credit 

to its long term owner. £4250
A.J.S. Model 16, 1954,  a 2 local owner machine, 350cc. 

Fantastic condition, all correct numbers, a pleasure 
to ride £3750

Ariel Colt 200cc, Maroon £2500
Ariel Leader Blue and White, fantastic condition,  

Cornish bike. £3500
Ariel Square Four, 1955, Black, Four exhaust. Superb 

Restored condition. Essex Show winner 
 Phone for details

Ariel Square Four. 4 piper, red nicely restored. Arriving
B.S.A. Golden Flash 1961, Cornish Tourer, Rodark Panniers, 

Fairing. Cracking 650cc. Arriving
B.S.A. Starfire, 1969 in RAF Blue,   Twin leading shoe brake.
Excellent example. Arriving
B.S.A. Super Rocket 1959, sports 650cc, Very Good 

example. Arriving
B.S.A. Genuine  Trials C15 T, Cornish Bike, 1958. last 

owner 30 years. Just In
B.S.A. 250cc, C15 De lux. Red, chrome guards. A really nice 

example, 1965. £2500
B.S.A. A7 500cc twin, 1951 Plunger. Outstanding bike.  

 £4950
B.S.A. B40 ex.Dutch Army, original condition. £2650
B.S.A. C11, 250cc O.h.V. £2500
B.S.A. C15. 1959, fitted SS80 engine £2250
B.S.A. Shooting Star, 500cc. Sports Twin, 1961.
Choice of 2, of these fine motor cycles. From £5500
Excelsior 250cc Talisman Twin 1961, Sounds and looks 

great. £4000
Francis Barnett Power Bike 1940, restored. Engine 

rebuilt by Villiers Services. £1500
Greeves Sportsman 25 D.C.X. Villiers 250cc, Twin 

another rare find, nicely restored £4500
Greeves 250cc, Model 24 DB,Good Machine, with History

 £2950
Honda 250cc, CB 72,1964. Arriving
New Imperial. 1936, Model 36, twin port 250cc. Very nice 

Vintage Machine £7000
Norton 650SS, Black 1962, one owner 30 years, 

outstanding condition.  Arriving
Norton Commando Interstate 1972, Non Combat, 

Beautiful Restoration. £8500
Norton Dominator Wideline, undergoing restoration.
 Ready soon

O.K. Supreme 250cc, J.A.P.  engine. 1934, lovely little 
machine. Arriving

Panther  197cc, 9E Villiers. Earls Forks. Rare original, 
machine. £2250

Royal Enfield Interceptor, 700cc. Sought after  model in 
well cared for condition. Arriving

Royal Enfield EX.WD. Model, Nice condition. Black, rigid, 
Girders. Arriving

Suzuki GSX 650. Blue, 2008, 1200 miles. colour keyed 
panniers. Arriving

Triumph Bonneville 1961, superb example. Arriving
Triumph Bonneville 1969 really nice. Arriving
Triumph Speed Twin, 500cc.  Pre unit,in maroon. 

Engine rebuilt, fine condition,ready to enjoy. £5500
 Triumph Tiger 100 SS, 1969,rare machine in restored 

condition. History file. Just in
Triumph Tiger 110, 1958. Fully restored, all correct original 

numbers. Phone for details
Triumph Tiger 110, Bathtub 1961,  

very nice condition. £6500
Triumph Trophy Replica,650cc, Duplex, 1960. £6000

BASKET CASES
B.S.A. C15, complete front End.
BSA Golden Flash, crankcases.
BSA A10 Plunger. Part restored.
Norton Dominate rolling chassis.
Norton, early type full width front hub 
Norton, Full width Rear Hub.
Petrol Tank Selection
BSA, 4 gallon, centre bolt fixing.
BSA Thunderbolt
Triumph Duplex pre unit 650cc, large fibreglass racing style

CARS
Austin Mini Metro, 1986 Blue metallic. 9000 miles only. 

Lady Owner. Full length, Electric Sun Roof. Superb 
unmolested condition. £2500

Jaguar Sovereign 1990, 2 owners, elec sun roof, 76,000 
miles. £1600

Porsche Turbo Model 924, One Owner , full history. Needs 
little work Offers Please

Mazda 3 Automatic 2008, Red, 2 lady owners, low 
mileage, Air Con. £6000

M.G.B. Roadster. MK.ONE, 1967, British Racing Green, 
Wire Wheels. Appreciating Classic Arriving

Jeep Grand Cherokee, auto, 2.7 C.D.I. T.D.F.S.H. Fabulous.
 £3000

ALL TYPES OF CLASSIC MOTORCYCLES WANTED –  
WE COLLECT

One Family  
Ownership for 

45 Years

TRIUMPH TIGER 110, 1958,very nicely 
restored, all correct numbers, Inc.

Original Registration. £8500



SUZUKI X7 1979 / NOS
Brand new. NOS from 1979. Nothing 
added or taken away from 
manufacture. Started once in 2007. All 
orig. import docs. into Germany when 
shipped from Japan. Optional Reg X7 
OLD- NOS MPH Clock available.£9500
TEL: 08715 590452 PRESTON, LANCS

246576

NORTON INTER ROAD LEGAL
Double knocker 650c top end by 
Andy Savage, 1951 engine. Ring 
for full details. £19,250 ONO TEL: 
07860 461180 BERKS

242709

TRIUMPH 3TA 1959
350cc twin. Restored & rebuilt, 
matching nos. In lovely condition, 
working perfectly & ready to ride. 
Will part exchange. Tel. or Email 
Chris: csb@classicsuperbikes.co.uk
£3950 TEL: 01252 625444 (T) HANTS

246823

ROYAL ENFIELD 1966
Crusader Sports, excellent all-round 
condition. Re-built wheels, s/s spokes, 
new tyres & much more. Recent new 
mains, small end & more. MoT & 
receipts.kinl@talktalk.net £2800 TEL: 
01702 526461 ESSEX

246583

MZ TROPHY 1972
250 ex-NVA project bike, rebuilt 
wheels with new tyres NOS wiring 
loom and other parts comes with 
molds for café racer fairing and 
seat. £500 ONO TEL: 07925 
191997 MANSFIELD / NOTTS

246510

MOTO MORINI 1985
501 Camel. Reliable and rare off road 
Morini in VGC, recent new tyres and 
sprockets as well as assorted spares. 
Please phone Tim for more information. 
Peterborough area. £2350 ONO TEL: 
07764 818154 CAMBRIDGESHIRE

246499

ROYAL ENFIELD 1961
Constellation 700cc. Not Concours 
but nice condition. Same owner 
since 1975. Largely original except 
rear mudguard and seat. Selling due 
to age/health. Cash on collection.
£3670 TEL: 02392 264580 HANTS

245464

MOTOBECANE 175cc 1954
A rare French lightweight single 
cylinder, all alloy construction, 4 
gears plus new tyres & tubes. No Tax 
or MoT needed. On the road at the 
moment. Loughborough area.
£1500 TEL: 07922 649520 LEICS

245327

RED PANTHER 20 1939
248cc. Quality older restoration, 
recent s/s hand gear change linkage 
& gate fitted. New Armour's silencer, 
old log book. Engine runs but kick 
start return spring weak. £4250 TEL: 
01473 726826 SUFFOLK

245140

TRIUMPH BONNEVILLE 1978
T140V 750cc. Matching numbers, 
runs well and in good condition. 
Please call for further 
information. £3850 ONO TEL: 
07826 873933 HANTS

242324

MOTO GUZZI ZIGOLO 1961
110cc two-stroke single. Light & easy to 
handle. UK registered, completely 
rebuilt & restored, MoT’d & ready to ride 
or show. Tel. or Email Chris. 
csb@classicsuperbikes.co.uk £2500
TEL: 01252 625444 OR 07809 894777 
HANTS

246827

ROYAL ENFIELD 1961
Clipper Crusader Sport. Excellent 
Condition. Long MoT. An extremely nice 
motorcycle, outstanding in my opinion. 
Regrettable sale due to health reasons. 
Watford area. £3500 TEL: 01923 
461289 OR 07745 134757 LONDON

244589

TRIUMPH T100A 1961
Tiger. Great Condition MoT May 
2015, free to Tax. Please call for 
further information. 
Stallingborough area. £4495 TEL: 
01472 280994 N.E.LINCS

241769

SUNBEAM MODEL 8 1929
350cc. Older resto, very orig. bike. Orig. 
paint, new magneto, carb, cork clutch 
& springs. Tanks recently sealed. Orig. 
magneto inc. Banbury Compliant. 
gawalton@btconnect.com.  £7500
TEL: 07767 200085 N.WILTS

243899

SUZUKI T350 1971
Fully rebuilt. Lovely example of 
this iconic two stroke twin. Too 
much spent to list, so please call 
Phil for details. Lincoln area.
£3500 TEL: 01522 880202 LINCS

243892

NSU SUPERMAX 1958
Special, 250cc. Starts & rides well, all 
frame & parts recently powder 
coated, wheels rebuilt, s/s spokes, 
12 volt conversion & electronic 
ignition, recovered seat. May p/ex.
£4250 TEL: 01328 700711 NORFOLK

243352

S4 1938
Unique 4 cylinders DOHC, built 1938 & 
developed untill the 60's. Same private 
collection since 1985, road legal, top 
condition, history. Offers around £70k. 
genni.ca49@gmail.com  TEL: 0039 
3385615727 TORINO, ITALY

240972

SUZUKI GSX600F 1989
Excellent condition. New discs, 
pads, tyres, full stainless system. 
Carbs cleaned and balanced. 23k 
miles. Call for more details. 
Nantwich area. £925 ONO TEL: 
07729 888631 CHESHIRE

243005

MOTOBECANE B45S 1952
125cc side valve. Restored to 
high standard. Ready to ride or 
show. Please call for further 
information. £1725 TEL: 07729 
888631 CHESHIRE

243002

TRIUMPH BANTAM CUB
200cc, last taxed in 1972. Could do 
with a new rear rim as its got lots of 
rust spots, seat has a seam opened 
up, has high comp piston, MoT 
Sep’15, Tax exempt. Nr Canterbury.
£750 TEL: 07713 332446 KENT

242998

MZ ETS 250 1972
Trophy Sport. Rare, Tax exempt & a 
year's MoT. Everything restored / 
replaced, stainless spokes, 
downpipe, silencer, uprated 
electrics, engine blueprinted, rebuilt.
£2000 TEL: 07788 442155 BATH

239863

HONDA CB200 1972. Tank, 
cables, shoes, pads, headlamp 
shell, rear brake ass. & more, no 
engine, £165. May seperate. 
5'x3' prof. built trailer + extra's, 
suit camper or posh jumbler. 
£175. �TEL:07591 848419 
CHESHIRE

ENFIELD PARTS. Crusader 1959 
Sports. 2 x 17" wheel rims steel, 
slight pitting easy clean/chrome 
stamped Dunlop made in 
England WM2 £10 each. Rear 
mudguard, steel good, 6" 
missing £10. + P&P�TEL: 01946 
834979 CUMBRIA

HONDA CB450 KO new pistons 
lower crankcase, crankshaft 
primary secondary gears 
clusters, k.start selectors f&r 
v.covers stator housing s.motor 
remnants e.flange CB72/7 starter 
motor complete £200. �TEL: 
01274 683848 W.YORKS

MODELS. The very best in classic 
motorcycle models, 1960 Ray 
Petty Manx. 1950's Gold Star. 
1:12 scale, eg. 7" x 3.5" + display 
box, details, etc. V. accurate. 
£250 the pair, may seperate. �
TEL: 07591 848419 CHESHIRE

SIDECAR. Tradesman steel box 
on solid wheel, braked, sprung 
chassis with mudguard, etc. 
£295. Sidecar chassis only with 
19" spoked, sprung wheel, 
mudguard, fittings etc. £225 �
TEL: 07960 656962 LEICS

QUAFIE Close ratio 4 speed gear 
cluster, VGC. Also road cluster 
suitable for unit or pre-unit 
Triumphs. Hastings area. Call or 
email: sg.farquhar@hotmail.com
£875 LOT�TEL: 07811 621081 
E.SUSSEX

NEW COMPRESSOR. Not used, 
Sealey SA5020, 50 litre tank, 2 
HP, 8 bar, not Chinese. Was £200 
now £110, buyer collects. Call 
6.00pm. �TEL: 01642 484073 
REDCAR, CLEVELAND

NORTON AMC gear box £395. 
Slimline tank £295. Original 
chrome rear mudguard £385. 
Pattern chrome front mudguard 
£135. �TEL: 01737 642075 
SURREY

MONOBLOCK 389 with 
extended float chamber & main 
jet holder with banjo. Excellent 
condition but no choke & cable 
nipples. Plus p&p. £15�TEL: 01513 
367110 CHESHIRE

HARLEY PARTS. Rear indicator 
bar for Heritage / FLH, £15. 
Keihin butterfly carb, suit iron 
head shovel early evo, £50. Plus 
postage. �TEL: 01509 889058 LEIC

EXCELSOIR AUTOBYKE 98cc, 
tool box, engine covers & other 
bits. Answerphone. �TEL: 01444 
254341 SUSSEX

HARLEY DAVIDSON 2013 
Sportster single seat, new £75. 
Number plate bracket £20. �TEL: 
07826 873933 HANTS

HONDA CB900F 1982. Breaking 
for spares, most parts available, 
engine etc. �TEL: 01522 806315 
LINCOLN

NEW & still packaged knee 
warmers, kidney belt, bike mask 
and large socks & gloves. £50�
TEL: 01977 796255 W.YORKS

HONDA 400/4 Dresda head 
bearings sealed, £10 plus post. �
TEL: 07981 123467 HERTS

AUTOJUMBLE



 

Benelli 1983 900 SEI Excellent, low mileage SOLD  £9250
Bimota 1988 YB7 Very good, rare bike        £4750
Honda 1974 CB750 US custom UK registered £4500
Kawasaki 1974 Z1A Canadian import, excellent £12,500
Kawasaki 1975 Z1B  US import. Excellent £11,750
Kawasaki 1977 KZ650 C1 Excellent, original, v low miles £4950
Kawasaki 1980 KZ650 Stunning hand-built café racer £5950
Laverda 1982 Jota 120 Very good £8950
Moto Morini 1981 3½ Strada Electric start, rides beautifully £3250
Norton 1973 Commando Roadster Restored, excellent £8950
Triumph 1957 T110 Restored, mint SOLD  £8500 
Triumph 1970 Bonneville T120R Restored £9250
Triumph 1971 T100R Daytona Very good, original £5500 
Triumph 1972 Trident T150 Canadian import, superb, v low mileage £7500

Contact Andrew on 07712 410442 or andrew@a28classics.co.uk
Based near Rye in East Sussex

a28 classic motorcycles
Dealers in quality classics

www.a28classics.co.uk

PHOTOS AND REPORTS
AVAILABLE, DELIVERY AT COST

CLASSIC BIKES ALWAYS
WANTED, CASH PAID

Lots more bikes in stock! Visit www.pembrokeshireclassics.com for more bikes to ride or restore

www.PembrokeshireClassics.com

62 Ariel Leader, 1 owner, ride/restore £1,595
87 Armstrong MT500, 16k, mot ........ £1,295
78 BMW R65, choice of 2 from ......... £1,295
85 BMW K75, full panniers, fsh ......... £1,750
49 BSA M21 600sv, big slogger ........ £3,750
24 BSA L24, 350ohv, v quick ............ £7,500
69 BSA Bantam D14/4, runs well ...... £1,495
67 BSA B40 ex MoD ......................... £2,495
69 BSA B40 Trials .............................. £2,795

62 BSA C15 ‘T’ Trials, V5 .................. £2,495
64 BSA A65 L’ing/Rocket, superb ..... £4,750
56 BSA B31, low owners, nice bike .. £3,750
53 BSA A10 G/Flash, nice 650 .......... £4,500
36 Excelsior Scout 250, v original ..... £3,995
46 Excelsior AutoByk, ride/restore ....... £795
63 F/B Cruiser 250, 2T, goes well...... £2,395
22 IVY 350 Model Three ........................£ask
98 Honda CB500 Repsol rep ............ £1,595

75 Honda CB200 ................................. £,250
85 Honda CBX750F........................... £1,395
78 Honda CX500, ride/restore .............. £895
78 Maico Magnum 400T, awesome .. £2,995
60 M/less G3L 350, 12k, ex AFS ....... £2,795
81 M/Morini Strada 350, original ....... £2,895
57 Norton ES2, matching no’s .......... £4,750
46 Norton Model 18 .......................... £6,750
���9�,UÄ�LSK�*Y\ZHKLY�:WVY[Z���ZWK . £2,850

09 R/E Electra DeLuxe EFI, 6k, as new
........................................................... £3,195
13 R/E Electra EFI, 2k, as new .......... £2,995
71 Suzuki B100P, 4k, ride/restore ........ £995
pre 65 Triumph Metisse, awesome, ask
........................................................... £6,500
51 Triumph Grand Prix rep, stunning
......................................................... £12,995
69 Triumph TR6 Trophy, matching ..... £5,995

59 Triumph 3TA B/tub, superb .......... £3,995

60 Triumph 21 B/tub, matching ......... £2,895

74 Triumph T150V Elec Start, 13k ..... £7,250

55 Triumph T110, lovely bike ............. £6,500

68 Triumph T100S, lovely twin .......... £4,500

71 Triumph TR6C, matching, superb £6,500

81 Yamaha TR1, 400 miles! As new .. £3,995

73 Yamaha RD350, 15k, superb ........ £3,995

83 Suzuki 50, semi auto,
5k miles ..............................£895

57 F/Barnett Plover 150, nice 
bike ..................................£1,595

61 Bianchi Tonale 175, superb
.........................................£2,795

���%6$�6WDUÀ�UH��goes well
.........................................£1,995

Call ANTHONY
07866 637792
ALISTAIR

07794 100386
or 01834 860505

Viewing by Appointment

www.PembrokeshireClassics.com

 www.classicbikesuk.com www.classicbikesuk.com

 BIG and SMALL see them all in
BILL’S BARN @ OAK FARM, BRAYDON,

SWINDON, WILTSHIRE SN5 0AG.  

Tel :  01666 860577
bil l@classicbikesuk.com 250cc Triumph T70750cc Triumph Trident

Tons and tons of original British Bike Spares to clear @

BILL’S BARN AUTOJUMBLE 
SATURDAY, 18th APRIL 10.00a.m. – 3.00p.m

(no additional stalls required)

SORRY AUTO

JUMBLE CANCELLED

Est. 1972

See website for current list.   Email: andybuysbikes@aol.com
www.andybuysbikes.com  GOOD PRICES PAID

Old Railway Station, Station Road, Framlingham, Woodbridge, Suffolk IP13 9EE. 

TEL: (01728) 724321. MOB: 07802 896114

1919 ABC Skootamota 125cc cute early scooter .................................... £4,750
1956 AJS 500cc single charming riders bike ........................................£3,400
1955 AJS 18S 500cc garage stored  ...................................................£3,250
1926 AJS G2 V-twin 799cc gleaming machine ....................................£20,000
1929 AJS V-twin 1000cc shed discovery ........................................... £17,000
1956 ARIEL COLT 200cc smart in green ...............................................£2,750
1958 ARIEL VH 500cc in maroon ......................................................... £4,500
1932 ARIEL RED HUNTER 500cc gleaming 4 valve  .............................£12,500
1951/52 BSA BANTAM D1 125cc choice of 2 ....................£1,750/£2,150
1967 BSA BANTAM D7 175cc pleasant lightweight ............................... £1,250
1968 BSA STAR-FIRE 250cc lively  machine ..........................................£2,000
1933 BSA B1 250cc smart lightweight machine ..................................... £4,250
1946 BSA C11 250cc ride and improve ............................................... £3,250
1931 BSA L31/6 350cc similar to blue Star model................................. £5,750
1927 BSA L27 350cc full of potential! .................................................. £9,000
1956/1959 BSA B31 350cc choice of 2 ............................£3,250/£4,000
1962/1966 BSA A65 650cc choice of 2............................£3,650/£4,750
1952 BSA A10 650cc Plunger flash practical combination ...................... £4,500
1921 BSA A V-twin 770cc the legendary taxi bike  ..............................£15,250
c1920 CYCLOTRACTEUR 108cc. French cycle attachment....................... £2,200
1938 DOUGLAS AERO 600cc ride or restore .......................................£5,500
1960/63 EXCELSIOR CONSORT 98cc choice of 3 .. £1,400/£1,800/£2,200
1950 EXCELSIOR TALISMAN 250cc in blue ........................................... £2,100
1939 FRANCIS BARNETT CRUISER 250cc handsome prewar stroker ........ £3,500
1942 HARLEY DAVIDSON 45WLA 750cc in civilian trim ......................£12,000
1964 JAMES COMET 98cc late model .................................................. £1,400
1961 MATCHLESS G2 250cc low cost bike ........................................... £1,500
1934 NEW IMPERIAL 150cc interesting lightweight ...............................£3,650

1950 NORTON ES2 490cc tidy tele plunger ........................................£5,350
1973 NORTON COMMANDO 750cc Cafe Racer ................................£7,500
1955 PANTHER MODEL 65, 250cc tidy example ................................... £3,250
1959 PANTHER 120 650cc ride and tinker ..........................................£5,500
1926 ROYAL ENFIELD 350cc flat tanker to tinker with ............................£4,750
1919 ROYAL ENFIELD V-TWIN 425cc glass oil bottle model ..................£16,000
1938 ROYAL ENFIELD J1 500cc interesting machine ............................... £8,000
1940 RUDGE AUTO CYCLE 98cc handsome example ............................ £2,000
1930 SCOTT SQUIRREL 500cc Banbury bike ........................................£8,000
1931 SUNBEAM MODEL 10 350cc presentable machine ....................... £6,000
1934 SUNBEAM LION 600cc unfinished project ...................................£5,500
1934 TRIUMPH 2/5 250cc top of the range model ................................ £5,500
1966 TRIUMPH 3TA 350cc ex Dutch army for improvement ..................... £3,000
1925 TRIUMPH Model P 500cc choice of 2 ........................................... £8,000
1964 TRIUMPH TRW 500cc smooth side valve twin. ............................... £5,000
1914 TRIUMPH 550cc good Pioneer machine .................................... £12,500
1920 TRIUMPH H 550cc mellow machine ............................................£7,750
1966 VELOCETTE LE 192cc smart ex-police bike ...................................£2,250
1933 VELOCETTE GTP 250cc interesting pre-war stroker ......................... £4,250
1936 VELOCETTE KSS 350cc OHC smart pre-war cammy .................. £12,250
1963 VELOCETTE KSS Special 350cc smart cammy ..............................£9,850
1952 VELOCETTE MAC 350cc nice tele-rigid ........................................ £5,000
1959 VELOCETTE MAC 350cc local machine ........................................ £4,850
1923  VERUS 350cc very rare Blackburne engine flat tanker .................... £6,350
1926 ZENITH 680 JAP ENGINE V-twin SV desirable and rare ...............£21,000

COMING IN SOON
1938 AJS 350cc, 1957 MATCHLESS G3L 350cc

Andy   TiernanAndy   Tiernan



YAMAHA FJ1200 1986
MoT until July 2015, 43000 miles. 
These old air cooled engines go 
on forever, must go as I need the 
space. Call for further 
information. £1250 TEL: 01208 
863325 CORNWALL

242974

TRIUMPH TIGER 100 1954
500cc. A really handsome mid 
50s T100. I would exchange for 
pre-war bike or sell. £7950 TEL: 
01666 860577 (T) NORTH WILTS

246626

TRIUMPH TRIDENT 1970
T150 US North American variant 
beauty kit. Matching frame & 
engine numbers. Excellent 
condition, converted to 5 speed. 
Please call for more details. £7200
TEL: 07592 193818 STOCKPORT

240818

TRIUMPH T140 1977
US Silver Jubilee 750cc Limited 
Edition. Excellent orig. condition. 
4,700 miles, elec. ignition. T&T. Very 
reliable, used regularly, garaged. 
Carbs cleaned. gbj.gbj@virgin.net
£6500 TEL: 01993 813526 OXON

246502

VELOCETTE VIPER 1958
Clubman tank, alloy rims, 
rearsets, thruxton guards recon 
13th manual mag, lots of 
stainless. Excellent condition. Nr 
J22 M25. £6400 TEL: 01923 
519314 OR 07477 985072 HERTS

242323

TRIUMPH T150V 1975
Trident . Stunning example. 
Three into one exhaust, twin 
front discs, electronic ignition, 
matching numbers. Call for more 
details. £5700 TEL: 07902 
403475 SCOTTISH BORDERS

244900

URAL 750 CLASSIC 2002
Owned for 9 years. Getting a bit 
heavy as I get older. 13,000 kms. 
Tax & MoT until May. Call Mike 
for further information. 
Callington area. £1700 TEL: 
07974 087449 CORNWALL

244328

YAMAHA XV750SE 1980
Special. Rare original UK model, 
outstanding condition. Stored many 
years hence 15,800miles. 3 previous 
owners, recent rear tyre, battery & 
service. On SORN, MoT Jun'15. £2250 
ONO TEL: 01509 231224 OR 07817 
257889 LEICS

242309

VELOCETTE VENOM 1958
500cc. A very smart sporting 
single that could be exchanged 
for any interesting 1930s bike or 
may sell.  TEL: 01666 860577 (T) 
NORTH WILTS

246621

VINCENT RAPIDE 1951
Series C. 8500 mls. Matching nos. Big 
history file. Much maintenance & resto 
work done. Orig. buff & current V5C log 
book. Full details call or see 
www.anthonygodin.co.uk £44,995
TEL: 01622 814140 OR 07769 970559 
(T) KENT

246839

TRIUMPH T110 1960
Duplex frame, matching numbers, 
original registration, history, rebuilt 
mag, T&T. Runs lovely, twin leading 
shoe front brake, unfortunately 
must sell. £5500 TEL: 0208 4228511 
HARROW

242946

TRIUMPH TRIALS TWIN
Pre 65, 400cc, elec. ignition, prof. 
modified frame, modern fork 
inserts, unused tyres & m.guards, 
road reg; Scottish eligible, third 2013 
S. Miller series, excellent throughout.
£4000 TEL: 07889 477292 WARKS

243878

TRIUMPH T150V 1974
Trident. Rebuilt, stoved frame, 
new rims, stainless spokes, 
reverse cones reg rec box, V5, on 
SORN. A lovely bike, call for more 
information. £5600 ONO TEL: 
07400 045500 DERBY

246498

TRIUMPH T120R 1965
Thruxton Bonneville, as seen in 
the November issue of Classic 
Bike, see magazine or call for 
more details. £22,000 OVNO TEL: 
07901 942169 ESSEX

243500

TRIUMPH TROPHY 1983
650cc. Good condition ready for 
road. SORN will come with 12 
month MoT. For further 
information please call. 
Warrington area. £3000 TEL: 
07903 665483 CHESHIRE

240974

YAMAHA TY175 1980
Steel tank, NJB shocks, lowered 
footrests. Approx. £500 in new 
parts. Excellent. Consider BSA 
grasstrack bike or upright motor 
in px. £1400 TEL: 07814 181152 
DORSET

243935

TRIUMPH TR6 1969
650cc. MoT. Matching numbers. 
Runs well and in good condition. 
Reducing collection. Please call 
for further details. Stevenage 
Area £6950 TEL: 01438 813012 
HERTS

243157

TRIUMPH TIGER 100 1953
Sprung hub model. One previous 
owner. Fully restored to mint 
condition. All original, correct 
numbers, history etc. Possibly none 
better. £9950 TEL: 01743 891889 OR 
07887 917466 SHROPSHIRE

244121

VINCENT 1955
Black Knight. Fully restored, 
matching numbers, very rare as only 
100 made. The bike is located in 
France, however can deliver. Call for 
more details. £79,000 TEL: 0033 
23830438 FRANCE

243031

YAMAHA CSL200 1970
Electric Street Trail. Rare US 
model, 3195 miles, nice and 
original, last ran 4 yrs ago. Have 
NOVA cert, needs restoring and 
registration. £1650 TEL: 01743 
718939 SHREWSBURY

243010

STOLEN BIKE. Norton 650SS 
Cafe Racer 1964, reg. ABE 643B. 
Black & Silver, Manx racing 
fittings, lots polished alloy & 
chrome. Stolen in Halifax, early 
hours 12th January. Info 
appreciated please. �TEL: 01422 
323546 OR 07783 066869 
W.YORKS

VARIOUS. BSA A7SS crank cases 
head barrels timing cases £375. 
Matchless G3L engine £475. 
Royal Enfield Bullet & Electra new 
seat £25. New tank £100, swap 
Featherbed spares WHY? �TEL: 
01763 272339 OR 07905 184644 
HERTS

ANY VILLIERS engine bikes 
wanted. Not AMC, James, Francis 
Barnet, Ambassador or Excelsoir, 
as found. Basket cases or mint, 
Cotton, Greeves bikes. Call any 
time. �TEL: 01613 686958 
CHESHIRE

SUZUKI GSX750 model W, X, or 
Y, 1998 to 2000. Fuel tank 
needed please. Current bike is 
silver, but any colour will do. 
Email: 
david@kiddellfamily1.plus.com �
TEL: 01372 272654 SURREY

1950-70S MODEL/TOY 

motorbikes wanted by Britain’s, 
Timpo , Lone Star, Charbens, 
Marx. Also plastic toy soldiers, 
knights, cowboys, forts, farm, 
garden, cataloges. �TEL: 01455 
286510 LEICS

TRIUMPH DAYTONA, yellow, 
900-955 cc, carburetter type, in 
good condition £1000-£2000 
plus Carriage to Norway. 
malvinhovden@Hotmail.no �TEL: 
04741 411371 NORWAY

PRE 65 motorcycle or scooter 
wanted with interesting or 
dateless registration. Any make 
or model, basket case ok. Can 
collect. �TEL: 01748 811676 
NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE

BULTACO METRALLA any year, 
runner or non runner, UK or 
Ireland for cash. Will collect, state 
price & area. Call or email: 
hughoneill@talktalk.net �TEL: 
01525 280682 BEDS

RESTORATION PROJECT 

wanted, anything considered, 
any size older the better. British 
bike would be ideal. Any spares 
or literature welcome. �TEL: 
07956 296418 DERBYS

MOTO GUZZI 850/1000. Round 
barrel cylinders wanted in good 
condition with or without 
pistons. Good price paid & can 
collect. Call Mike. �TEL: 01162 
707774 LEICS

VINCENT RAPIDE wanted. I 
would prefer a complete & 
original machine. Restoration 
project ok. £25,000 offered. �TEL: 
01748 811676 NEWCASTLE UPON 
TYNE

OSSA 250 PHANTOM 1974. 

spare parts wanted or complete 
bike in any condition for spares. 
Wylam area. �TEL: 01661 852157 
NORTHUMBERLAND

ARIEL LEADER 1959/65, road 
worthy of light project wanted. 
Please call with details. �TEL: 
07951 136354 GREENOCK, 
SCOTLAND

HONDA XBR500F 1985. Loom 
for ignition barrel (7 wires) or any 
information on alternatives 
please. �TEL: 01295 269805 
OXON

ANY MAKE OR SIZE classic 
motorcycle wanted from a 
basket case to one in nice or 
restored condition. Cash waiting. �
TEL: 07811 189755 STAFFS

TRIUMPH 6T/T110 1957/8, 

must be magneto ign & D C 
generator, running or not. 
Private not a dealer. �TEL: 01914 
564729 TYNE & WEAR

YAMAHA SR500 wanted for 
project. A non runner, crashed, 
bashed, in bits, abandoned 
project, etc. �TEL: 01474 746854 
OR 07789 260740 KENT

SUNBEAM S7 OR S8 original 
toolbox and carb cover wanted, 
any condition considered. Please 
call Peter. �TEL: 07790 778062 
LEICS

YAMAHA FZ750 carburettors & 
fairing (MK1). Yamaha FZR250 
MK1 carburettors (not ex-up 
type). Call Peter. �TEL: 07438 
890646 LONDON

SUZUKI X7 carburettors with 
bellmouths (filtered gauze) & 
Suzuki GT500 top end with 
carburettors, exhausts. Call Peter 
TEL: 07438 890646 LONDON

TRIUMPH 650 OR 750 wanted 
running or not, even basket case 
or parts needed. Cash waiting. �
TEL: 07970 007775 (T) ESSEX

YAMAHA RD350 YPVS Wanted, 
anything considered from bikes 
to bits. Will travel. Phone Dan. �
TEL: 07977 984089 GWYNEDD

YAMAHA SR500 wanted in any 
condition, by an enthusiast. Any 
distance. �TEL: 01229 716814 
CUMBRIA

YAMAHA parts books, RS100 
V50, RS125 V70A, all tidy. £10 
plus p&p. �TEL: 07981 123467 
LONDON

AUTOJUMBLE

BIKES WANTED

PARTS WANTED

WANTED



Motorcycle Restoration Company

PROFESSIONAL MOTORCYCLE ENGINEERS

AND SALES

UNIT 3 WENDEN COURT, STATION ROAD, WENDENS AMBO, SAFFRON WALDEN, ESSEX, CB11 4LB

LOCATED NEXT TO AUDLEY END STATION

PLEASE CALL OR VISIT OUR WEB SITE FOR STOCK LIST

TEL 01799 542323

Web: www.motorcyclerestorationcompany.com –  Email: motorcyclerestorationcompany@gmail.com

=== NOW OPEN ===
NEW SALES SHOWROOM IN ESSEX
WE HAVE A LARGE SELECTION OF CLASSIC MOTORCYCLES FOR SALE

=== NOW OPEN ===
NEW SALES SHOWROOM IN ESSEX

WE HAVE A LARGE SELECTION OF CLASSIC MOTORCYCLES FOR SALE

PLEASE CALL OR VISIT OUR WEB SITE FOR STOCK LIST 

PROFESSIONAL MOTORCYCLE ENGINEERS AND SALES

TEL 01799 542323
LOCATED NEXT TO AUDLEY END STATION

UNIT 3 WENDEN COURT, STATION ROAD, WENDENS AMBO, SAFFRON WALDEN, ESSEX, CB11 4LB

www.motorcyclerestorationcompany.com 
motorcyclerestorationcompany@gmail.com

Unit 8c, Stowmarket Business Park, Ernest Nunn Road, Stowmarket, Suffolk IP14 2AH

Tel/Fax: 01449 612900
Email: john@madeinitalymotorcycles.com   www.madeinitalymotorcycles.com

;\LZKH`�¶�:H[\YKH`��!��HT�[V��!��WT��7SLHZL�JHSS�ÄYZ[�PM�[YH]LSSPUN�HU`�KPZ[HUJL�

Italian Bikes always wanted any condition. Try Us.

Ducati 750SS 1974 Green Frame ....Coming Soon

Ducati 350 Desmo race bike, high spec....£9000 Bimota SB2, 1 of only 140 built, fantastic ..... £35,000

Ducati 900 Superlight Mk1 ...........£5950

Aermacchi Sprint, lovely ..................................£4,950
Benelli Tornado Tre factory racebike .......................POA
Bimota tesi 2D............................................. £24,000
Bimota SB3 Mint. ......................................... £14,000 
Bimota SB4 excellent ................................... .£12,000 
Bimota DB52010, fantastic .............................. £11,500 
Bimota HB2 Vgood ....................................... .£12,000 
Bimota SB2 Fantastic .................................... £35,000 
Ducati 900R 1984 ......................................... £13,000
Ducati 350 Desmo race bike, high spec ..................£9000
Ducati 916 BP 1997, excellent .............................£6250
Ducati 750GT good ....................................... £14,950
Ducati 350 Desmo 1974 restored lovely .............. £11,950
Ducati MHE 900, 100 miles from new ................. £16,500
Ducati 999R Xerox 2006, brand new ................... £18,500
Ducati MHR900, 1981, Good ............................ £11,500
Ducati 750F1,Vgood ..................................... .£13,950
Ducati 851 Kit Corsaracer.............................. ..£20,000 
Ducati 888 Lucchinelli replica, fantastic. ............. £24,000 
Ducati 900SD, project... ...................................£3,950 

Laverda 3C 1975, fantastic....... .................... ...£10,500 
Laverda 3CL 1977 Excellent.......... .....................£7,000 
Laverda SF750 1973, Choice of 3.... ........ ..£6,250-£7,500 
Laverda SFC replica really nice............ ..............£9,950 
Laverda CND850 stunning............ ............... ....£17,000
Mondial Piega as new ................................... £17,500
Moto Guzzi 500 GTV1938, really lovely with fantastic patina 
............................................................... £15,000 
Moto Guzzi SP1000 Fantastic condition.. ...............£4,500
Moto Guzzi Le Mans 1, excellent  ...................... £11,950
Moto Guzzi 250 Airone 1st series, really lovely .........£8500
Moto Guzzi 750S 1975, excellent....................... £12,000
Moto Guzzi Super Alce, 1951 fully restored .............£6500
Moto Guzzi NF 500 , many mods excellent rider ........£5950
Moto Guzzi LeMans 1 replica choice ............ £5500-£6750
Moto Guzzi Falcone Turismo, V good .................. £11,950
Moto Morini 350 sport Drum brake .......................£6000
MV Agusta 250B fantastic unrestored and original .....£5000
MV Agusta 850SS Monza, 1978 excellent ............ £55,000

1973 Triumph TR5T clean .......................... £5999
1957 BSA A10 fl ash clean ......................... £4299
1961 BSA A7 nice bike ............................... £4299
1969 Honda SS50 ...................................... £2199
1950 Francis Barnett Merlin ..................... £1899
1956 Sun Hornet ....................................... £1399
1932 James D14 150cc............................. £2699
1948 Velocette Mac rigid ........................... £4699
1969 Triumph T120R Bonneville ............... £7999
1960 Triumph 500 Speed twin .................. £4299
1958 Royal Enfi eld Crusader .................... £1999
1961 Triumph 6T Thunderbird .................. £5299
1954 Ariel Colt 200.................................... £1899
1962 Panther 10/3 .................................... £1899
Tribsa 650cc nice bike ............................... £5499
1961 Triton 650 very clean......................... £5999
1962 Royal Enfi eld Meteor for restoration . £2899
1957 Ariel 600VB Clean bike ..................... £3799

1971 Greeves Pathfi nder Needs fi nishing .. £1899
1977 Honda Step Through Moped .............. £399
1959 Matchless G12 Clean bike ................ £3999
1959 Royal Enfi eld Super Meteor Clean bike
 ................................................................... £4999
1950 BSA B31 Rigid Clean bike ................. £3499
1962 Triumph 3TA Clean bike .................... £3799
1957 AJS Model 18 Clean bike .................. £3899
BSA Bantam D5 For restoration ................... £899
1956 BSA B31 Clean bike .......................... £3499
1962 BSA B40 Restored bike ..................... £3299
1952 Sunbeam S8 Clean bike .................... £4199
1955 Royal Enfi eld Indian Fire Arrow ....... £2199
1959 Triumph 500 Speed Twin Clean ........ £4499
1954 Matchless G80 ................................. £3699
1950S Twn Cornett’s x3 For restoration..... £2999

STEVE BURCH CLASSICS
 Unit 2, Stowford Business Park, 

Ivybridge, Devon PL21 0BE
Tel: 07718769666 

www.sbvclassics.com

 
Email pictures etc to: steve@sbvclassics.com

1951 Vincent 
Rapide, 

matching 
numbers will 
P.X for 1 or 
more bikes. 

£37,999

1969 
Triumph 
T120R 

Bonneville
clean bike 

£7999

1961
BSA A7

nice clean 
bike

£4299

1957
BSA A10 

fl ash
nice bike 
£4299

WANTED FOR 

CASH

Pre 80s classic bikes 

and parts

LOOKING FOR A PART- NEW AND USED PARTS -  We have a very large stock of parts for most British bikes
To see up to date stock list and pictures. Visit out EBay site our id is sbvclassics

WANTED FOR CASHPre 80s classic bikes 
and parts

 ITALIAN MOTORCYCLE SPECIALIST

Benelli 900 Sei

Ducati, 200, 250, 350, 900

Laverda Jota 180

Magni MV 832

Moto Guzzi Convert

Moto Guzzi Griso

Moto Guzzi Daytona

Moto Guzzi Airone

Moto Guzzi Astore

Moto Guzzi V50 Ex-military

Moto Morini 500 Camel

Motobi 125, choice of 2

Rickman Metisse Kawasaki

More Stock Online... 

The Garage, West Chiltington, West Sussex RH20 2QR
 01798 813260 www.dimarino.co.uk

BIKE 
OF THE 
MONTH

Magni
MV 832, 
1978

WANTEDWANTED
BRITISH MOTORCYCLE ENGINEER

FULL OR PART TIME
WE ARE LOOKING TO RECRUIT AN ENGINEER TO JOIN 

OUR BUSY TEAM HERE AT MRC, THE ROLE WOULD 
INCLUDE RESTORATION WORK, REPAIRS AND SERVICING 

TO MOSTLY BRITISH MOTORCYCLES.

IF YOU FEEL YOU WOULD BE ABLE TO WORK TO A HIGH 
LEVEL OF WORKMANSHIP AND YOUR PASSIONATE ABOUT 

MOTORCYCLES PLEASE CONTACT US.
WE DO NOT DISCRIMINATE AGAINST AGE HERE AT MRC 

SO RETIRED PERSONS ARE ENCOURAGED TO APPLY.
PHONE 01799 5423232

OR EMAIL motorcyclerestorationcompany@gmail.com
www.motorcyclerestorationcompany.com
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Q Generation 3: 
Malcolm on 

his Fizzie

Q Generation 2: 
Keith on his 
Enfield 350

Q Generation 1: 
Joe on his 

Triumph 3½ 

These photos show three 
generations of my family, 

starting with my grandfather Joe 
in 1923, aged 24, sitting astride 
his fi rst motorcycle in the back 
yard of his cycle shop in north-
west London. I don’t know what 
make it is – can you help? The 
second photo is my father Keith, 
in the early ’50s on his 350 Royal 
Enfi eld – an ex-army bike which 
he painted blue. Then there is 
myself in 1979, 16 years old, on 
the fi rst of two ‘Fizzies’ that I 
owned before progressing to a 
DT100, KH250, RD350LC and 
fi nally a GS850. I would love to 
have something like my father’s 
Royal Enfi eld – I wonder if it’s 
still out there?
MALCOLM CHAMBERLAIN, 

AYLESBURY, BUCKS

Grandpa Joe’s sitting on Triumph 
3½hp 500cc of circa 1910 
vintage. The buckle on the forks 
is a World War I era feature, 
designed to hold the forks 
together in case of fork 
breakage. The little handle on top 
of the tank is an adjustable 
crankshaft belt pulley to give 
adjustable gear ratios for 
climbing hills, for instance. 
Ri ck Parkington

Our gallery of groovy images reflecting 

your biking lives through the generations

Please send high-quality scanned images (300dpi minimum) by email 
to classic.bike@bauermedia.co.uk or post original prints to Classic Bike, 

Media House, Lynch Wood, Peterborough, Cambridgeshire, PE2 6EA. 
And please don’t forget to tell us where you’re from

SHOW US YOUR PICTURES



CALL NOW 0845 070 47 47  OR  BOOK VIA MCNLIVE.CO.UK
Terms and conditions: Price subject to availability.

PRICES  START  FROM  ONLY  £115INCLUDES:
Q�LIVE MUSIC
Q�3 NIGHTS ACCOMMODATIONQ�ENTERTAINMENT
Q�LIVE ACTION

TEST RIDE VILLAGE60 YEARS OF ICONIC BIKESCADWELL PARK RIDE OUTUK’S BEST TRIBUTE BANDS

FOGGY
HAS BOOKED HIS 

PLACE, HAVE 

YOU BOOKED YOURS 

Norton Commando 750 & 850 MK II

Chain primary version
Except Mk3 and
750 Fastback with distributor

“La jambe électrique”
Some things in life are worth 
the wait.

Over forty years after the 
fi rst Commando appeared, 
the Alton EKit electric start 
conversion fi nally brings it to 
life at the touch of a button…
…the one Norton put there 
in 1969.

On sale only through our 
authorised distributors
Contact us for list.

24, route de Kerscao
29480 Le Relecq-Kerhuon

France
Phone : 00 33 298 283 575

www.alton-france.com

MOTOR-CYCLE SEAT 
RENOVATING SERVICE

R. K. LEIGHTON
Unit 2, Partridge Court, Price Street, Birmingham B4 6JZ.  Tel: 0121 359 0514. 

Email: info@rk-leighton.co.uk    www.rk-leighton.co.uk

Suppliers of new seats for most 
British classic bikes

Loose covers & foams supplied.
Please phone for details and price list

RD AIR COOLED RACE PIPES .......................................... from £499 
RD AIR COOLED RETRO PIPES. Polished Stainless .................£475 
RD250,350 LC & YPVS RETRO PIPES Polished Stainless ........£475 
RD 250,350 LC YPVS RACE PIPES ................................... from £549 
RD500 STAINLESS or MILD STEEL, STD or GP EXIT ...... from £899 
TZR250 & TDR250 ALL MODELS .................................... from £549

JL Jim Lomas Expansion Chambers for all 
Classic Yamaha Two-Stroke Models

.COM

PRICES INCLUDE SILENCERS & VAT. EXCLUDE DELIVERY. PIPES AVAILABLE IN MILD STEEL OR 
STAINLESS STEEL. SILENCERS AVAILABLE SEPARATELY IN STAINLESS STEEL £69 OR CARBON 
KEVLAR £110. MOST 350 TYPES IN STOCK. 3-5 WEEK DELIVERY ON OTHERS.

www.fondseca.com
info@fondseca.com 01435 863036

t: 01590 612261
f: 01590 612722

vintagetyres.com

sales@vintagetyres.com

for your classic
authentic tyres from the ultimate tyre authority
ₔ

ₔ

classictyres

Free delivery on UK orders over £50
Friendly, expert advice from classic enthusiasts
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This is a picture of my father, Nicholas, who imported three 
British bikes from Malta in the ’80s (’41 Matchless G3L, ’39 

BSA M20 and ’51 Triumph Tiger 100) and spent years restoring 
them and buying CB magazine religiously. This photo was taken 
around 1957/’58 – the BSA Golden Flash belonged to his friend. 
But the best thing about this photo is the Maltese guy at the back 
with a foot pump in his hands, fag in mouth and chest pumped up. 
DAVID FAVA, MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA

My dad returned to biking in his forties 
after a 20-year lapse, and this is him on 

his new 1954 650 Ariel Huntmaster, OXJ 486, 
which gave years of reliable service. A typical 
Sunday run would be to Edinburgh, with time 
for a bacon buttie on Princes Street before 
returning to our home in Manchester. With 
two up, full panniers and a canvas tent on the 
carrier, we also toured Scotland, the 
Huntmaster’s rear suspension often bottoming 
out on the single-track roads of the day. 
DAVE COOPER, STOCKPORT

This is a picture of me, aged 18, taken in 1966 at Perranporth in Cornwall – I 
rode down from Tipton, West Midlands with my girlfriend Peggy. I’ve owned 

bikes all my life – all makes and models – but I still feel the Bonnie was the best all-
round bike in its day that I’ve had. You may wonder why I had crash bars and lights on 
a Bonneville… well, I was young and it looked good at the time. I changed my mind 
after going to the Isle of Man a few weeks later. The TT was moved to September in 
1966 due to a shipping/docker strike. When I returned, the Bonnie was stripped and 
the frame painted a polychromatic red, the tanks and panels sky blue. Gold Star swept-
back pipes and clip-ons were fi tted – I thought it looked the business and it performed 
superbly. I still have bikes now: a Harley-Davidson with Screaming Eagle Stage Three 
tune, and a Suzuki GT750 Kettle which I love. The passion for two wheels never ends.
BILL LOVERIDGE, TIPTON, WEST MIDLANDS

This is my mum, Pat Downes, on a Triumph belonging to 
a visiting family member in the back garden of their 

Maidstone house in the mid-to-late 1950s, with her dad John in 
the background. I’m told it’s a 1958 model or thereabouts, as it’s an 
alternator version (as opposed to the dynamo model) of the 
Triumph Thunderbird.
ANDY DOWNES, KETTERING



 We are always looking to acquire new stock and will offer the best prices for the
BEST bikes… Sportsbikes… Vintage… Superbikes… Classics…

Come and see how we do business in our superb climate controlled purpose built showroom

 View our full range of stock at:

www.thebikespecialists.com and www.thecarspecialists.com 
T: 01142 795574   M: 07875 068605   M: 07947 668925

Monday - Friday 9-5.30pm  Saturday - 9-3pm
The Car Specialists, Unit 6, Edmund Road, The Old Barracks, Sheffi eld, South Yorkshire S2 4EE 

STEVE McQUEEN REPLICA
BRAND NEW

NEVER RIDDEN

TRIUMPH BONNEVILLE £10,980

THE ULTIMATE
TWO STROKE

ONLY 250 MILES

BIMOTA V-DUE £POA

STUNNING 
ORIGINAL 

CONDITON

LAVERDA 1000 JOTA £16,980

RARE 
ROSSO
EDITION

DUCATI DESMOSEDECI £42,000

BRAND
NEW

STUNNING

MV F3 SERIES ORO £19,980

RED & WHITE. 
TEAM VERSION

BRAND NEW. NEVER RIDDEN

DUCATI DESMOSEDICI  £57,980

SUPERB
CLASSIC
EXAMPLE

BIMOTA TUATARA £11,980

XR69 REPLICA
FORMULA ONE

BRAND NEW

SUZUKI HERON XR69 £19,980

SANTAMONICA
BRAND NEW

SB8K

BIMOTA SB8K £26,980

SUPERB
EXAMPLE

ONLY 360 MILES    

BIMOTA SB8R £14,980

FULL 
SUPERB

RESTORATION

KAWASAKI Z1 A £17,480

EXTREMELY RARE
STUNNING

ONLY 840 MILES

BIMOTA TESI 1D £22,980

SEE US AT STAFFORD STAND M63

BRITISH RACING GREEN
ONLY 

120 MILES 

NORTON CAFE RACER £13,980

CAFE RACER. 
ONE OFF FACTORY 

SPECIFICATION

NORTON COMMANDO  £16,980

THE
ULTIMATE 

INVESTMENT

NORTON DOMIRACER £POA

NO. 25 SUPERB 
INVESTMENT

660 MILES

NORTON COMMANDO SE £17,980 



UK opening hours: Mon–Fri 8am–8pm, Sat 9am–5pm, Sun 10am–4pm. 
1 Subject to satisfying underwriting conditions. 2 Terms and conditions apply, call for details. 3 Excludes racing, pacemaking or being in any contest or speed trails. 
4 Terms and conditions apply, visit carolenash.com/dna-terms-and-conditions. 

Carole Nash Insurance Consultants Ltd is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. 

carolenash.com / insidebikes @insidebikes

Six Wheel Multi-Bike Off Road Custom Future Classic Modern Bike Vintage

0800 093 5599
Accept nothing less, call now for a Classic Bike insurance quote

Why do I want 
agreed value? 
Because it’s worth it!

1

Low excess only £50

Free agreed value1

Riding other bikes1

Low mileage discounts2

Club rallies3

Static Display2

UK & European accident and breakdown recovery, 

including Homestart assistance worth over £100

DNA+ protection system worth £304

Up to £100,000 motorcycle legal protection in the 

event of an accident which is not your fault

European cover of up to 90 days

Salvage retention rights1

Up to 10% off for owners club membership1

Your Classic Bike insurance policy includes:

2013

MOTORBIKE INSURANCE

2014

MOTORBIKE INSURANCE

of customers would recommend Carole Nash

Scores correct as of January 2015.


